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This study exams the association between socioeconomic characteristics (SEC);
Political Knowledge, Familiarity and Engagement (PKFE), Voting Attitudes (VA),
History of Voting (VH). and Voting Participation (VP) among black women voters in
Keysville and Atlanta, Georgia. A cluster sampling technique was employed for this
study which produced a sample consisting of218 black women in Keysville and 246
black women in Atlanta. The conceptual model of this study included a series of
structural equations designed to inquire into recent voting participation. Data analysis
was conducted at both descriptive and inferential levels.
Results among black women in both locations indicate that select socioeconomic
variables influenced familiarity with election processes. Voting attitudes is also
influenced by familiarity with the process ot’elections. Voting Ilistory. specilically.
registering to vote, influenced Political Knowledge, Familiarity and Engagement in both
urban md rural areas. In Atlanta, being a registered voter influenced their voting
participation and in Keysville, consistent voting at all electoral levels (local. stale, and
federal) was influenced by voting in person as a replacement for use of an absentee
ballot. In Atlanta, knowledge of Georgia politics influenced recent voting participation in
the 2006 Presidential elections, while select engagement activities influence their voting
participation in the last state elections. Among Keysville. knowledge of state and local
level influenced their recent voting participation in both the last primary and local
elections - (heir attendance in town hail meetings also influenced their participation in
these elections. Findings suggest that the black church plays a significant role in
engaging black women in political process; creating local black women caucuses can
affect elections outcomes local, state, and national levels; organized efforts should be
made to target unregistered black women: and political parties should include more black
women into the party structure. Implications for future studies should consider larger
samples size to add greater validity to study findings among broader black women voters.
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I)EFINFI1ON OF TERMS
Black women voters: Women who self-identify as black or African-American,
are of eligible voting age, and are registered to vote.
1-listory of voting: The previous participation of black women in casting
ballots in local, state, and presidential elections.
Metropolitan area: Populations < 50,000 persons.
Micropolitan area: Populations> 50,000 persons.
Voting attitudes: Beliefs and perceptions which influence voting decisions.
Voter engagement: The involvement of black women during the election cycle,
to include participation in both formal and informal
activities designed to educate and inform.





“The scholars engaged in the study of black politics in us! he concerned with
the action, not just WIt/i developing concepts iincl theories and methods.
T/ie’ must be indeed, often are both theoreticians and practitioners. We
must conduct our descriptive and empirical analysis of political act ivTh’
with an eye to prescribing how black politics ought to /incIioii and how it
out to bring about j,oiitical change fir a population that remains burdened
by domination and exploitation. We have no choice. Either we accept this
obligation, or wefluil not only to make explicit our thinking, but also to have
any eff’ct on the eveiydav lives of black people.
The above passage by Walton reflects the serious need to devote intellectual
resources towards clan lying the black political experience. Such a commentary is
compelling when one considers the role of women in the context of political activism,
and voting engagement in particular.
Black women have a unique experience in American economic, social, and
political structures. They continue to make up a large percent of poverty statistics
relative to their numbers in the general population; they occupy a significant number of
low wage jobs; they are a significant number of female heads of households. and are
disproportionately represented in incarceration rates. When these facts are considered,
black woman’s existence can be perceived as marginal.
Understanding marginality is useful fbr explaining black women’s political
position relative to other groups. Common usage explains marginal as ‘situated on the
‘Hanes Walton, Jr., (ed.), Black Politics and Black Political Behavior: A Linkage Analysis
(Westport, CN: Prager Publishers, 1994).
border or edge.. .at the outer or lower limits; minimal for requirements.”2 In describing
black women’s political status, marginal is contextualized to include their involvement in
the political process as both decision makers and those For who decisions are made. The
latter considers the female ascribed status, incorporating the tensions between women’s
socialization norms and black women’s response to daily realities, such as those
previoisly mentioned. This marginality appears in the political realm when they seek to
involve themselves as voters endeavoring to improve or enhance their material condition.
Despite this, rates of registration and voting have increased.
Questions about political participation of black women arise when one considers
their simultaneous increase in public office holding, their rise in leadership positions on
legislative committees, and their growth among tenured ranks in political office. In other
words. Walton’s statement becomes even more critical when through a scholarly
examination. we gain greater insight into voting participation by’ black women.
particularly as a response to their social and economic condition. This potentially
redefines the contours of their marginal status by bringing into focus the nature and scope
of this status. The question of their marginality provides both direction and guidance for
what Walton describes as “political.. . for a population that remains burdened by
domination and exploitation.”
According to voter registration statistics,3 as of 2007 black women make up
16.72% of all Georgia registered voters or 786.429 active voters. A glimpse into
registration figures in select urban and rural areas reveal that as of November 2007 in
2www.dictionary.com [accessed January 6, 2009].
www.ga.sos.gob I accessed [)ecemher 19, 20071.
3
Georgia, black women represented large percentages in urban counties—almost one
quarter (23.5%) of those registered in Fulton County were black women while they were
32% of DeKaIb County’s registered voters. Interestingly, their percentages were high in
rural counties as well—they were more than one-quarter (28%) of those registered in
Burke County and in Bihb County (27%). They were nearly one quarter (23%) in
Quilman County and 17% of those registered in iroup County. The Georgia Coalition of
Black Women4 states that as of January 2008. in 18 of Georgia’s 159 counties and 125 of
its cities, Aftican-American women have become the largest block of registered voters.
An examination of active engagement demonstrates black women’s participation
in local office holding. As of 2000, they comprised 10% of elective and appointed
officeholders in Georgia. They made up 40.6% (N = 13) of members in Georgia’s House
of Representatives. and 55.9% (N = 6) of Georgia’s State Senators.5 An earlier report of
l3lack Elected Officials report that in 2000, Georgia’s Female BEOs were 30.4% or 177
of 582 BEOs in the state: in 2001 they were 31.6 percent or 193 of 611 BEOs. Of the
policy makers, they were 54.5 % or 6 of black state senators and 40.6 % or 14 of black
slate representatives.
Bositis6notes that since 1970, one of the most dramatic increases among Black
Elected Officials (BEOs) has been among women; the increase in their numbers
4Cynthia Post, Black Women are the Largest Voters Black in Georgia. Atlanta Daily World
http://kathmanduk2.wordpress.com/2008/0 1/27/black-women-are-largest-voters-block-in-Georgia.
[accessed May 22, 2008).
5David A. Bositis, Black Elected Officials: A Statistical Summary Joint Center for Political and
Economic Studies, 2000, Table 6.
“David Bositis, Black Elected Officials: A Statistical Summary Joint Center for Political and
Economic Studies. 2001. Table 6.
4
accelerated since 1 998. Of the net increase ol 104 between 1999 and 2000. all were
women. In lict, there were 122 additional female 13E()s and 1 8 fewer male BEOs. As oF
this writing at the statewide level, Female BEOs holding office in Judicial/Law
EnForcement are: Supreme Court Justice, The Honorable Leah Ward Sears, and State
Court oFAppeals Judge, The Honorable M. Yvette Miller.
in Georgia’s cities and towns in 2006, black women were 20% (N 8) active
members of Georgia’s Conference of Black Mayors.7 The roster included the following
black women: Shirley Franklin (Atlanta, Fulton Co.), Phaedra Graham (City of
Riverdale, Clayton County), Sonja A. Mallory (Twiggs County). Edna Brown (Macon,
Bibb County). Justine Brown (Screven County), Marilyn Slater (Emmanuel County), and
Mary Jo Haywood (Camilla). In 2007, Evelyn Winn-Dixon (City of Riverdale, Clayton
Phaedra Graham. and Mary Jo 1-laywood in Camilla, Georgia) elected this town’s first
black female mayor. Also of note is Shirley Franklin as the only black female to date to
serve as mayor in a city with a 50,000+ population in the State of Georgia.
While the above data provide a glimpse of black women’s as voters and
officeholders in Georgia politics, it is surprising that in light of these statistics
comparatively little research emerges about black women’s involvement as voters.
Specifically, research which focuses on the outcomes of such engagement at either the
local, state or federal levels is relatively scarce. As a result, pursing questions about
factors impacting black women’s marginality may encounter roadblocks. A frame of
reference for analyzing voter registration and turnout numbers of black women that
7Confererice of B’ack Mayors 2006 Roster. http://70.86-14. I0/-demo/design/portIbIioi’bIack-
rnayors-inc/memberroster.litrn I [accessed May 22, 2008).
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isolates voting pattern or types of involvement at each level of voting is wanting, thus a
gap in our understanding of factors hich are in!] nenced by previous participation (i.e..
“Super Tuesday”) or special elections exist. Research that yields a basis from which to
continually analyze of their involvement at local, state, and national levels becomes
essential and assists with articulating their marginality in politics It is anticipated that
focused research on this group may link understanding between their social and economic
status and their levels and types of voting participation with other forms of engagement.
An analysis of the socioeconomic characteristics black women in Georgia’s age.
income, educational attainment and marital status can be used to capture their electoral
participation during congressional elections years. presidential elections, and voting on
local referendums. Further, the question of marginality may be explored further through
the examination of the influence of those factors on their voting participation both
historically and currently in the effort to understand and predict voting behavior. Such an
analysis of marginality and voting has value for continued studies of this population and
political involvement, both as a voting constituency and those who may transition to
public office. Thus, focusing on voting participation by black Georgia women begins a
systematic unraveling of their political participation. Specifically, understanding regional
differences (e.g. urban versus rural, and black women voter’s knowledge and familiarity
of politics provides a starting point for comparison with other groups). Other related
factors, such as knowledge sources and attitudes towards voting, broaden the inquiry into
her voting behavior.
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(lan lying voting participation of’ this group also lends itself to potential theories
about those forces which contribute to voting by black women in Georgia. Such
contributes to Walton’s urge of the scholarly pursuit, moving us closer to articulating
black women’s voting decisions. Currently, few writings designed to build on voting
behavior theory speci fic to black women have yet to be explored. For example. the civic
obligation perspective, such as that oFfered by historian Linda K. Kerber, has not been
examined to account for differences in socioeconomic factors among women. The Civic
obligation perspective argues that while men’s rights have been bought about by their
obligations to pLIhI ic service, for women the obligations were to family. Absolution trom
public service——the constitutional right to he “ladies”- —-has clear roots in the principle of’
overture, by which a woman’s legal identity is absorbed by a man’s, be it her father.
lmsband. or other protector. I has. wh Ic omen have had obi igaliuns. she notes. it is
merely “the lbrms and objccts of demand’ that have differed, and disparities between the
obligations of men and women have afflctcd women’s qualitative ability to exercise
rihis. While such perspective may lend to examinations of sex role (e.g.. Role
Reversal Theory). it is not easil generalized to women of differing economic
circumstances. Further, age. race and regional factors are not easily discerned. [has.
continued research on black women and civic participation expounds on the assumptiotIs
of’civic obligation perspective and broadens research on women and inol ement. (intil
such research is developed, the answer to a researchable question remains—why do
African-American women in Georgia vote at all?
8Linda Kerber, No (‘ n.sfltuüonal Right to he Ladies: II omen and the Obligations ‘/ ( ‘itizenship
(New York: Hill and Want, 1998).
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(ieorgia’s history provides an interesting context for examining voting by black
women. For example, women in Georgia could not vote until I 922 the amendment was
not officially ratified and approved by the Georgia state legislature until February 20,
1970.10 this aller an earlier rejection in 1919. In Georgia. the city of Waycross allowed
women, many of them property owners, to vote in municipal primary elections. In May
1919, women were allowed to vote in Atlanta municipal primary elections, by a vote of
twenty-four to one. The question of women’s suffrage was seriously considered, with
both active proponents and opponents alike. Several groups and individuals, for example
Rebecca Latimore Fellon, wife of a prominent legislator created a connection to the
national movement. However, participation in suffrage organizations’ by black women
was discouraged as the belief that the woman’s suffrage question was separate from the
Negroes suflIage question.
Given Georgia’s context of women’s effort to secure the vote, Georgia’s position
the backdrop of marginality is created and provides setting from which black women and
civic engagement occurs. This delay in extending voting rights to women sustain the
inquiry into voting attitudes held by black women in Georgia, and the impact of these
attitudes on their voting. This context, combined with Georgia’s practice of the all white
primary, use of violence against blacks that attempted to exercise the vote, and other
9E. Lee Eltzroth, New Georgia Encyclopedia. Women’s Suffrage Retrieved October 30, 2008




tactics and strategies designed to deter black voting contributes to the central question of
this work--—why do black women in Georgia vote at all?
Grassroots efForts by Black Women in Georgia (e.g.. voter education and
mobilization activity), ofTers support For the examination oF recent voting by this
population. For example, the long time role of black church women in organizing
resources is important to understanding the connection to voter registration activities.
Political Scientist Fred Ilarris notes the connection between religion and acting
politically. 12 Additionally, faculty and student’s involvement in desegregating Georgia’s
General Assembly meetings during the late I 950s and early I 960s is one demonstration
of the political action engaged in by female students.13 Further, Neighborhood Union
founder Eugenia Burns hope and other women advocates continue to provide examples
of those activities that sought inclusion, as well as social and political improvement.’4
These activities by black women require research that analyzes those current factors that
impact black women’s participation in voting. Specifically, current research establishes
the continuation of such early activities and their role to recent voting behavior by this
group. What is the association, if any, between involvement in civic organizations-——both
political and non-political and the voter registration majorities currently held by black
women in Georgia? Does such involvement provide distinctions between black women
voters in rural areas and those in urban areas’? It follows that the examination of current
‘Frederick C. Harris, Something Within: Religion in .4/rican—Political .4ciii’isrn, (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 1999).
‘1Harry (1. Let’ever, Undaunted hi’ the Fig/it ( Macon. GA: Mercer University Press. 2005)
‘4Jacqueline Anne Rouse, Lugenia Burns Hope: BIacA Southern Reformer (Athens, GA:
University of Georgia ,1989).
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voting contributes to hclpftil research focus to provide clarity about recent political
participation and voting among Black Women in Georgia. The increase of black
womens voting participation links these contexts identified above to the effort of this
research to provide use Ilil insight into current research on voting.
The iurrose of this dissertation is to explore those factors which affect voting by
black women in Georgia, specifically Atlanta and Keysville. The time frame for study is
for those election cycles which occurred between January 2004 and July 2008. This
research sought inquiry into the voting activity of this population in local, state, and
national elections, specifically, examining how socio economic characteristics,
knowledge of politics and issues, familiarity with the voting process, and voting
participation are associated with recent voting by black women in Georgia. This
examination explores both general theories that seek to explain for voting and
participation, as well as those perspectives particular to blacks and voting. The primary
goal of this work is to provide analysis of voting and voting decisions by black women
located in urban and rural areas. The secondary goal is to broaden perspective on the
black women’s vote in Georgia. The outcome of this research provides a solid research
framework for continued study of black women in Georgia politics (e.g., other forms of
political engagement).
Statement of the Problem
There is a dearth of research on African-American women in the political sphere.
According to Walton and Brantley,’5a review of journal writings by political scientists
‘5Hanes Walton, Jr. and Daniel l3rantley, Bluek Southern Polities: A Look at the Tradition and the
Future in Black Politics and Black Political Behacior.
I0
reveals a limited scope ol otherwise broad tOpics, such as women and suffrage and
political participation. Scholars such as Wendy Smooth, 6 Shiela I larmon—Martin, 17
Prestage,’8and Darcy have worked to fill this void by contributing research on perceptual
influences of African-American women in State legislatures. the role of contextual
factors in voting behavior, black women in non-traditional politics, and African-
American women’s political ambition, respectively. Nealy’9 has conducted research on
black women and voting in eleven U.S. Presidential elections from 1964 to 2004. Using
the Ilegelian i)ialectic. Nealy examines phases of religiosity and political consciousness
as determinates of progressive political action. This work is essential to scholarship in its
application of theory to black women’s voting. In spite of these works, there still remains
a need to explore the nature and scope of factors that impact black women’s political
engagement—specifically those approaches designed to analyze her as a voter or as a
subset of voters. The fact that this escapes the focus of political scientists is particularly
problematic. What results is a discourse about African-American women voters which is
defined by scattered statements and/or brief opinionated descriptions in general
discussions about American voting activities. For example, at maximum, this population
‘6Wendy Smooth, “Perceptions of Influence in State Legislatures: A Focus on the Experiences of
African-American Women Legislators” ( Ph.D. dissertation, University of Maryland, College Park. 2001).
‘7Sheila Harmon-Martin, “Black Women in Politics: A Research Note” (1994) in Black Politics
and Black Political Behavior: A Linkage Analysis, ed. 1-lanes Walton, Jr. (Santa Barbara, CA: Prager
Publishers Greenwood Publishing (]roup).
‘8Jewel Prestage. “In Quest of African-American Political Woman.” Annals, AAPSS, 515 ( May
1991)..
N. Nealy, Racialized Religiosity. Political Consciousness and A/rican-A nicrican omen
Voters ( 2007).
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is included in post election studies lr the purposes of conwarisons with black men, and
Caucasian men and women, and occasionally, I lispanic men and women, regarding
candidate or Party support. Post election studies rely on straw polls and exit polling. A
straw poll is used to gauge the opinion of voters through an informal type of voting.
while exit poll is used to predict the outcome of an election by taking a sample of voters
as they leave a polling place.
Straw polls are commonly used in American political caucuses, where the primary
goals are to select delegates and vote on resolutions. The results of the straw polls may
or may not influence the delegates as they participate in political conventions after the
caucus. Thus, limiting black women political participation in this form neglects a critical
study ol African-American women as voters, and instead, uses the voting phenomena of
this population to keep the political process and candidates at the center of attention.
The general public connects with such data via nightly news, newspaper editorials on
political races. and television and radio talk shows. Here, interest focuses on the
popularity of the candidate, his or her support for select issues or party backing, and thus
the political discussion ends here.
While it is understood that such forums are not intended for exclusive focus on a
political activity of a racial group. its role as a medium for understanding politics and
issues is important. Analyses such as an examination of candidate support from African
Americans women in rural areas or discussion of issue support strategies among first
time African-American women voters is absent, and thus becomes significant to those
genuinely interested in or those who closely follow politics. This limited examination
12
contributes to the problem as research consistently highlights the closing gap between
male and female voters, with the I 980s serving as the pivotal point in which women’s
voting participation began to rise above the radar. Thus, the discussion is begun on
women and voting, but about black women voting to a much lesser extent. The result is a
limited understanding of voter participation among this population, and ultimately, the
association between this population and the significance of their participation in Georgia.
Likewise, relegating voting by black women to exit poli findings is problematic.
Exit polls are normally conducted by the news media as a way of predicting the winning
candidates in elections. One of the problems with post-voting polling systems is that the
results must be manipulated to ascertain that respondents to the poll match the
percentages of’ those constituencies in the overall populations. For example, in the 2004
exit polls it appears that women were initially overrepresented in exit polls, and because
of increased black turnout it appears that blacks were underrepresented in the exit polls.
It can easily be seen how either of these misrepresentations could cause notable changes
in an exit poli results. While the focus of these exit polls is on the candidates contesting
for elective positions, the focus on voters remains secondary. Because the African
American voters in general and African-American women voters in particular constitute
such a small percentage of overall voting population. almost no data about black voters
from exit polls have been publicly introduced to explain a number of election outcomes
which are remarkable or perplexing. For example, the defeat of Kentucky’s black
Democrat Eleanor Jordan. who challenged incum bent white Repuhl ican (‘ongresswoman
Ann Northup, has gone unanalyzed, although Jordan is the first-ever African-American
13
candidate for national office from Kentucky. Moreover, Jordan, who was defeated by
nine points, nonetheless won 44 percent of the vote in this hotly contested race which was
surrounded by controversy involving the incumbent and several black churches.2°
Without any substantive analysis, results of political watchers have inherent limitations to
continued scholarship in this area.2
In Georgia. such attention or analysis of African—American women voters in high
profile races (e.g., District 11 primaries involving Cynthia McKinney in both the first and
second round of with George DeLoach) is non existent. Similarly, information on this
vote in Sanford Bishop’s defeat of incumbent Charles 1-latcher is wanting. To quote
political scientist Yvonne Scruggs, “exit polling data on black voters is scant, late and
underused.”2
Research Questions
As a result this dissertation seeks to answer the Ibllowing research questions:
RQI: To what extent have black women’s socioeconomic characteristics impact
their knowledge about voting, familiarity with the process and engagement
in voting?
RQ2: Flow are voting attitudes of black women in these locations influenced by
their political knowledge, familiarity and engagement?
20Yvonne Scruggs-Leftwich, “The Significance of Black Women’s Vote Ignored” + Women’s E
News (November 15, 2000), http://www.womensenews.org/articIe.cfm/dyn/aid/34 I/context/archive,
[accessed November 1, 2007).
Ibid
22A gender gap in voting-the difference in the proportion of women and the proportion of men
voting for any given candidate-has been evident in every presidential election since 1980. ranging in exit
polls from a low of4 percentage points in 1992 to a high of II percentage points in 1996. See
http://www.apsanet.org/content5270.cfrn, laccessed November 3. 2007).
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RQ3: I low does their voting history influence their political knowledge,
Ihm ii ian ty and engagement’?
RQ4: How do the voting attitudes by black women in these locations influence
their recent voting participation’?
RQ5: Flow does the history of voting by black women in these locations
influence their recent voting participation?
RQ6: To what extent does the understanding of politics by black women in
Atlanta and Keysville (such as political knowledge, familiarity with the
voting process and political engagement) influence recent their voting
participation?
Hypotheses
Based on the conceptual model developed for this work, a total of six hypotheses
are formulated:
Hi: There is a significant statistical association between socioeconomic
characteristics and political knowledge, familiarity and engagement
among black women in Atlanta and Keysville.
1-12: There is a significant statistical association between political knowledge,
familiarity and engagement and voting attitudes among black women in
Atlanta and Keysville.
113: There is a significant statistical association between history of voting and
political knowledge, familiarity and engagement among black women in
Atlanta and Keysville.
H4: There is a significant statistical association between voting attitudes and
recent voting participation among black women in Atlanta and Keysville.
115: There is a significant statistical association between history of voting and
recent voting participation among black women in Atlanta and Keysville.
H6: There is a significant statistical association between political knowledge,
familiarity and engagement and recent voting participation among black
women in Atlanta and Keysville.
Assumptions
The present study is based the following assumptions:
I. Black women, especially in terms of their attitudes, knowledge, familiarity,
and voting participation are unique when compared to other population
segments (black men, white women and white men, and Hispanics) and
thereby deserve a special focus of research.
2. The study data obtained through self-reports of samples black women
respondents is at least as reliable and valid as any other research based of
similar data collection methods.
3. There is a greater need to study black women voters beyond mere counting of
votes by black women, such as straw and exit polls; and;
4. The role of black women participation in political arena is gaining momentum
not only as voters hut as elected oflicials, administrators and decision makers
in contemporary social systems at local, state as well as national levels.
16
Significance of the Study
While bridging the long standing gap in research on voting behavior and patterns,
this study seeks to contribute to a systematic process for examining the voting behavior
of black women in rural and urban places . Jewel Prestage notes that the neglect of the
examination of the role of black women in the political area is reflected in the rash of
scholarly publications under the separate rubrics, Politics and Women in Politics.23 Due
to the gap. researchers have had to rely upon analysis and conclusions made about voting
behavior that does not reflect the political realities of black women Shelby Lewis notes
that This approach ignores the visibility of black women and it has made them seem
unimportant. As such, existing knowledge among political scientists about the role ol’
black women and voting are expanded by the findings of this research. Furthermore.
studying this illuminates the importance of their presence. Using the conceptual
schemata: (SEC’) + (PKFE) + (VA) + (I IV) = (RVP) where,
SEC = Socioeconomic Characteristics;
PKFE = Political Knowledge, Familiarity and Engagement:
VA = Voting Attitudes:
HV = History of Voting, and:
RVP = Recent Voting Participation
23Jewel Prestage, “Black Woman State Legislators” in A Portrait oJMargininaliiv: The Pu/it teal
Behavior ofthe American I47omen, eds. Marianne Githens and Jewel L. Prestage (David McKay and
Company, 1977). 401.
24Shelby Lewis, “Black Women at the Founding Conlèrence.” in Black Women at the United
,Vaünns, ed. Hanes Walton Jr. (San Bernadino, CA: Ihe 1)orgo Press, 1995), 18.
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A systematic inquiry into black WOCfl voters in Georgia was conducted. It is
believed that this study enhances our current knowledge about this populations tangible
participation in electoral politics. For example Katherine Tate’s, frnoni Protest to
Po/jijes, includes a survey of black Americans during the 1984 and 1 998 presidential
election cycle. In her discussion of gender and racial identities, she found that among
black women, identification focuses on gender and racial identities, in which she found
that among black women, race more powerlully impacted political attitudes. This
exploration of identities yield significant insight into political preferences among black
women and leads current scholarship towards application of theory and black women’s
voting behavior. As a result, room is left Ibr research to analyze theories, considering
factors that may influence recent voting participation. This study seeks to fill the gap in
research, considering voter knowledge, engagement and attitudes, and statistical evidence
of the increasing voter registration and voter turn out numbers among black women.
Moreover, the study findings offered strengthens the interpretation used in straw polls.
pundit analysis. and contemporary analysis offered in other sources, yielding greater
substance to the representation this group as a voter constituency.
This work is also significant to cross disciplinary study within the social sciences.
Much has been written on black women as actors in the social arena (i.e., as mothers and
participants in the social fabric of the black family). Unfortunately. scholarship has been
driven using deficit perspective of the dysfunctional family, largely attributed to the work
of Daniel Patrick Moynihan. Research that theorizes along the social deficit perspective
has continued to dominate scholarship of black women, at the expense of her as a
18
political being. A concrete example is that little has been done to explore changes in
black women’s socio demographic characteristics over time and explicate the impact of
these changes on levels and types ol political participation. Ardrey notes especially
lacking have been research and analysis of non-elite black women or of working-class,
poor black women as political beings. Thus research conducted in this dissertation is
important to acquiring a greater knowledge base of black women as engaged or active
constituents in Georgia. Georgia has a strong record of activism and mobilization by
black women in the effort to secure voting rights. Involvement by both individuals and
organizations in the effort to increase black representation and political influence
occurred in both urban and rural locations. but has not been the focus of recent voting
behavior.’ Similarly, voter registration data which reveals increased growth in numbers
of Black Women Elected Officials (BWEO) is available, but there is a scarcity of
scholarly work about black women voters which highlights their active role in Georgia
politics. Scholars such as Patricia Hill Collins support the need for rigorous research on
African-American women and politics, noting that “Few political scientists have written
books and journal articles about African-American women as political actors—
candidates for elective office, grassroots organizers, party activist, voters, or partisan,
ideologically engaged citizens—when African-American women have a long history of
‘For continued discussion on activism by blacks in Georgia, see Michael Binton, Georgia:
Democratic Bastion No More (1990), Robert Holmes, The University Center and Politics in Atlanta (1981).
“For discussion on Black women elected Officials, see David Bositis Joint Center Roster Shows
Growth in BEOs: Increase Due to Rising Number of Females. FOCUS Magazine, March 2002, 3-4.
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actively participating in politics via antislavery networks, civil rights organizations, and
black feminist collectives. She concludes that the near absence of scholarship on and by
African—American women in political science constitutes a void in the literature. This
dissertation seeks to substantively fill the research gap in this area.
The research proposed in this dissertation collected a unique data set not found in
existing research, thus filling a void necessary to increase the understanding about the
specific dimension of voting as a form of political participation of black women. Further,
while this research focuses on Georgia, it offers a general understanding of voting
participation among this population through its comparative work in the City of Atlanta
(metropolitan) and the town of Keysville (micropolitan). Primary data was collected
from women who live in locations with differing population densities, occupational
differences, and patterns in social life dynamics, but are linked by histories of being
engaged in political activity.
The conceptual schemata of this work provides (1) an understanding for the
relationship between the variables to be analyzed, (2) the direction of the relationships
between variables, and (3) the basis for comparison between the urban and rural
locations understudy. Data collected from this model served as basis line data and may
be utilized for further studies on black women’s political engagement in Georgia.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this work is to analyze the association between the
Socioeconomic Characteristics of black women (SEC), their Political Knowledge,
Familiarity and Engagement (PKFE), Voting Attitudes (VA), 1-listory of Voting (HV) and
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the Recent Voting Participation (RVP) between black women voters in Keysville and
i\tlunta Georgia. Increasing levels of political involvement by this population provide
the basis of inquiry, and suggest a need for study given declining trends among other
voter subsets.
The gap in research as indicated by existing Political Scientists (e.g., I larmon—
Martin). involves the need to analyze whether demographic [‘actors (e.g., income,
occupation. education. and employment level) or political issues influence the voting
pattern of black women. As such, this dissertation examines the extent to which the
above mentioned factors are related to a voting outcome for black women in Georgia.
The conceptual schemata which examine the affect of external factors to be
used are presented in Chapter II, Review of Literature.
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
This review of literature provides a critical overview of writings on American
civic and political activity, with a particular emphasis on this activity among African-
American women. Ii contextualizes previously published works through an organization
of relevant discussion of a political history of African-American women, to include
Suffrage and Club Women political actors and activities; American voting behavior, to
include theories and models explaining general voter involvement, and African-American
women’s political involvement both organizationally and practically. Also, this review
includes the theoretical framework used to guide this research investigation.
So that the dependent variable receives sufficient coverage, this literature also
includes extant data and literature on the (1) socioeconomic status of blacks in Atlanta
and Keysville areas, and (2) studies highlighting socioeconomics and political
participation.
Socioeconomic Characteristics of the Sample Population
According to Babbie’ the examination of socioeconomic characteristics are
described by social science research as the study of variables and the attributes that
compose them. Attributes or values are characteristics or qualities that describe an object
‘Earl Babbie, The Basics of Social Research (Wadsworth/Thompson Learning. 2002).
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(or person). Sometimes it is helpful to think of attributes as the categories that make up a
variable. As such, the relationship between attributes and variables lies at the heart of
both description and explanation in science and are useful to understanding behavioral
research.
In Negroes and the New Soulherui Politics by Matthews and Prothos,2 sex, age,
education, occupation and income were the socioeconomic variables examined to
describe political participation during protest movements in the South during the 1960s.
Other variables included: levels of participation, social and economic aspects of the
community setting, political aspects of the community setting, and Negro Leadership.
These categorical descriptions and are reported in socioeconomic profiles
developed for current understanding of the relative attributes between the black and white
populations in Atlanta. In 2003, a Brookings Institute Report published Atlantas overall
trends in human capital and income. The report notes that the city owed economic
success in part to its proportion of college graduates. which is the fifth-highest among the
23 Living Cities. In Atlanta, median incomes of African-Americans rose, poverty
dropped, and the number of middle-class households remained stable. However, when
considering social and economic factors, Brookings reports disturbing differences by
race. For example, blacks, whites, and Hispanics in the city live in largely segregated
neighborhoods. Annual household incomes for blacks trail those for whites by a stunning
$38,000; the Hispanic-white gap is $25,000. Families with children, most of whom are
2Donald Matthews and James Prothro, Negroes and the ;Vci’ Southern Pu/irks (New York:
Harcourt Brace, & World ,1966).
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AFrican-American, Face particular challenges—close to one-half live below or near the
poverty line and have no working parents.
Educational attainment is also considered. According to the Report, while more
than two-thirds oF white adults in Atlanta have a bachelors degree, only 13 percent of
blacks do. The result is that a third of the city’s blacks live below the poverty line, as do
40 percent of its children—highest among the Living Cities.
In “The Socioeconomic Condilion ofBlack Atlanians in the Twenty Firs!
(‘en/my,” Williams and Dayton’s3similar comparisons of the relative socioeconomic
conditions of black Atlantans are provided. According to this report, blacks are
concentrated in the lower education levels, with larger numbers of high school graduate
and associate degree holders rather than bachelor and graduate degree holders. They are
only 20 percent (n =7,048) of the graduate population, while whites were 75.3 percent
(n = 27,508). At the bachelor’s level. 20.9 percent (11,638) of the bachelor degree
holders were black and 75.5 percent (n 41,865) of bachelor level graduates were white.
Statistical data on age and educational attainment are provided by the U.S. Census
Bureau. Results from their 2006 American Community Survey4 reports that eighty two
percent of people in Atlanta age 25 years and over had at least graduated from high
school, and 40 percent had a bachelor’s degree or higher. Eighteen percent were
dropouts; they were not enrolled in school and had not graduated from high school. In
this same year. for the employed population 1 6 years and older, the leading industries in
3ieffrey Williams and Cheryl Hardison-Dayton, “The Socioeconomic Condition of’ Black
Atlantans in the Twenty First Century” in The Stat us ofBlack 4thmta.( The Southern Center lbr Studies in
Public Policy, 2003) 34-35.
4u.S. Census Bureau. American (‘ommunilj’ Suruey 2006.
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Atlanta were Prolèssional, scienti lic and management, and administrative and waste
management services.
Keysville is located in area code 30816. According to the U.S. Census Bureau,
Zip Code Tabulation for this area, in 2000 black or African-Americans were 46 percent
(n = 887) of the total population. Educational attainment for the population 25 years and
older is high school graduate or higher (54.5 percent; n = 750). Six percent
(approximately 6.4%) have a bachelors degree or higher (figures are not discerned by
race or gender). Conversely, in 2000 there were no residents, Black or White, who
possessed higher education degrees. Those 16 years and over in the labor force constitute
49% of the population; 21.5 percent is reported for families below poverty level while
26% is reported for individuals below poverty level.5
According to the U.S. Census Report, of 13,838 black women 18 years and over,
9.391 or 68% reported being registered in the November 2004 elections. Of those
registered, 8,280 or 59% reported voting. Of these voters, the majority (64%) was
between the ages of 45-65; the lower end was aged 18-25 which represented 48%
6
Select socio-demographic data reveal that 32.5% or 2,858 of black women had
some college or an associate’s degree, followed by 32% or 2,624 who reported having a
high school diploma. Similarly, 67% or 5,582 were in the civilian labor fbrce. tbllowed
by 43% or 3,563 employed in private industries.7 Two years earlier, 33% or 1,931 had
some college or an associate’s degree followed by 31% or 1,799 of black women who
5u.s. Census Bureau. American Fact Finder. 30816 Fact Sheet.
S. Census Bureau. (‘linen! Population Survey. November 2004.
7lhid.
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voted reported having a high school diploma. With respect to employment. 67% or 3,91 8
were in the civilian labor force, followed by 41% or 2,410 who were employed in private
industries.8
Black Women and Political History
Prestage9argues that African-American women, political activists for their entire
history on the American continent but long denied the right to vote and hold office, have
resorted to nontraditional politics. After the 1965 Voting Rights Act, nontraditional
activities began to given way to more traditional ones.
Her work chronicles the political activities of black women during four major
historical periods—Pre-emancipation, Reconstruction, Post Reconstruction—World War
11, and the Second Reconstruction. In the first phase, Prestage notes that African-
American women, while deprived of access to traditional channels of political
participation. were nonetheless active in a wide range of efforts designed to alter their
status as slaves and as women. During the second phase (Reconstruction), she points out
that African-American males achieved the right to register and vote, and these women are
reputed to have found means of influencing the political decisions of their male kin.
While challenged with concerns center around family economic stability and
development of a consensus concerning the role and statues of women in the African-
American community after emancipation, women’s organizations developed to seek
solutions to such challenges and also getting the ballot to women.
8U. S. Census Bureau. Current Population Survey. 2002.
9Jewel Prestage, “In Quest of African-American Political Woman” Annals, AAPSS, 515 (May
1991), 88-103.
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Phase three (Post—Reconstruction to World War II), Prestage notes that women
developed and used lbrmal organizations to counter the violence and legal constraints to
maintain white control in Southern States. Leadership roles in the Anti—lynching
campaign. the NAACP’s development as a general purpose civil rights organization, and
development of schools. sororities and clubs with political education emerged. This
phase also witnessed the challenge to white women’s suffrage associations when these
groups disassociated themselves from advocating suffrage for blacks. Prestage also
highlights the engagement by black women in registration activities in the South after the
ratification of the 20th Amendment
Prestage cites the final phase, the Second Reconstruction, as a period in which
black women are highlight as active participants in the battle against challenging legal
and cultural norms. She includes legal counsel for the NAACP Constance Baker Motley.
Thomasina Norford, lobbyist for the American Council on Human Rights, and the
significant presence of black women in grassroots organizations and college student led
activities.
Hill-Collins’0and Davis” provide a frame of reference to help understand
nontraditional political engagement by black women during Pre-emancipation. For
example, they cite early political activities through the work of Maria Stewart. Stewart is
cited as an originator of black women’s intellectual tradition in 1831 and a representation
of the development of early political voices by black women. These works identify her
‘°Patricia Hill-Collins, Black Feminist Thought: Knowledge, Consciousness and the
Politics ofE,npowerment, by (Routledge, Chapman and Hall, Inc., 1991).
Angela Davis, Women, Race and Class. (First Vintage Books. 1981).
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as the first American to lecture in public, to a mixed audience of both men and women on
political issues, and would also leave copies of her text—this during a time when women
were expected to be seen not heard. These authors write that Stewart urged women to
pursue education and to take an active role in the struggle to end racial prejudice woman.
Richardson’2and Davis’3 note that central to Stewart’s advocacy was the need for
black women to forge self-definition of self reliance and independence. “Sue for your
rights and privileges. Know the reason you cannot attain them. Weary them with your
importunities. You can hut die if you make the attempt; we will certainly die if you do
not.” She advised black women that they had special responsibilities to incalculate their
children with moral virtues and desire for knowledge.
Simien states that the intellectual roots of black feminism and its relevance to
politics go back a long way. Overcoming racism and sexism has had a profound impact
on African-American women, inspiring them to participate in tremendously successful
grassroots campaigns. She notes that Anna Julia Cooper’s seminal work, A Voice from
the South, is considered the earliest and most visible manifestation of black feminist
consciousness. Cited within A Voice, it is noted that “At the heart of Cooper’s analysis is
her belief that the status of black women is the only true measure of collective racial
progress.”
Feminism attempts to discover the roots of women’s political, social, and
economic conditions by arguing the continued subordination of women by men.
‘2Marilyn Richardson (Ed.). A,nerica ‘s First Black 14 onian Political Wi-iter: Essays and 5peeches.
Indiana: Indiana University Press, 1987).
‘3Davis, Women, Race and Class, 45.
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Black Feminism/Women of Color Feminism
Black feminist theory centers black women’s lived experiences as the center of
analysis. This theory evaluates intersections of race, class and gender as a method to
evaluate African—American women’s well being at many levels, to include to their overall
status in the political realm—as decision makers and those for who decisions are made.
Specifically, black feminist theory contends that black women live dual identities in
being both black and female, with multiple operations of these identities. Lewis’4King’5
and hooks’6 note that “These systems of oppression are viewed as operating in an
interlocking fashion that impact simultaneously on the black woman.” Guy Sheftall, in
Remembering Sojourner Truth: On Black Feminism, states that black feminist discourse
is rooted in four inaor assumptions:
1. Black women experience a special kind of oppression in American which has
its origin in a racist, sexist and class-based patriarchal society.
2. This triple jeopardy has meant that the problems and needs of black women
are different in many ways and distinct from those of both white women and
black men.
3. Black women must struggle for their equality as women as well as struggle for
black liberation in general.
‘4Shelby Lewis, “A liberation Ideology: The Intersection of Race, Sex, and Class” in Mary
Lyndon Shanlev (ed.) Women’s Rig/its, Feminism, and the Polities in the United States (Washington. l).C.:
American Political Science Association, 1988), 38-42.
5Deborah K King, “Multiple Jeopardy, Multiple Consciousness: The Context of Black Feminist
Ideology” in Signs: .Journal of Women in Culture and Society. (Autumn. 1988), 40-46.
‘ Bell hooks, Feminist Theory from Margin to Center (Boston: South End Press, 1984.)
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4. There is no inherent contradiction in the struggles to eliminate sexism, racism
and class-based economic exploitation.
The black experience has been defined by experiences during slavery, where the
existence oFthis group was defined by their status as property, and involved the
extraction of labor and reproduction to ensure a labor class. Brutality and psychological
terror were strategies used to ensure the submission of this group and their productivity.
Thus the premise of race provides a significant foundation of black feminist theory.
In black feminist theory, it is argued that black women have been pushed by their
marginalization in white women’s movement and civil rights movement. The reality for
black women is the reality of problems peculiar to their group. most of which are the
result of the triple oppression of racism, sexism and poverty’s social expectations and
inequalities of remuneration in their labor are significant elements. While there are
variations among black Feminist scholarship, its features of self definition based on
everyday lived experiences provide for examinations of political inquiry regarding group
status. Joseph and Lewis17 and Moraga18 focus the feminist perspective on the dissimilar
life experiences that exists between white and black women. These writers argue that
acknowledging these dissimilarities creates a feminism that does not deny the realities of
race.
‘7Gloria Joseph and Jill Lewis, Common Differences: Conflicts in Black and White Feminist
Perspectives (Anchor Books, 1981).
18Cherrie Moraga, Preface to This Bridge (‘ailed Mv Back: Writings qfRadical Women of Color.
(Eds.)Cherrie Moraga and Gloria Anzaldua (,New York: Kitchen Table: Women of Color Press, 1983).
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Ii11—Collins’9and Mae King2° in The Politics’ o/’Sexual Stereotypes’ discuss the
negative images and stereotypes with which black women must contend. According to
Hills-Collins, these images permeate racist that and behavior, inevitable becoming a part
of everyday thought. As a result, the examination of women’s lives requires a centering
approach. an approach which is not designed to be static (i.e., one that does not simply
replace one normative group with another). Instead, by pivoting the center and theorizing
from multiple angles of vision new themes, approaches and questions become visible.”
While black feminisms is comprised omultiple angles with which to understand
women’s oppression, it does connect with premises of several mainstream theories
designed that evaluate voting behavior, and because helpful to analyzing the political
status of this population. Black feminist theory not only reveals new knowledge just
about black women, but enriches our theoretical understanding of the meaning of the
political. Further, Hills-Collins contends that centering on black women’s experiences
produces not only new knowledge but new ways of thinking about such knowledge.
Thus. intersectionality constitutes an interpretative framework that can he seen one
outcome of such centering.
Lerner,2 Terborg-Penn,22and Olson23 all note that starting with the antislavery
and women’s suffrage movements, black female activists were among the first to speak
out against racial and sexual oppression in the United States.
Hill-Collins, 1991
20Mae King “The Politics of Sexual Stereotypes,” Black Scholar 4 (1973): 12- 13.
21Gerda Lerner Black Women in While ,4,nerica: i-i Documentary llisiori’ (New York: Vintage
Books, 1972), 206.
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I lill—Collins24 suggests that the black women’s activist tradition of individual and
group actions designed to bring about social change has occurred along two primary
dimensions: (1) the struggle for group survival, and (2) and the struggle for institutional
transformation. She notes that the first is not violent or direct confrontation, but rather
through group resistance. The latter involves challenges to the legal and customary rules
governing African-American women’s subordination via participation in civil rights
organizations, labor unions, feminist groups, boycotts, and revolts.
According to Quarles,25 the right to vote was the issue that particularly gripped
the attention of the Negro during the last year of the (Civil) war. It was in the
Reconstruction Act of March 2, 1 867, that Congress unfolded its design for establishing
loyal government in the South. A distinguishing feature of the Reconstruction Act, of
March 2 was its requirement that the Negro be given the vote. For example, the delegates
elected to the state constitutional conventions had to be chosen by an electorate which
included Negroes. Moreover, the constitutions that were drawn up by the states were
required to embody the same rule of suffrage for the colored man. The former slave was
assured of the right to take part in the reconstructed governments of the southern States.
22 Rosalyn Teraborg-Penn, Discrimination Against Afro—A inerican Women in the Woman s
Movement 1830-1920 in The Afro-.4mnerican Woman: Struggles and Imnages (eds,.) Sharon Harley and
Rosa&’n Terborg-Penn New York: 19788).
2Lynne Olson, Freedom s Daughtem: The Unsung Heroines ofthe Civil Rights Movement from
1830 to 1970 (Touchstone Books, 2001).
24HiIl-Collins, 1991
25Benjamin Quarles, The Negro in the Making of ,4merica ( Simon and Schuster Press, 1986), 146,
158.
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Teraborg—Penn,26Perkins,27 Davis,28 Giddings,2and Roth3° join Prestage in their
writings on black women’s political activities during Reconstruction. These authors cite
discriminatory practices which occurred in antebellum reform organizations in spite of
historical accounts which state inclusiveness of black women in these organizations.
According to these writers, black feminists organized separately from white feminists
because they were critical of the racism and classism present in the white women’s
organizations. The authors cite such examples as the challenges in 1835 Afro American
women began attending the Massachusetts Female Anti-Slavery Society at Fall River,
causing such a controversy among the white members that the dissolution of the group
nearly resulted.
In her article Discriininaiion in the Woman ‘s Movement, 1920—1930, Terborg—
Penn writes that Sarah Douglas, an active member of the Quakers, a group known for
their participation in the antislavery cause, expressed her feeling of alienation from white
church members because they discriminated against her. In 1 837, she wrote fellow
Quaker and feminist Sarah Grimke’ and explained how she and the other black members
of the congregation were segregated from the white members on a special bench reserved
for “people of color.”
26Teraborg- Penn, “Discrimination in the Woman’s Movement, 19201930
27Jerry Perkins, “Bases of Partisan Cleavage in a Southern Urban County,” Journal of Politics 36,
no. 2(1974): 208—13.
28Davis, Women, Race and Class, 1981
29Paula Giddings, When and Woere / Enter: The Impact of Black Women On Race and Sex in
America (New York: William Morrow and Company, 1984).
30Benita Roth, Separate roacic to Feminism: Black, Chicana and White Feminist Movements in
America’s Second Wave (Cambridge, MA: Cambridge University Press, 2004).
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Sabato and O’Connor3note that the
14th Amendment was opposed by many
women. During the Civil War, these authors note, that the Fourteenth Amendment was
opposed by many women. During the Civil War, women’s rights activities, including
Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Susan B. Anthony, put aside their claims for expanded rights
for women, most notably the right to vote, and their energies into the war effort. They
were convinced, according to these authors, that once slaves were freed and given the
right to vote, women similarly would be rewarded with the franchise. After passage of
the Amendment in 1869, many women’s right supports left abolitionist work to work
solely for the cause of women’s rights.
In addition to challenges against obtaining the Negro vote, Dodge’s32 writings
reflect the anti suffrage sentiment that was present during the early
20thi century. Her
writings stress position that:
Merely dropping a piece of paper in the ballot box {is}not a contribution to
stable government unless that piece of paper be followed up by persistent and
ofttimes aggressive activities in the field of political strife. Woman will find
her work as the educator who develops a trained and scientific opinion, not as
the politician who must control votes.
Historian Jeffrey Jones in his master’s thesis, Georgia and the Equal Rights
Amendment33discusses the southern resistance to women’s franchise. He argued that
31Karen O’Connor and Larry Sabato, Essentials ofAmerican Government: (‘ontinuity and change,
5 ed. (Pearson Press, 2006).
2Mrs. Arthur Dodge, “Women’s Suffrage Opposed to Women’s Rights,” Annals of the Americ
an
Academy of Political Science 56 (November 1914) in Wo,nen Elections & Representation (1994).
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Deep South legislators opposed gender equality or relinquishing political power to the
lederal government. This was due to the constraints posed by southern culture which
was influenced by thoughts of lady like behavior.
In the (‘en! uly of Struggle. The Woman ‘s Rig/its Movement in the United States.
historian Elenor Flexnor34 notes the existence of Afro American female reformers, in
spite of their minimal presence and participation in national organizations and
conventions, Sojourner Truth is one of the few black women commonly cited by
historians as having frequented women’s rights conventions.
Sabato and O’Connor3and The Georgia Encyclopedia36include discussion of the
American Equal Rights Association (AERA). These works note that the AERA was
dedicated to human rights, black suffrage, and woman’s suffrage, was formed in 1866.
According to these works in 1 869, when a woman suffrage was formed in the U.S.
Congress, the AERA split into two factions. The American Woman Suffrage Association
(AWSA) was a moderate group led by Lucy Stone and Julia Word Howe, and the
National Woman Suffrage Association (NWSA) was a more radical faction formed by
Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Susan B. Anthony. While the former campaigned to
accomplish a state-by-state right to vote, the later sought a constitutional amendment for
33ieffrey Jones, “Georgia and the Equal Rights Amendment” (Masters Thesis, Georgia State
University, 1995).
34Eleanor Flexnor, CentuJ3’ ofSfrugg/e: The Woman ‘s Rights Movement in the United Slates
(Belknap Press, 1996).
35Sabato and O’Connor, 1997.
36E. Lee Eltzroth, “Women’s Suffrage,” History and Archeology, September 2002, Georgia State
University www.georgiaencylopedia.org taccessed November 13, 20071.
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the vote and worked for a variety of relbrms. These organizations were nationally based,
with regional activity and local in memberships to include Georgia.
According to the League of Women Voters of Georgia. with the passage of the
19th amendment imminent, all branches of the Equal Suffrage Society of Georgia merged
into a state LWV. Likewise, the Georgia Woman Suffrage League joined the League of
Women Voters. The League of Women Voters of Georgia was formally organized on
April 3. 1920. at the home of Mrs. Emily C. MacDougald of Atlanta. Mrs. MacDougald
was one of the twenty-two founders and had been president of the Equal Suffrage Party
of Georgia. Miss Annie G. Wright from Augusta was the first president of the League of
Women Voters.37 Members were encouraged to be political themselves, by educating
citizens about, and lobbying for, government and social reform legislation.
The role of black women in these organizations is presented in Jennifer P.
Gonzales’ Searching for Sisterhood: Black Women, Race and The Georgia Era.38
According to Gonzales, this involvement is best understood through the support of ERA
by black women in unions such as the Atlanta Federation of teachers, the National
Council of Negro Women, and the Georgia Nurses Association. This involvement, and
its members, were scattered in various locations throughout the state of Georgia. This
indirect involvement, argues Gonzales, is best explained by the politics of the feminist
movement in Georgia during the 1960s and 1970s. It was during these years which black
women were also heavily involved in the”communal” needs of the black community.
37Georgia League of Women Voters, Our History. Mission, and History http://www.lwvga.org/
mission/indes.php [accessed October 30, 2008).
38Jennifer P. Gonzales, “Searching for Sisterhood: Black Women, Race and The Georgia Era”
(Masters Thesis, Georgia State University, 2005).
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Club Movement and Suffrage
According to the history of the women’s club movement, The National
Association of Colored Women’s Clubs (NACW), founded in 1896. was an umbrella
group for women’s organizations at the state and local levels. It operated through a series
of departments and a strong executive cabinet. Its official organ. National Notes, served
as an instrument to unite the women and to educate them in the science and techniques of
reform. The NACW included a variety of organizations to include young wornens clubs.
married women’s clubs, and clubs that supported hospitals and orphanages.
Mrs. Josephine St. Pierre Ruffin, cited as the Founder of NACW, was the wife of
I larvard graduate, who became the first black judge in the State of Massachusetts., was a
charter member of the Massachusetts School Suffrage Association, and frequently
worked with Lucy Stone and other white suffragists. In 1 895, Josephine St. Pierre Ruffin
issued a call for a national meeting of Colored Women to take place in Boston,
Massachusetts. Following that initial meeting. the National Association of Colored
Women’s Clubs, Inc. was organized in 1 896 in Washington D.C. at the Nineteenth Street
Baptist Church.
NACWC grew out of the merger of two nationally representative organizations
The Colored Women’s League of Washington and the National Federation of Afro
American Women. Mrs. Mary Church Terrell was elected the first president of the
NACWC. This organization marked the beginning of a new era in African-American
womanhood and provided a vehicle lbr action through organized effort. Notable among
its other presidents is Mary McCloud Bethune (1924-1928).
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Davis notes that black women’s elf on at organizing occurred within segregated
unit of’ the club movement, its umbrella organization being the General Federation of
Women’s Clubs. The result is a number of black women’s clubs to include The National
Federation ol’Al’ro American Women. 1895. Margaret Murray Washington first
President; the National League of Colored Women. Washington D.C. 1 896, Mary Church
Terrell.; the African-American New Era Club—Ruffin; and, The National Association of
Colored Women’s Clubs—founding President, Mary Church Terrell.
These authors also chronicle activity ofNACW during the continued phases of
challenge and struggle. According to compilation of notes and records, activities were
expanded to establish the National Association of Colored Girls Clubs to prepare future
leadership—Wagner Anti-lynching Bill, supported the defense of the Scottsboro Boys,
condemned the experiences of African-Americans in the Women’s Army Corps Service,
proposed that an African-American be appointed to the U.S. Civil Service commission,
and supported anti-poll tax legislation, desegregation policies in federal housing
programs.
In Davis’ work, Wells notes that the real beginning of black women clubs which
were exclusively created and organized by black women occurred in Brooklyn and New
York. Such clubs were subsequently banned by the GFWC.
39Davis, Women, Race and Class, (1981).
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Darling40 and Githens and Prestage’s4’work locus on the experiences of black
women’s involvement in clubs and black churches. These authors argue that this
involvement was fundamental to their development as political activists. The movements
and the church served as a training ground for black women: they cut their political teeth
through their organizing, mobilizing, and fundraising. Black women’s clubs and the
black church were critical support systems for politically active women.
Davis42 and Stevenson43 note that Mary Church Terrell was the daughter of a
slave who had received, after the emancipation, a considerable inheritance from his slave
master father. Gerda Lerner, in Black Women in White America, adds that Ten-eli was
educated for four years at Oberlin College and became the third Black woman college
graduate in the County. She became the first black woman appointed to the Board of
Education in Washington. DC. According to Davis, Terrell was the driving force that
molded the black women’s club movement into a powerful political group. Davis notes
that few could equal Terrell as an advocate of Black Liberation through the written and
spoken word. She sought freedom for her people through logic and persuasion. She
waged persistent and principled defenses of black equality and woman suffrage and was
active up until the year of her death at age 89.
4°Marsha Darling, “African American Women in State Elective Office in the South “(1998) in
Women in Elective Office: Past, Present and Future. (eds.) Sue Thomas and Clyde Wilcox (Oxford:
Oxford University Press. 2005).
‘Marianne Githens and Jewel L. Prestage (eds.), A Portrait of Marginality: The Political
Behavior of the American Woman. (David McKay Company, Inc., 1977).
42Davis, 1991.
Stevenson, “Mary Church Terrell: The Progress of Colored women,” in Words of Fire: An
Anthologi’ of.4frican American Feminist Thought, (ed.) Beverly Guy Sheflall (New York Press, 1995).
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Davis’ work. Women, Race anti (‘lass, contends that Ida B. Wells. Mary Church
Terrell, and Mary McCloud Bethune were among the most well known Black Suffragists.
Wells was born into a family of ex-slaves, and had to raise five younger sisters and
brothers after an epidemic of yellow fever claimed the lives of both parents.
Higginbotham’s44work, (‘lu/i Women in Flee/oral Poldics in ihe 1920s, writes
about the continuation of political activism olCiub Women after 1920. Because of the
exclusions from voting, particularly in southern states, the 9t6 Amendment held different
meaning for black women. 1-ligginbotharn notes that the passage of the Nineteenth
Amendment “appears to portend the end rather than the starting point of black women’s
involvement in electoral politics for the next decade.”
Teraborg-Penn,45Davis,46 Giddings,47 Prestage,48 and Roth49 cite discriminatory
practices which characterized antebellum reform organizations in spite of historical
accounts which state inclusiveness of black women in these organizations. According to
these writers, black feminists organized separately from white feminists because they
were critical of the racism and classism present in the white women’s organizations. The
authors cite such examples as the challenges in 1835 Afro-American women began
attending the Massachusetts Female Anti-Slavery Society at Fall River, causing such a
44Evelyn Higganbotham, “Club Women in Electoral Politics in the l920s” in Ann D. Gordon and








controversy among the white members that the dissolution of the group nearly resulted.
According to Teraborg-Penn. Sarah Douglas. an active member of the Quakers, a group
known for their participation in the antislavery cause, expressed her feeling of alienation
fiom white church members because they discriminated against her. In 1837, she wrote
fellow Quaker and feminist Sarah Grimke’ and explained how she and the other black
members of the congregation were segregated from the white members on a special
bench reserved for “people of color.”
Elenor Flexnor,5°in Century of Struggle: The Woman ‘s Rights Movement in the
United States, notes the existence of Afro-American female reformers, in spite of their
minimal presence and participation in national organizations and conventions. Sojourner
Truth, Flexnor writes, is one of the few black women commonly cited by historians as
having frequented women’s rights conventions.
Teraborg-Penn posits that by the mid I 920s, discontented black feminists turned
their eyes away from mainstream electoral politics to the renewed anti-lynching crusade,
social service efforts, and separatist or Third World Causes such as the International
Council of Women of the Darker Races, Pan-Africanism, and the Marcus Garvey
Movement.
Ida B. Wells continued her activity of improving conditions of blacks post
passage of the 20th Amendment. Bracey notes that Ida B. Wells was born in Holly
Springs. Mississippi. She attended Rusk College and began teaching after completing her
studies. In 1884, during a period of both advocacies for suffrage and Reconstruction in
50EIenor Flexnor and E. Fitzpatrick (‘en/wi’ of Struggle: the Women’s Rights Movement in the
United States (Belknap Press, 1996).
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the South, Wells initiated a lawsuit against the Chesapeake and Ohio Railroad to
challenge Jim Crow practices in transportation. A major contribution of Well’s legacy
rests with her role as a journalist and anti-lynching crusader.
Black Political Participation and Engagement
Matthews and Prothro, authors of Negroes and the New Southern Politics,5’
studied the efFects of county-level, social economic and political variables on aggregate.
southern black political participation. They found that 30 percent of male students and
21 percent of females at the “most active” level and 12 percent of males and 17 percent
of females at the second level of involvement. Well over half—57 percent—of blacks
enrolled in predominately black institutions at the height of the sit—ills were women.
These researchers suggest that this fact reflects tile special position of women in the black
subculture.
These researchers also discovered that even though individual attributes are
important for explain black political involvement, their importance is related to the
general characteristics of the counties in which they live. Their work also found that
Southern blacks participated in a variety of political acts prior to 1965, event when not
allowed to vote.
Hanes Walton Jr. in Black Voting Behavior in the Segregation Era: 1944-1964,
identified trends in early voting studies. Studies specifically concerned with black voters
came out in mid-fifties and early sixties and are classified according to a set of four
51Malthews and Prothro, Negroes and the New Southern Politics (Harcourl. Brace and World,
1966).
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principles: (I) Pal principles— myths, (2) Equating principles—what happened before
World War II era determined voting, particularly low socioeconomic variables and the
Lincoln legacy, (3) Historical principles—before 1936 after 1936 party affiliation
determines political behavior, and (4) Disenfranchisement principles—harriers (white
primaries, county unit system. grandfather clause, poll lax) as exclusion determined
behavior. This led to voter apathy and non participation.
Walton also argues that early research focused more on suburban blacks and
Northern blacks. As such, the black votes as is presented as inconsequential. The
exceptions include voting in select cities, to include Atlanta, Georgia. Improvements in
methodology, according to Walton, however, offered greater insight into the study of the
black voter. These included the benefits of survey and field research, enabling usage of
focused and empirical conclusions.
In his Georgia study, conducted between 1944-1964, Walton utilized data
available as a result of practices of maintaining separate voting records for whites and
blacks. Here he utilized disenfranchisement principles, to include the impact of the
abolition of the “white primary” in 1944, the decision of 1946 U.S. Supreme Court
Primus King case which specifically addressed Georgia’s white primary, and illegal
practices such as violence and intimidation. He found that while both state and local
elections included barriers, a trend emerged which showed the black vote for reform
candidates or what is labeled as the candidate that possesses the “least strident
segregationist position.” As such, Walton found the vote of black shifting consistent with
the choice that best reflected their interest, and facilitated their participation.
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According to Tate,2 since the enfranchisement of women, women’s rates of
participation have traditionally been lower than men’s. Past research has document the
existence of a gender gap in participation within the black community as well. However,
this gender gap in black participation has been something of an anomaly since it was
found53 that black women typically participate at higher levels than black men.
According to Scruggs-Leftwich,54black women worked behind the scenes in churches,
parent groups and civic organizations, which allowed them to play a role in politics once
they gained access in the 1960s.
Bositis Joint Center’s survey of likely black participants in the 2008 nominating
process found that respondents expressed a very high level of engagement in the political
process for this early in the presidential election cycle. More than 80 percent of the
respondents said they were closely following news coverage of their party’s presidential
candidates, and about two-thirds said they were extremely likely to participate in their
states’ primaries or caucuses. As expected, a large majority (87 percent) of those
surveyed said they intended to participate in the Democratic nominating process.
52Katherine Tate, “Black politics as a collective struggle: 1’he impact of race and Class in 1984,”
(Ph.D. Dissertation, University of Michigan, 1989).
Baxter and Lansing, 1983, Shingles, 1981; Cavanagh, 1985, Verba and Nie, 1972).
54Yvonne Scruggs-Leftwich, “The Significance of the Black Woman’s Vote Ignored” Women’s
E-News, November 15, 2000 http:/!www/womensnews.org/article.cf.dyniaid!34 I/context/archive.
[accessed November 1, 2007).
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Gender Differences
Pierce. Avery and Carey in Sex Difirences in Blacks Poll/lea! Belie/A and
I?ehuvior examined some aspects of political belief and behavior between men and
women in New Orleans. While citing previous research which shows women to be less
efficacious than men, and that women are less likely to feel that their participation has an
impact on government, they found that women have less confidence in their ability to
understand or influence politics than men. They also found that (I) only minimal overall
difference in the amount of protest and traditional participation of black men and women;
(2) a higher association between the two forms of participation among the women, (3)
that in both types of political behavior, lower-class women participate more than lower-
class men when income is used as a measure of class; and (4) that black women have less
positive feelings about the political system than black men, and that beliefs about the
political system are more important predictors of levels of participation for the women
than the men.
Black Women
In Women as Voters: Their Maturation as Political Persons in American Society,
John Stucker6examines the political history of women in general. giving particular
attention to milestone events, such as the gradual extension of suffrage as a major event
which contributes to their role as voters. Specifically, he focuses on the impact of the
John C. Pierce, William P. Avery, and Addison Carey, Jr., “Sex Di/jerences in BlacksPolitical
Beliefs and Behavior” in A Portrait ofMarginality. 66-74.
56 John Stucker, “Women as Voters: Their Maturation as Political Persons in American Society”
(1977) in A Portrait ojMarginalitv, 259-263.
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1965 VRA on the voting of black women, relative to their white female counterparts. Tic
argues that the initial failure of women to come to the polls after the passage of the 19th
amendment was related principally to three Factors: local resistance to implementation.
racial policies that militated against black women. and the problems of internalizing
voting has a habit. He concludes that differences in women’s votes can be explained in
terms of the socialization of wornen the Failure to achieve economic rights which affect a
sense of political eflcacy; and the isolation of women from mainstream, effective
organizations.
Majorie Lansing’s work, The Voting Patterns ofAmerican Black Women,57
explores voting as an inherent cause and effect of role reversal for black women. Her
study includes an examination of voting participation in the 1 956, 1964, 1968, and 1972
presidential elections. Using the election studies from the Center for Political Studies at
the University of Michigan. Lansing showed that black women lagged far behind both
black men and white women in voting in 1 956 and 1 968, but narrowed the gap
considerably in 1972, when 63 percent reported voting. Lansing finds that black females
vote more than white females of comparable education at the lower end of the
educational scale. The socioeconomic status of this population is examined for trends in
voting, exploring outcomes by age cohorts, levels of education and region. Alternatively,
nonvoters were used for further consideration of factors which contribute to
understanding the participation of this population.
57Marjorie Lansing, “The Voting Patterns of American Black Women” in A Portrait of
Marginality, 379-394.
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Saundra Ardrey58 examines low income black women residing in Raleigh, North
Carolina. Specifically she focuses on the influences of participation among low income
women. Her study found interesting distinctions between low income and middle income
women. For low income women, the research concludes that while some matters could
be individually identified as these as challenges within the community, but believed that
collectively these concerns could be addressed and resolve sought. Findings were
slightly different with middle income women who identified few community challenges.
Within this group, though, women’s participation was seen through there willingness to
join community groups and organizations without prompting by crises or problems
within the community.
Black Women’s Engagement and Participation as Officeholders
Marcia Lee’s 1974 study Towards Understanding why few women holdpublic
0//Ice: Factors Affecting the Participation of Women in Local Politics59 used an opinion
poll to survey 496 women and men in four municipalities—Bronxville, Eastchester,
Scarsdale and Tuckahoe in West Chester County, New York. She identified three factors
to explain the limited nature of women’s participation and their failure to achieve
positions of power in government. One is the presence of children at home, a factor
which has both long-range and short range effects. Another is fear of sex discrimination.
58Sandra Ardney, “The Maturation of Black Politics: The Case of Cleveland”. Political Science
and Politics, 23 (1990).
59Marcia Lee, ‘Towards Understanding why few women hold public Office: Factors Affecting the
Participation of Women in Local Politics” In Portraits of Marginality. 118-138.
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A third is a perception held by the women themselves about what is “proper’ and not
propcr’ for them to do in politics.
Black Faces in the Mirror,6°African—Americans and their Representatives in the
U.S. Congress, Katherine Tate, Found that black women are more inclined to run for
political office than are white women. In contrast to white women, black women have a
much longer tradition of simultaneously working and raising families. Thus, sex—role
expectations may have a less dampening effect on black women’s political ambitions.
Tate concludes that this may be due to African-American women’s historical experience
of participation and activism in the civil rights movements.
When assessing voter engagement and black women candidates, Tate contends
that these candidates may be better able to mobilize women voters as a whole across
racial barriers. She found that notwithstanding the “women’s vote” in contrast to the
black vote” has historically been far more elusive because women, for a variety of
reasons, are less likely than blacks to vote as a bloc. Indeed, the women’s vote is a
relatively recent phenomenon. first witnessed in the 1980 presidential election. Prior to
1980, there were only small differences (0-6) in the proportions of women and men
voting Democratic: this gap is also substantially smaller than the racial gap that first
emerged full blown in the 1968 presidential election. She concludes that the existence of
a gender gap in electoral politics owes more to a shift in the voting preferences of men
than of women, however.
60Katherine Tate, Black Faces in the Mirror, African-Americans and Their Representatives in the
U.S. Congress. (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2003).
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l)arcy and I ladley found that black women tend to have higher levels of political
ambition than do white women. Perkins work, Political Ambition among United States
Black and White Women: A Test o/the Socialization Model, Women and Politics,
6 states
that researchers have also suggested that resources extant within the African—American
community help African—American women with the political ambitions to overcome
individual disadvantages such as Jow earning power and single-parent status. Two such
resources are strong religious orientation and family background.
Bryce and Warrington62conclude that gains by black women appear likely to
continue iii the future as sexual and racial discrimination; as black women gain easier
access to funds and to the political fund-raising mechanisms; as their level of awareness
of the political process moves upward through political socialization, and as there is an
increase in the number of educated black women willing hold political office and willing
to assume the responsibilities inherent in winning and holding public service positions
Black Women’s Political Engagement in Geor2ia
Judson63 states that “African-American women asserted their political power in
early twentieth-century Atlanta by investigating their participation and leadership in
Atlanta’s anti-tuberculosis movement. Despite the reigning political system and culture
of white supremacy, African-American women created a sphere in which they could
61Jerry Perkins, ‘Political Ambition among United States Black and White Women: 4 Test (f the
Socialization Model.” Women and Politics (1986).
62Herrington J Bryce and Alan E. Warrick, “Black Women in Electoral Politics” (1973) In A
Portrait of Marginality, 395-400.
63Sarah Mercer Judson. “Civil Rights and Civic health: African-American WomensPublic Health
Work in Early Twentieth Century Atlanta,” NW$’,4 Journal /1, no. 3 (Fall 1999): 93-Ill.
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claim political power both as leaders of their community and as mediators between the
white power structure and the black community. In the early decades of twentieth
century Atlanta. African-American female reformers issued a powerful, yet subtle
challenge to the scaffolding of white supremacy: the politics of segregation.
Lerner64 provides a documentary history of grassroots work by black women in
Atlanta. She notes the activities of the Atlanta Colored Women’s War Council in the
details of their plan of work, to include the mapping out of communities and
identification of subcommittees to address a range of needs, e.g., industrial department,
sanitation, police protection and street lights.
Lerner’s work also includes documents of The Neighborhood Union, a black
settlement house which was incorporated in 1908. Mrs. Lugenia Burns I-lope, its founder
identified the immediate purposes of the Union, and listed a number of aims designed to
improve the social conditions of the city—particularly of the neighborhood. Further, her
work includes a written plan of the organization is documented and lists several
accomplishments.
Finally, the annual report of the Neighborhood Union, which was organized by
neighbors and wives of faculty members of Spelman and Morehouse Colleges, is
summarized. This work by Lemer highlights the Union’s survey of colored public
schools in 1913-1914. It also includes specific activities of the Union designed to
improve neighborhood life in Atlanta.
Lerner notes the grassroots emphasis of the Neighborhood Union, highlighting the
participation of residents in the work of the organization. She notes that “the large
64 Lerner, 498-5 13
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number of block leaders and volunteer campaign captains represent the general
community. I’he Neighborhood Union started out with the concerns of servicing the
poor.’ hut turned into an instrument for self—help and a training ground for grass—roots
leadership. The Vine City Foundation was made up of and led by working-class and poor
people living in the slum ghetto.
Other grassroots activity involved women’s leadership in meeting the educational
needs of the Atlanta comnulnity. Through the establishment of the Gate City Free
Kindergarten Association, an organization conceived by Mrs. Gertrude Ware, a
kindergarten and nursery program was established for young children left at home while
mothers worked. This organization engaged in fund raising to maintain a teacher’s
salary, meals for children, and for building expenses. The Vine City Foundation, of
which had women among its founding members, focused on addressing resident needs to
include poor and dilapidated housing, a free medical clinic, and family counseling.
Engagement at the local levels brings attention to the diverse involvement by black
women in Georgia.65
Spritzer and Bergmark66note that Grace Towns Hamilton was the first black
woman elected to the Georgia Legislature and the first black female to serve as a state
legislator anywhere in the Deep South. Their work highlights both her early beginnings
during the Progressive Era, her educational exposure at Atlanta University and schooling
in both Atlanta and Ohio, her civic involvement, to include the Civil Rights Movement,
65lbid.
66Lorraine Nelson Spritzer and Jean B. Bergmark . Grace Towns Hamilton and the Politics 0/
Southern Change (Athens, GA: University of Georgia Press, 1997).
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and her race for legislative office. Her political successes include the role in the 1 973
Atlanta city Charter, as well as the conflict with Black Atlantans in the issues of
red istricting.
Herman Skip Mason in Politics, ( ‘lvii Rights, and Law in Black Atlanta 1670—
197067 notes the political activism in Atlanta of Ruby Blackburn. Blackburn was the
founder of the Georgia League of Negro Women voters. According to Mason. one of the
primary goals of the league was that every woman and girl of legal age be registered as a
voter. Educational classes were taught about what candidates stood for and their ability
to serve all of the people. Further, other goals of the league included examining civil
problems and community services. In 1957, African-American women took on the
Georgia Legislature by visiting the legislative session.
Padgett68 records the activities of the contributions of Emma Gresham, the first
official elected in 1998 in the town of Keysville, GA. She notes that in the early 1980s,
Gresharn became involved with the Keysville Concerned Citizens, a group seeking better
living conditions for the community. In 1983, she notes, the group learned that Keysville
had been registered as a town and incorporated since 1890, with no municipal elections in
the lifetime of Gresham. The group set the wheels in motion for Gresham to become the
city’s first mayor in 55 years.
67Herman Skip Mason, in Politics, Civil Rights, and Law in Black Atlanta lN7O-I9O (Arcadia
Publishers, 2000).
68CaroI B. Padgett, “A Southern Woman with a Lifelong Mission: Lessons from Keysville Mayor
Emma Gresham” www.georgiamagazine.org.archives (accessed October 30, 2007).
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I ‘aughlin McDonald takes a historic look at white resistance to the black
franchise, with particular emphasis on resistance to voting participation in Georgia’s
political institutions. He highlights speciFic strategies employed in Georgia to minimize
social equality by limiting voting by blacks. The white primary, violence and
intimidation, and Southern rhetoric, according to this work, all combined and had a
negative impact on both voting and other forms of political engagement, such as
mobilizing voter registrations. Additionally, this work presents other challenges to
voting by black Georgians, such as the practice of double standards when drawing
political lines or redistricting, to lessen black voter support for black candidates while
enabling white voter support for white candidates. McDonald also includes a historic
account about the emergence of Mayor Emma Gresham in Keysville.
Models of Civic and Political Engagement Literature
Alexis de Tocqueville. a classical liberal political thinker of the 18th century
provides theoretical underpinnings used to contextualize writings on civic and political
engagement. Specifically, de Tocqueville observed after a trip to America, the unique
economic and social dynamics which distinguished America from other European
countries. These factors created a type of political participation unique to Americans.
De Tocqueville concluded that participation in American democracy is rooted in civic
voluntarism—citizens’ involvement in family, work, school, and religion, as well as in
their political participation as voters, campaigners, protesters, or community activists.
69Laughlin McDonald, A Voting Rights Odssey: Black Eifraiichiseme,it in Georgia. (Cambridge
University Press, 2003).
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This context provides the frame for a class of scholars researching individual and
group participation. Verba. Schlozman. and Brady’s7°research expanded on de
locquevilles characterization in their writings which posits that participation is largely
shaped by citizens’ involvement in non-political institution. These institutions are work,
voluntary organizations, and the church. Political participation is also considered as
volunteer activity, such as economic contributions to campaigns and political parties.
This type of participation may also be construed as having a social benefit, more so than
an individual benefit. These authors contend, however, that certain resources—time,
money, and civic skills—are necessary for political participation. Most important are the
acquisition of civic skills which take place in the non political institutions outlined above.
Their focus was on the central issues of involvement (i.e., how people come to he
active, their motivations, their resources, and their networks). Analyzing nine types of
political activity—voting, campaign work, campaign contributions, contacting an official.
protests, informal community work, membership on a local board, affiliation with a
political organization, and contribution to a political cause, these authors present these as
distinctive types of engagement. The methodology included the development of an
original survey of 15.000 individuals, followed by personal interviews of 2,500 persons
to determine the influence of the above factors. Their conclusions point to the
significance of differences in educational and network resources. These differences were
especially relevant between cultures.
70 Sidney Verba, Kay Leahman Schlozrnan, and Henry Brady, “Voice and Equality: Civic
Voluntarism in American Politics” (Harvard University Press, 1995).
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Earlier in 1970, Verba and Nic71 deline political participation as “those activities
by private citizens that are more or less directly aimed at influencing the selection of
governmental personnel and/or the actions they take.”
In Bowling Alone, Robert Putnam7argues that social capital (i.e., the norms and
networks of reciprocity that citizens cultivate through organizational participation), can
he used to explain changes in civic participation. “Social capital primarily relates to the
social behavior and attitudes of citizens towards each other. Further it refers to social
connections between individuals in a society that facilitate action.” Putnam’s research on
declining political activity concludes a public totally uninvolved. Decline was found
among the college educated as well as those with limited education; political disaffection
was found among youth relative to their elder voters; discussions had declined among
college students as well.
Eric Oliver73 offers an alternative to classical liberal/pLLhlic choice and civic
society/social capital arguments. Civic capacity is the extent to which a community’s
residents are voluntarily engaged and connected with the public realm through both
political and civic activities. Oliver argument is placed in the context of an individual in
relation to his/her government, including suburban political separation and fragmentation.
Specifically, it posits the decision making from larger systems (federal government)
7tSidney Verba and N. H. Nie, Participation in America: Political Democracy and Social Equality,
(University of Chicago Press, 1987).
‘2Robert Putnam, Bowling Alone: The Collapse and Revival of American Community (New York:
Simon and Schuster, 2000).
73Eric Oliver, Civic Capacity and Authentic Governance I’rinciple: Understanding S’ocial
Contexts and Citizen Participation Metropolitan America, Oct 14, 2000, Princeton University Paper.
Conference on Democracy.
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down to smaller systems (localities and neighborhoods). Oliver also critiques Putman’s
social capital argument as one that is individually driven. Civic capacity, explains Oliver
is more useful For communities, referring to all types of civic and political activities, be
they softball leagues or political campaigns.
Negative voting, offered by Horton and Thompson,74 is a type of pattern observed
among the socially and economically deprived segments of the population. In their work
on voting in local referendums, these authors hypothesize that referendums may serve as
institutional outlets for protest voting. Voting against local issues may be an expression
of political protest on the part of the powerless and ordinarily apathetic members of the
community. Their findings from a study of defeated school-bond issues in two
communities showed a consistent relationship between powerlessness and negative
votes in those cases where a feeling of powerlessness took the form of alienation from
certain symbols of power in the community. In this work, evidence suggested that
voting down local issues did not represent an organized, class-conscious opposition. but
a type of mass protest, a convergence of the individual assessments of the powerless
who have projected into available symbols the fears and suspicions growing out of their
alienated existence.
Participation has also been examined in types of contests for office seekers.
Runoff elections were incorporated into the electoral landscape of the South at a time
when two party competitions were rare. Many southern states adopted the majority-vote
requirement during the first part of the century—after both Republicans and Populists had
1’l John F. Horton and Wayne F. Thompson. Powerlessness and Political Negativism: A Study of
Defeated Local Referendums. The .4merican Journal o/ ociologi’ 6’, no.5 (Mar.. 1962): 485-493.
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ceased to be a serious threat in statewide contests in and were infrequently successful
even in state legislative elections. Given the historical intent of the runoff as a means to
ensure majority support in the Democratic Party and the Fact that todays primaries are
uiequently multi—factional, intraparty contexts, some have suggested that the provision
has outlived its usefulness.
According to these authors, the majority vote results in two elections, the primary
and runoff which are slated within a few weeks of each other. “The need to vote a
second time increases the cost of political participation and therefore can sometimes
reduce turnout the in the secondary primary.” This latter can be viewed as having
produced the most viable candidate, offering an incentive to vote during this election
cycle. This majority vote requirement, has received scholarly attention to determine
impacts on participation and voter turnout. Key’s7 examination of gubernatorial runoffs
Ibund that participation typically declined from the first to second primary.
Bullock and Johnson’s work in RunoffElections in the United States76 challenged
beliefs about runoff election outcomes. The four myths are as follows: the leader-loses
myth. the incumbent-looses myth. the female loses myth, and the minority loses myth.
The leader-loses myth contends that the primary leader usually loses the runoff: the
incumbent-loses myth argues that if the incumbent is forced into a runoff the challenger
will win the nomination; the female-loses and minority-loses are special positions which
75V.O. Key, Southern Politics in State and Nation ( Knoxville, TN: University of Tennessee
Press, 1984).
76Charles S. Bulloch and Loch Johnson. Runoff Elections in the United States, University of
North Carolina Press. 1992.
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focus on the gender and race of the candidate. Both state that the female or minority
leader will lose in the runolT
Beginning in 1985, Bullock and Johnson found that participation dropped
between the primary and runoff in elections between state legislative and executive
contests held between 1970 and 1986. An additional 1992 study of Georgia’s county-
level election found that in rural counties, participation usually increased slightly in
runoffs to choose nominees for sheriff, but generally decreased in runoffs for school
boards and county commissions. Bullock’s 1990 analysis of runoffs in six cities found
that participation usually exceeded turnout in the first round of voting.
Studies also focus on mobilization factors to impact voter turnout. Gerber and
Green77 hypothesize that personal canvassing mobilizes voters more effectively than
other modes of contact that have taken its place, such as direct mail or telephone appeals.
This work included randomized field experiment involving approximately 30,000
registered voters in New Haven Connecticut during the 1998 election season.
Voting Attitudes
Kidd and Diggs78 found evidence in a 2004 Congressional race which suggest that
evangelicalism and support for the war in Iraq is related to being Republican, but that
Democratic Party identification plays the dominate role in black voter decision making.
It was concluded that black conservatism on at least certain social issues is real and has
“Alan S. Gerber and Donald P. Green, The Effects of Canvassing, Telephone Calls, arid Direct
Mail on voter Turnout: A Field Experiment, The Pub/ic Opinion Quarterly 65, no. I (Spring 200 ).
78Quentin Kidd, Herman Diggs, Mehreen Farooq, and Megan Murray. ‘Black Voters, Black
Candidates, and Social Issues: Does Party Identification Matter?” Social Science Quarterly 88, (Mar
2007): 12.
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the potential to influence vote choice, the influence of Democratic Party allegiance is still
a very powerful cue for black voters.
Among a sample of African-American Women from Washington, DC, Wilcox
and Thomas79 find that religious involvement leads to opposition to abortion, but it is not
related to other gender related policy opinions. Griffin and Flavin.8°in their study of
blacks and whites, found that there are substantial racial disparities in democratic
accountability between whites and African-Americans and that these disparities stern
from African-American’s relative difficulty in acquiring in Formation about the MCs’
voting behavior, as well as from the groups unique experience with their MCs. Further,
whites’ accountability advantage persists when the analysis is limited to each racial
group’s most salient issue domain.
Philpot and Walton81 examined precinct-level data, experimental data, and
national exit poll data from two congressional election years. They found that black
women were the strongest supports of black female candidates. Found that support for
black female candidates was contingent on their background and political experience
.
Tate examined the formation of black public opinion through structural equation
models to determine the relationship between socioeconomic status and race/class
identities, as well as their relative effects on black political attitudes. She found that class
identification turned out to be a poor predictor of Black political attitudes. Racial
79Clyde Wilcox and Sue Thomas, Religious and Feminist Attitudes among African
American
Women: A View from the Nation’s Capital, Women and Politics 12 (1992): 2.
80John D. Griffen, and Partick Flavin. “Racial Differences in Information, Expectations. and
Accountability,” The Journal ofPolitics 69, no. 1 (Feb 2007): 220.
81Tasha S. Philpot and Hanes Walton. Jr.. One of Our Own: Black Female Candidate
s and the
Voters Who Support Them,” The .4merican Journal of Political Science 51, no: 1 (J
an 2007): 49.
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idcntiflcations, however was related to many ot the respondents policy prelerences,
rivaling party and ideological identifications as determinants; strong racial identillcations
increased the propensity among black Americans to identify with the poor and working
classes.
Williams contends that in the black community, there is no need br the media to
perpetuate mythos or truths about a candidate’s shady, but private, past. Somehow the
word gets out, and it has a snowball effect that harms the candidate. The all too infamous
“sell-out” image has been affixed to many candidates, precipitating, at times, his or her
political demise. Black folks have always been keen on issues other than political issues,
too much so.
Bostitis surveyed black values of voters. In the 2007 Joint Center National
Survey of Likely Black Presidential Primary Voters, a national survey of 750 black likely
primary/caucus voters conducted between Oct. 5 and Nov. 2. 2007, respondents were
asked their views on important national problems, issues in the campaign, and candidates
for both the Democratic and Republican presidential nominations.
The study also found that black likely primary voters were split on whether the
character of a candidate or the candidates issue positions was most important to them
when voting for a presidential candidate. The candidates’ character was most important
to 51 percent of black voters, while issue positions were more important to 45 percent of
black voters. The only significant subgroup difference was between men and women.
Black women voters were equally split between character (46 percent) and issues (49
60
percent). Black men clearly placed a premium on character (60 percent) over issues (37
percent).
Lastly, when asked about salient issues. there were lesser differences by gender.
There were no gender differences on the issue of strengthening Social Security. On each
of the other three issues, significantly more black female potential voters than black male
voters considered the issue very important, by margins of 16 percentage points on the
cost of prescription drugs issue (79 percent to 63 percent), 13 percentage points on the
affordable health care issue (89 percent to 76 percent), and 6 percentage points on the
availability of pensions and 40 1(k) s issue (72 percent to 66 percent).
Smith-Reid’s work, Traditional PoliticalAnimals? A Loud No82 examines black
women’s attitudes towards Republican Presidential candidates Richard B. Nixon and
Vice President Agnew during the 1968 presidential campaign via an anecdotal
documentation of a small sample of black women. Themes in this qualitative study
reveal feelings of disparagement and insult felt by the respondents by the candidates’
poor outreach efforts to black leaders to solicit their support and input. These negative
attitudes are consistent when asked about this cabinet’s social welfare policies, or its
legitimate concern for American blacks. This analysis by Reid highlights the desire for
the political priorities and concerns of blacks, as expressed by recognized black leaders,
to receive consideration by the presidential candidates. While based on a small sample,
this work expressed concerns with shared interests in the candidates’ platform and issues.
82lnez Smith Reid, “Traditional Political Animals? A Loud No” in Together Black Women in
Portraits of Marginality, 366-378.
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Gender and Candidates Choice
I’he (bliowing studies examine the impact of external influences and community
settings on candidate choice. While these works are not held specifically by black
women, they do offer some explanation of general attitudes about the role of gender
among voters. Furthermore, these works offer contexts by which this variable (attitudes)
may he analyzed relative to considerations of candidates characteristics tested in this
dissertation.
Using data from the 1992 National Election Study (NES), Dolan83 tested a
hypothesis which postulates that support for women congressional candidates will be
higher among voters who share certain demographic and attitudinal characteristics.
Using demographic characteristics, general issue positions, and gender issues, this work
suggests that women voters show a greater tendency to vote for women candidates for the
House of Representatives than do men. Further their work found that women are more
likely to use gender-related issue positions in determining their vote choice when there is
a woman candidate. Thus, the authors were able to highlight the impact of select
contextual variables on voter choice among women candidates during the 1 992
Congressional races.
A study by Rosenwasser,84utilized 149 males and 137 female college students to
test hypothetical designed to examine sexism in voter choice. The design required
83Kathleen A. Dolan, Voting /br i1’o,nen: I/ow the Pub/k Evaluates Women Candidates.
(Westview Press, 2003).
84Shirley M. Rossenwasser, Robyn R. Rogers, Sheila Fling, Kayla Silvers-Pickens and John
Butemyer “Attitudes Toward Women and Men in politics: Perceived Male and Female Candidate
Competencies and Participant Personality Characteristics’ in. Political Psychology 8. no. 2. (1987).
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participants to judge the effectiveness of a hypothetical male candidate and a hypothetical
flmale candidate. Prior to the hypothetical design, participants completed the Personal
Attributes Questionnaire. lbllowed by the Public Opinion Scale. The PAQ assessed sex
typing and the POS assessed attitudes towards women. While some hypotheses were
consistent with similar studies, overall it was concluded that relatively little evidence was
found to support voter sexism.
Additional insight is offered by Welch. Arnbrosius,8in their study of the role of
gender in voter choice among candidates in select state legislative lower house races.
Specifically, races held between 1970 and 1980 in Iowa. Missouri, Nebraska, New
Mexico, Oklahoma and Wyoming. were examined. They found no evidence of any
gender gap in vote totals in primary elections. In general elections, after controlling for
incumbency, a small statistical significant difference was found in general election votes.
Perkins and Fowlkes 56 used simulated choice scenarios among Party activists in
Atlanta to assess its effect on candidate gender. Specifically, attitudes toward
government intervention, gender roles and group legitimacy were measured to distinguish
the impact of this representation on their opinion of women. Of significance, it was
found that when contextualizing the tenants of democratic theory, a possible dilemma is
posed for individuals of minority group status attempting to achieve recognition. Later in
85Susan Welch, Margery M. Ambrosius, Janet Clark, and Robert Darcy, “The Effect of Candidate
Gender on Electoral Outcomes in State Legislative Races,” Western Political Quarter/v 38, 464-475.
86 Jerry Perkins and Diana Fowlkes, “Opinion Representation versus Social Representation. Why
Women Can’t Run as Women and Win,” American Political Science Review 74 (March) 92.
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1984, Fowlkes87 found that in the Georgia state house, women’s chances for election
were less than those of men with the problem being predominantly at the primary level.
Hedlund found that there is some evidence that voter predispositions vary
depending on the nature of the office and the candidate’s personal characteristics. Rule
showed that states of higher income and education had more women legislators, while
l-lill9° found that non-traditional political cultures promote female candidate success more
than do traditional ones.
Voting Patterns
Baxter and Lansing 91studied the voting pattern of women, based on the elections
of 1956-1976. Their works revealed that black women, when compared with black men
and with white men and women, have the lowest levels of trust in the federal
government, the lowest feelings of political efficacy, and the highest sense of
discrimination in the area of employment. According to these authors. the assumption
that these variables are indicators of alienation and that alienation is correlated with
nonvoting, and black women would therefore be expected to go the polls at very low
8’Diane L. Fowikes, “Women in Georgia Electoral Politics: 1970-1978,” Social Science Journal
21(1984): 43-55.
88Hedlund, Ronald D., Patricia K. Freeman, Keith E. l-Iamm, and Robert M. Stein, 1979 “The
Electability Women Candidates: The Effects of Sex Role Stereotypes.” Journal ofPolitics 41 (May): 513-
512.
89Wilma Rule, “Why Women Don’t Run: 1’he Critical Contextual Factors in Women’s Legislative
Recruitment,” The Western Political Quarterly 34. No. 1 (March 198 I ).
90David Hill, “Political Culture and Female Political Representation,” The Journal of Politics 43,
no. 1 (February 1981).
91Sandra Baxter and Marjorie Lansing. Women and Politics: The Invisible Ma/only (Ann Arbor:
(iniversity of Michigan Press, 1980.
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rates. Their findings, however, indicate that beginning in 1950, black women have
moved ahead to voting levels comparable to those of black men. In 1968 and 1972, black
women voted at the same rate as black men, and in 1 976, they voted at higher rates.
They concluded that the voting pattern of black women is a paradox: black women are
voting at the same or higher rates than black men, while their confidence in the federal
government and their sense of political efficacy are declining.
Prestage 2 cites studies of overall African-American voter turnout. These studies
indicate that black turnout trailed white turnout from 1960 to 1980, and then surpassed it
between 1980 and 1984. The total gain in turnout was 5.3 percent. In fact, the studies
cite that reported African-American voting in 1984 was 5 percentage points higher than
reported white voting when state-level and political and contextual variables and
demographic characteristics are held constant.
According to the census report on Voting and Registration in the Election of
November 1984, black women represented 10.2 million or 11 percent of the 89.6 million
women of voting age-population. During the 1984 election. 6,058,000 or 59.2 percent of
voting-age black women turned out to vote, as compared with 4,235,000 or 51.7 percent
of black men.93
Close to 9 million black women were registered to vote in the election, and of that
number, 7.6 million said they actually voted, according to the U.S. Census Bureau. There
were over 13 million black women in the U.S. in 2000.
92JeweI Prestage, “In Quest of African-American Political Woman,” Annals AAPSS 515 (May
1991), 88-103.




Figure 1 shows the conceptual schema of relationships between the variables as
hypothesized based on the review of literature and researcher’s theoretical understanding
of the problem at hand. In this model, socioeconomic characteristics for black women
are viewed as the independent variables, and their voting participation in local, state, and
national elections as the ultimate dependent variable. Three sets of intermediary
variables were conceived, namely: voting attitudes; political knowledge, familiarity and
engagement in election process; and, history of voting. These intermediary variables not
only are expected to have a direct impact on African-American women’s voting
participation in recent elections, they are also expected to transmit the impact of
demographic and socioeconomic characteristics. In other words, the demographic and
socioeconomic characteristics are conceived to have an indirect impact on voting
participation, via the three sets of the aforementioned intermediary variables. A detailed
list of postulated relationships between and among these variables is provided in the
section of hypotheses.
Socioeconomic characteristics (SEC) include two broad categories: first, the
demographic characteristics focus on ethnicity, age, city of birth, city of current living,
marital status, number of children, and number of children under age 18; and second,
socioeconomic characteristics include religious affiliation and religiosity, occupation,
income source, last grade completed, and current living arrangements. It may be worth
mentioning that extent studies did not rely exclusively on respondent’s residence per se
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the difference, if any, in voting participation between who reside in metropolitan vs.
m icropol itan areas.
Attitudes towards Voting (VA) include eleven questions which focus on the
respondent beliefs about the significance of their individual vote as well as the role of
black women voters in general. This section also includes open-ended questions about
the significance, if any, of personal characteristics of candidates, their voting record aiid
platform priorities on the respondents voting decisions.
Political knowledge, Familiarity and Engagement (PKFE) is a composite measure
that has specific variables under each dimension: Political knowledge encompasses
responses to three specific questions on their knowledge of politics both at the state and
local level, and the voting processes. Similarly, Familiarity includes three specific
questions on the respondents’ familiarity with the process of elections at the local, state.
and federal levels. Lastly, engagement has seven questions which gathers information on
active involvement in common activities which informs the public of political persons
and matters. Reading newspapers, watching televised discussions of politics and political
activities, and attending forums or town hall meetings are considered to approximate an
active citizenry interest.
History of Voting (HV) includes the respondents’ consistency in voting either in
person or by absentee ballot, in identifying with a political party, and pursuing voting
success through affirmative selection of candidates and issues.
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The voting participation of black women in recent elections (RVP) is the primary
locus of this research. ‘l’his variable is measured by asking the respondent the specific
questions on the instrument related to current voting. Some specific questions are:










#22: Did you vote in the last presidential election? (Bush v. Gore)
(1) (2)
Theoretical Synthesis
A review of the literature shapes the above conceptual model. Subsequently, the
theoretical framework for examining SEC. PKFE, VA, HV = RVP involves synthesizes
of elements of black feminist theory (race and gender) and Voting Behavior theory.
According to Johnson and Joslyn in Political Science Research Methods,94 theories
function to organize, systematize and coordinate existing knowledge in a field.
Neurnan9argues that in order to produce quality research, theory and research should be
linked together, without linking the two: The researcher is in jeopardy of floating off
into incomprehensible speculation and conjecture.” Following this reasoning, this
researcher chooses to utilize marginality as conceived in black feminist theory as a frame
of reference to analyze black women’s voting behavior. This theory offers an alternative
view of the world, facilitating representativeness of black women in theory application.
94ianet Buttoiph Johnson and Richard A. Joslyn, Political Science Research Methods
(Washington, DC.: Congressional Quarterly. mc, 1991). 19.
‘° W. Lawrence Neuman. Social (Boston. MA: Allyn and Bacon, 1994), 53.
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In conceptualizing the need for theory in describing voting behavior, political
scientist Mack Jones has noted that:
Voting in itself is not power; having a black majority in itself is not power;
nor is having black elected and appointed offlcials power. These sources
become power only when appropriate means are available lhr harnessing and
bringing them to bear upon the behavior o1 other actors—principally white
individuals and groups.
Thus, examining the recent voting behavior of black women in Georgia requires
an appropriate lens through which this may best be articulated. In this dissertation,
however, this lens must seek not only to understand the end result (voting) but also those
influencing factors which are linked to this end.
Feminism attempts to discover the roots of women’s political, social, and
economic conditions by arguing the continued subordination of women by men. Black
feminist theory centers black women’s lived experiences as the center of analysis. This
theory evaluates intersections of race. class and gender as a method to evaluate African-
American women’s well being at many levels, to include to their overall status in the
political realm—as decision makers and those for who decisions are made. Specifically,
Black feminist theory contends that black women live dual identities in being both black
and female.
In black feminist theory, it is argued that black women have been pushed by their
marginalization in white women’s movement and civil rights movement. The reality for
black women is the reality of problems peculiar to their group, most of which are the
result of the triple oppression of racism, sexism and poverty. This group’s social
expectations and inequalities of remuneration in their labor are significant elements.
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While there are variations among black feminist scholarship, its features of self definition
based on everyday lived experiences provide l’or examinations of political inquiry
regarding group status.
While black feminisms is comprised of multiple angles with which to understand
wornens oppression. it does connect with premises olseveral mainstream theories
designed that evaluate voting behavior, and because help till to analyzing the political
status of this population.. Hill—Collins informs that black feminist theory not only reveals
new knowledge just about black women, but enriches our theoretical understanding of the
meaning of the political. Further, she contends that centering on black women’s
experiences produces not only new knowledge but new ways of thinking about such
knowledge. Thus, intersectionality constitutes an interpretative framework that can be
seen one outcome of such centering.
Utility of Other Theoretical Constructs
Social identity theory is a theory formed by Henri Tajfel and John Turner to
understand the psychological basis of intergroup discrimination. It is composed of
categorization, identification or association, and comparison. Specifically it is concerned
favorable perceptions of the group by individuals within the group. At same time, there
are negative views of members outside the group. Challenges with this identify occur
when encounters between individuals are perceived as encounters between group
members.
Social Connectedness theory seeks to aggregate voting participation based on
social class standing and or situation (e.g.. low income women and voting). Because
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shared locations, experiences, relationships with those outside the group may serve as the
basis of this identity, these theories offer some consideration for linking shared behaviors
and adoption of attitudes towards voting. They alone, however, are not sufficient to
explain decisions to participate and engage in voting overtime. Conversely, because
identity theories depend on a “within group” behavior and do not anticipate changes
overtime in relationships with those outside the group, they are potentially more useful
for an examination of why African-American women do not vote.
Voting Theory
Normative theory of voting focuses on preferences. cognition & reasoning. and
decision making. For example, Engelene96postulates that one’s commitments to
principles, norms, ideologies or particular persons motivate the decision to vote or not
vote. i-ic references empirical research which shows that citizens vote because they feel
they have to, not because they like doing so. Voting, he concludes, applies rationality to
political decision making and involvement, rather than a haphazard thinking about one’s
participation. This approach may serve to explain general voter turnout for Presidential
elections, while low and insignificant turnout for Congressional elections.
Earlier writings (e.g., Brunk 198O) argue that voter participation is a result of
positive messages about the value of individual votes. Consistent with rational theory,
96Bart Engelene, “Solving the Paradox: The Expressive Rationality of the Decision to Vote”
Rationality and Society 18,No. 1(2006): 419-441.
97Gregory Brtink, “Why do People Vote’? An experiment in rationality” in Pub/k Choke 99. no. I-
2 (April 1980).
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this writer focuses on beliefs of one’s obligation to vote rather than a logical choice for
involvement.
Rational Choice theory is grounded in economic and consumer oriented decision
making based on equations of output of costs (lime and effort) and the impact on results.
Studies utilize these formulas as logical expressions explaining voting behavior. Other
examinations of rational choice in voting (such as the work by Edlin, Gelman, and
Kaplan98 ) articulate that social preferences dominate voting and turnout, regardless of
the size of the election. They argue that psychologically, there is a social benefit to be
derived from their voting and participation. The consideration is the contribution to the
greater good. In black feminisms. the underlying premise of everyday lived experiences
connects the social benefit of their political participation, and thus voting activity. This
becomes different from arguments posed in strategic voting (i.e., voting is based on
anticipated consequences if the vote is decisive).
The calculus of voting is a model of political voting behavior in which a citizen
chooses to vote if the costs of doing so are outweighed by the strength of the citizen’s
preference for one candidate weighted by the anticipated probability that the citizen’s vote
will be decisive in the election. Notions of citizen duty, goodwill feeling, psychological
and civic benefit of voting are not considered in this calculus Chapter Three discusses
methodology that was used to execute this study.
8Aaron Edlin, Andrew Gelman and Noah Kaplan. “Voting as Rational Choice: the effect of
Preferences regarding the well being of Others,” Rationality and Soctei’ (2007).
CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
To examine the influence of these variables on recent voting among black women
in Keysville aiid Atlanta Georgia, this researcher conducted a self-administered voting
participation survey to systematically examine recent voting by this population. The time
frame for study is for those election cycles which occurred between January 2004 and
July 2008. Specilically, outcomes of this research sought to () measure recent voting
behavior among the population under study, (2) explain voting behavior using mixed
methods of quantitative and qualitative research, and (3) provide baseline data for
continued examination of black women and voting.
This chapter provides an overview of the methodological framework adopted to
gather necessary quantitative and qualitative information to address the research
questions in Chapter One. Specifically, it includes the following: research design,
description of the sites, sampling procedure, instrumentation, data collection procedure,
and treatment of the data.
Research Design
A comparative research design was selected to carry out the examination of recent
voting behavior between 217 black women in Keysville (rural) and 246 women in
Atlanta (urban). Comparative research is made between the populations in the above
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locations on the Following independent variables guiding this study. Socioeconomic
(‘haracteristics (SEC). Political Knowledge. Familiarity and Engagement (PKFE).
history of Voting (LIV), and Voting Attitudes. The dependent variable is Recent Voting
Participation (RVP). John Stuart Mill’s Method of Agreement is referenced in this
comparative approach.
Two measures of analysis—quantitative and qualitative—were used to analyze
the findings of 463 cases collected from 217 sample respondents in Keysville and 246
sample respondents in Atlanta area in Georgia. Sample attrition included 18 cases which
were excluded due to incorrect or invalid responses. For example, some respondents
indicated an age range of 18-25, yet indicated that they have been registered to vote “all
my (their) lives.” Also, two respondents that indicated their race as “Caucasian” were
excluded to ensure that the targeted populations were included.
Data were collected via a self-administered questionnaire containing the
following sections: History of Voting (HV) Recent Voting Participation (RVP), Political
Knowledge, Familiarity and Engagement (PKFE), Voting Attitudes (VA) and
Socioeconomic Characteristics (SEC). The questionnaire consists of a combination of
seven questions adapted from a 2007 study on Black Conservatism in Atlanta (Dr.
William H. Boone) and forty-four questions developed by this researcher and dissertation
committee member I)r. K.S. Murly.
The conceptual model presented in Chapter Two (Figure 1) guides the research
and was utilized to formulate the hypothesis to test the model.
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Description of the Site
The research Focuses on black women residing in Atlanta and Keysville, Georgia.
Atlanta is a metropolitan area (i.e., having <50,000 population as defined by the U.S.
Census Bureau). Atlanta is a municipality within Fulton County, and has a portion of its
physical boundaries within DeKaib County. Specifically, about 93 percent oIthe city of
Atlanta’s population resides in Fulton County.
Fulton County ranks as the 5 largest county in Georgia, with a total population
of 816,006. According to the 2000 U.S. Census, the Black population in Fulton County
is 363,656 or 44.6% o the total population. Black women make up 16.8% of all
registered voters in Georgia. In Fulton County they are 23.5% of those registered and 32
% o’f in DeKaIb County.
Atlanta
Atlanta is defined by the U.S. Census Bureau as a metropolitan area, i.e.. 50,000+
population. Specifically, stats indicate that Atlanta has 5 19, 145 thousand residents, the
largest city in the Southeast and the 9I largest Metropolitan area. Between 2000 and
2006, the metropolitan area grew by 20.5%, making it the fastest growing metropolitan
area in the nation.-Its benchmark events include the 1895 Cotton States and International
Exposition, 1906 Women’s Suffrage Meeting, and the site of growth and commercial
expansion, to include the Federal Reserve Bank in the early I 900s. It is also the site of
social growth and expansion, to include the 1906 Womens Suffrage Meeting, strident
‘Demographics united States Metropolitan Areas 2000 2006 (County Based) Demographics
[accessed September 28. 2007].
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race tensions to include the 1906 race riot, and mid century, the site of significant social
change to include Civil Rights Movement activity. It is the birthplace and home of the
late Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
Atlanta has numerous places of worship and a variety of religious affiliations.
Historic church sites include Ebenezer Baptist Church, Wheat Street Baptist, and Big
Bethel. It also is place of the oldest African-American Church. Friendship Baptist, which
was organized in 1866 by slaves. This church met in a boxcar that had been sent from
Chattanooga to Atlanta to house the first classroom for what became Atlanta University.
Atlanta is also the home church of both Spelman College and Morehouse College. Both
are prestigious institutions credited with education of many academically talented blacks.
Maynard Jackson, a graduate of Morehouse, was Atlanta’s first African-American mayor,
and was also a member of Friendship Baptist church mentioned earlier.2Cascade United
Methodist, also significant to Atlanta as a site for political engagement and involvement,
is housed in Atlanta.
While Atlanta is the location of a significant battle against desegregation laws and
practices during the 1950s and 1960s, it political infrastructure is typical of most cities.
Governance in Atlanta is established in its city charter. Changes were made to the charter
in 1976 and again in 1996. Atlanta is governed by both a mayor, who is elected every 2
years, and 15-member city council elected every two years. The council structure has
one member each for its twelve districts and its three at-large positions. The council is
presided over by the President of the Council, and its tasks involve adopting ordinances
2Clarissa Myrick Harris, Atlanta in the Civil Rights Movement: Part II. Atlanta Regional
Council for Higher Education (2007) \ \\atIInthihLft’Jorg. [accessed October 30. 20081.
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to establish city policy, law, and resolutions to express legislative intent. Leadership by
AIiican—Amcricans is in the (‘itys governance began with the 1973 election of Maynard
Jackson, succeeded by Andrew Young in 1982, Bill Campbell iri1994, and second term
mayor, Shirley Franklin, first elected in 2002.
Atlanta provides a rich history of political and civic involvement by African-
American women. African-American women asserted their political power in early
twentieth-century Atlanta through their participation and leadership in Atlant&s anti-
tuberculosis movement.3 A colored department was formed, which became an essential
part of the campaign efforts in the Negro’ communities. Tn 1946. black women led a
major voter registration in Atlanta, GA; Ruby Blackburn founded the Negro League of
Women Voters, who had as its goal that every girl and woman of age be registered as a
voter. In 1957. African-American women organized and visited the Georgia legislative
session. The 1960s saw significant local activity by African-American women, such as
voter education at the Butler Street YWCA. These activities establish this location as a
significant setting for exploring voting behavior by African-American women.
Black women have also occupied high profile elected positions in Atlanta. For
example, in 1993 Jackie Barrett was elected as Fulton County Sheriff and became the
first African-American female Sheriff ever. Shortly thereafter in 1994, Atlanta elected its
first African-American female police chief. Beverly Harvard. harvard was the first
African-American female to run a major metropolitan police fbrce in the U.S. As




In addition to involvement and political achievement, African-American women
in Atlanta are diverse in their socioeconomic characteristics. As a location which houses
community, state and private colleges and universities, Atlanta is a location where a wide
range of educational and economic attainment is present. For example, Atlanta Area
Tech. Georgia State. and the Atlanta University Center lend itself to the production of an
especially skilled and academically trained cadre of African-American women who are
concurrently active Georgia voters. As such this location provides a unique opportunity
to further explore voting characteristics of African-American women.
Keysville
Keysville serves as a comparative setting for the research understudy. Keysville is
a micropolitan area (i.e. >50,000 population and a municipality within both Burke and
Jefferson Counties). Burke County is a part of the Augusta Georgia metropolitan area,
and has a population of 22,243 residents. Like Fulton County, Blacks make up a slight
majority of its residents (5 1%). Jefferson County is also majority Black, with this
population making up 53% of 17, 266 residents.
The City of Keysville is at the northwest end of Burke County and is
approximately 122 miles Southeast of Atlanta. The nearest urban center is Augusta, the
6th largest populated city in Georgia, located 23 miles to its west. According to the U.S.
Census Bureau, Keysville’s population is 180 residents. Its black population is 62% of
its residents. Black women are 28% of the county’s registered voters.
Similar to Atlanta. black leadership is important to governance in Keysville.
According to state records. Keysville was eliminated Post-Reconstruction. hut its
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incorporation was reinstated in 1890. Afler elections for office were discontinued in
1933. Keysville went without a city government for 50± years. however, in 1985. black
residents organized, and with the assistance of the Christic Institute formed The
Concerned Citizens of Keysville in 1985. This group petitioned the state legislature for
the revival of Keysvihle and received a new charter in 1991. Its first elected mayor,
Emma Gresham, began her term in office in 1 989. Its current governing structure
consists of a mayor and five city council members. Terms of office holding are four
years, respectively. Its current mayor, Maggie Cartwright, is the second African-
American woman to hold this leadership position.
Like Atlanta, the church plays an essential role in civic involvement both the City
of Keysville and Burke County. Mt. Tabor African Methodist Episcopal (AME) is 133
years old and was organized by Robert Cheatharn and others in 1876. Of historical
importance to Keysville’s civic behavior is the swearing in of its first African-American
mayor, The Honorable Emma Rhodes Gresham, a lifelong member and devoted support
of the church at all levels.
Keysville is also the location of the previously named I3oggs Academy, a public
secondary school that educated a number of middle class African-American students in
the South and eastern boarder. ‘[‘he Academy served as the top African-American
boarding college preparatory schools in the United States, with its graduates
(approximately 90%) going on to college. Of note, State representative Tyrone Brooks is
among its graduates. It closed in 1986, but with the help of organized efforts. to include
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the Kcysville Concerned Citizens, transitioned into the Boggs Rural Life Center (BRLC)
in 1991.
Sampling Procedure and Population
A cluster sampling procedure was used to select participants br this study.
Cluster sampling is defined as a pre-existing group and can include both heterogeneous
and homogenous populations. For purposes of this study, a representative sample of
Black women voters in Atlanta and Keysville, Georgia was examined for this study.
Representative populations from each locale provide an opportunity to capture an
example or type obblack women voters in the respective clusters. Consistent with select
demographics of likely voters, respondents in this study include those found in churches.
among PTA memberships, parents of youth in afterschool programs, members of
sororities, communit and other organized activities. Respondents from these categories
represent a range of socioeconomic characteristics, such as self employed women and
those receiving government assistance, to women with ranges in years of education,
number of children, etc.
The clusters identified in both locations provided significant numbers of black
women who may be solicited as participants. While PTA’s are homogenic in their
interests, they do include cross references of other characteristics sought in this study.
For example. PTA membership is not limited to biological parents, but instead is
extended to owners and managers of local businesses, and other family members such as
grandmothers, aunts, and other caretakers. A representative sample of elderly women
may be found in PTAs, as engaged grandparents or those providing daycare for
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institutionalized or working parents. While the presence of educators in such settings
may be anticipated, the diversity in age, residency type, and occupation characteristics of
members found in local PTAs are useful lbr capturing a representative sample in both
locations. These samples facilitate analysis of data which is discussed later. Women in
church congregations, captured broad age ranges. and thus fcilitated the inquiry into
voting patterns in both the urban and rural settings.
While numbers oblack women vary between the rural and urban setting, a
representative sample from each cluster has been used to establish the total number of
participants utilized in this research. For example, representative sampling is appropriate
to address the numbers of black women in church attendance during the data collection
timeframe, their availability in PTA membership, and their attendance during scheduled
meetings.
Instrumentation
A self administered instrument entitled, Electoral Particpation Among Black
Women in Georgia: A Study ofAtlanta and Keysville, Georgia, was utilized to collect
data for this study (Appendix A). As cited earlier, the instrument consists of a
combination of seven questions adapted from a 2007 study on Black Conservatism in
Atlanta (Dr. William H. Boone) and forty-four questions developed by this researcher
and dissertation committee member Dr. K.S. Murty.
Pilot Testing
The instrument was pilot tested with the assistance of the principal and PTA
officers at a local K thru 12 school in Atlanta in early January. An initial letter of request
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(Appendix B) was sent and approval was received to attend the regularly scheduled PTA
meeting. Approximately 1 8 respondents participated in the piloting. During the pilot, the
purpose of the research and the significance of their participation were explained. After
the data were collected, feedback was solicited with respect to (I) the ease and timing of
completion, (2) clarity of instructions, (3) word choice, (4) clarity, and (5) language.
The instrument was modified to include feedback from pilot respondents.
Results from piloting the survey identified the following concerns: (1) Section I
Socio-demographic Characteristics, were shifted to section VI so that respondents would
encourage to participate by’ not having to place personal information early in the survey
experience; (2) change in the label assessing voting patterns to include questions about
previous voting activity; (3) reformatting of select opened questions to permit ease of
response; and (4) clarity on questions regarding familiarity with actual voting processes.
Reliability analysis was performed using the Chronbach’s Alpha. Reliability is the
accuracy or precision of a measuring instrument, specifically looking for internal
consistency of questions asked. Statistically, it measures the proportion of the “true”
variance to the total of obtained variance of the data by the instrument.
In this research reliability analysis was performed for Flistory of Voting (IIV)
In response to this input the modifications were as follows: Section 1 solicit questions
regarding respondents voting history and is labeled Voting History (VH). Section II
assesses participation at each electoral level and is labeled Recent Voting Participation
(RVP). Section III is titled Political Knowledge, Familiarity and Engagement and asked
questions about knowledge of politics at each level, familiarity with issues and processes.
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and personal engagement. Section IV is titled Voting Attitudes and was designed to
aSSeSS respondents opinion on seven statements regarding voting impact and the black
women attitudes about voting. This section also included Ibur open-ended questions that
solicit the respondents’ values in reference to candidate selections. The final area of the
instrument is Section VI. This section was designed to obtain socioeconomic
in lormation about characteristics of the population, and includes residency ownership.
and participation in civic organizations.
A Likert-scale was used for those independent variables which assessed the
respondent’s feelings or attitudes towards, and/or their agreement with a statement posed,
while rank ordering was utilized to measure ordinal level data. An example of the first is
Question #19 which is as follows:
When it comes to Georgia politics, I consider myself to be...
U Very knowledgeable
U Somewhat knowledgeable
U Not very knowledgeable
U I have no knowledge
An example of the latter is Question #33:
My most important political issues are (Check 3):
1. Flealth care 2. Education 3. lerrorism
4. _lrnmigration laws 5. Economy 6. _Crime
7. Employment 8. Youth 9. Drugs
10. _affordable housing 11. — abortion rights
12. Other
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Also. to capture narrative explanations to questions in which a predetermined selection
would have been impractical, open ended questions were employed. Specifically,
variables which inquire about previous cities/counties of voting registration are utilized to
avoid arduous listing of all Georgia cities and counties for response selection. The
following questions are samples in which the open ended question is utilized:
Question 2: I am registered to vote in
_____
County, Georgia
Question 44: 1 was raised in the city of located in the State of
_______
These responses have been coded to identify frequency of identical responses. Open
ended questions are also used to capture attitudinal responses about candidate attributes
and personal characteristics. An example is question 34 which states:
In my opinion the candidate’s voting record and personal position on issues
should he considered for voting purposes because
Lastly, numerical responses were solicited ibr select responses which required actual




Questions with this response format were analyzed for similar responses and grouped
accordingly.
The inclusion of question formats provides a systematic a process for developing
patterns and trends to be analyzed in the respective sections. l)enzin and Lincoln
describe this as the effort to “. . . seek answers to questions that stress how social
experience is created and given meaning. The socially constructed nature of reality, the
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intimate relationships between researcher and what is studied, and the situational
constraints that shape inquiry” is facilitated in the use of appropriate question formats.
In addition, these question formats enable appropriate statistical manipulations necessary
for addressing the six research hypothesis stated in Chapter Two.
Data Collection
Data Collection in Atlanta
Churches
Letters were sent to church ministers to request access to their congregations. The
request included an opportunity to solicit participation in survey completion during their
regularly scheduled gatherings. The letters explained the nature of the research, its
purpose and usage. and requested an opportunity during regularly scheduled gatherings to
solicit volunteers for participation. Requests assured minimal interruption of the
scheduled activity; requested a pre-identified space for instructions and survey
completion, and explained location of publication of completed document. Letters also
contained opportunities for the minister or other person identified by him/her to meet
with the researcher and research team for clarification or resolve of questions.
llecause of its large membership (3,000+) one participant church permitted
solicitation to women (I) through its church announcements during service for eight
consecutive services—four morning and four mid morning services, and (2) through a
direct solicitation of participation prior to its regularly scheduled auxiliary activity. At
this site, participants could obtain surveys from the information table placed in the public
location of the church between the weeks of April 1 through April 30,2008. Members
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were given the option of completing the surveys on site and returning to this researcher
aller service, or take surveys with them for completion at a later lime and return them to a
clearly labeled box placed located in the main area. The box was checked by the author
and assistant researcher three times per week.
In another local church located in Downtown Atlanta, the minister arranged for
this research to make a direct appeal to women attending the worship services. To ensure
immediate participation, the minister provided the main sanctuary for survey completion
to occur after worship service and prior to a regularly scheduled auxiliary meeting. All
women members were instructed by the minister to remain in the main sanctuary. The
researcher read instructions to participants while two student research assistants
distributed surveys. The minister remained during survey completion. Upon completion,
surveys were collected by the research team. During this time, the church minister
agreed to continue opportunity for completion by members not present. Additional
surveys were made available with the church administrator. A collection folder was
placed outside the church office during hours during normal operations for one week.
The researcher returned for pick up at the end of the week.
Another church setting targeted respondents through the leader of its Women’s
Ministry. At this setting, the researcher familiarized the Women’s Ministry leader on the
sections contained on instrument and provided brief training on group administration.
Surveys were administered by the Women’s Ministry leader during a regularly scheduled
planning meeting for an upcoming outreach activity. Forty surveys were provided along
with pens, fcr administration. Approximately thirty-five participants were in attendance
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during this meeting. The Ministry leader collected surveys at the end of this meeting and
delivered to the student researcher.
Schools/PTAs
For PTAs, letters were sent to school principles to request access to their current
members. The request included an opportunity to solicit participation during their
regularly scheduled PTA meetings and school staFf meetings. The letters explained the
nature of the research, its purpose and publication of results information. Requests
assured minimal interruption during schedule activities, as well as a location to be
identified for survey completion.
In one local public school, PTA leadership provided a vender table during its
community fair—Spring Fling. The set up was located in the cafeteria which provided
easy access to attendees during eating and rest time. This area enabled direct solicitation
by this researcher and three research assistants. On method involved approach of
potential participants upon entry of the cafeteria for participation while another approach
utilized sending assistant researchers to vendor tables to solicit both venders and event
attendees visiting the tables. Copies of surveys were distributed in three ways: (1)
available at the seating area of the table for immediate completion; (2) they were
distributed to potential participants for completion at nearby seating areas provided for
general participants attending the event: and (3) copies were distributed vendors at their
respective stations. Surveys were collected at the research location. Upon completion at
this station, as well as submittal of surveys from others located at the previous identified
areas, participants were provided an incentive gift for themselves or their children.
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Incentives included cold beverages, refrigerator magnets, pen lights, and other token
items purchased by this researcher.
In another school setting, the PTA permitted access to members during a variety
of interactions with members and teachers. Opportunities for participation were also
provided during fundraisers and in-school volunteer activities. Participants were
permitted to complete the surveys during the time of the event. Completed surveys were
placed in a folder placed with the president of the organization. This researcher collected
the folder by the close of the business day.
Civic Groups and Social Organizations
Presidents and active members of sororities and women’s civic groups were
contacted via email and letters requesting participation of its members in survey
completion. Because meeting locations were scattered across the metropolitan area, an
electronic survey was created, utilizing a hyperlink for participants to return completed
surveys to a research email address. This process followed the format of contemporary
multistage sampling techniques designed to provide ease for access to the maximum
number of respondents within a given cluster. Initially, the survey was made available
for one week. Additional time was given, however, due to responses of incompatible
software programs; the survey was created in an updated version of Microsoft Word 2007
and many respondents were functioning with the older version. In order to maximize the
number of participants from this research source, the survey was created in the lower
version and redistributed using the email technique.
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The email was monitored and surveys collected. The assistance From a Ph.D. was
sought o retrieve completed surveys to eliminate this writer’s exposure to and knowledge
of names of survey participants. The assistant also coded surveys to ensure
representativeness from each cluster. Surveys were printed, numbered, and delivered to
this student researcher.
Data Collection in Keysville
Churches
Because collection of data in the Keysville location was slow in the beginning
using contact method utilized in the Atlanta area, a key citizen of Keysville was
contacted for assistance in accessing black women voters in this area. Specifically, an
introduction was made to the former mayor by a former resident of Keysville and local
church pastor to Mrs. Emma Gresham, former mayor of Keysville. Introduction to her
included a request for assistance, an explanation of the nature of the research and need to
survey a population of the targeted population among the membership of churches in the
area. This key contact resulted in connection with an additional church volunteer who
also worked in an official capacity in City Government. I3oth the former mayor and
church volunteer were provided letters, as well as copies of the surveys three weeks prior
to anticipation distribution. During this phase, strategies and methods of distribution in
strategic locations (e.g.. during the annual Church anniversary were developed).
Traditional locations that were accessed in Atlanta were adjusted at the suggestion
of the key contacts, or community gatekeepers. In response to these methods of inquiry,
this researcher and a trained assistant travelled to Keysville to (I) develop further rapport
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with the community, (2) train the key contacts in methods ofseliadministered survey
data collection, and (3) engage in actual data collection. I’o assist with the lnal intent of
data collection the Keysville contacts shared research intentions and planned collection
dates with church memberships.
Upon arrival of this researcher, a pre-anniversary gathering was hosted at the
home of’the lbrmer mayor, during which this researcher and her assistant met with
church members and other community clergy. Data collection occurred at the conclusion
of the a.m. worship services and prior to the start Anniversary celebration. During this
time, those attending the event were encouraged to participate. An additional collection
time was provided at the conclusion of the afternoon worship service. Collection during
this latter event provided access to members from other churches and returning members.
For the Keysville. additional time was required to access this population. Because
of the church attendance increases during times of major church celebration, data
collection activity was changed to accommodate these times. The former mayor, Mrs.
Emma Gresham assisted with identification of local church leadership in Keysville in
order to facilitate the request to administer survey. Specifically, data occurred on the
same day as church events. As a result, collection occurred after that collected in the
Atlanta area.
Schools
Assistance was sought by two school social workers in the Burke County school
system in order to access local school officials. Again, processes for meeting school
principals and PTA officers were delayed due to the need for inroads provided by a
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community member or gatekeeper. Once obtained, the school social workers were
provided with copies of the survey via the electronic copy. Both social workers are
MSWs and have prior experience with self-administration of survey instrument. Thus,
one hour telephone training was provided to ensure familiarity with the instrument.
instructions for completion. coding and return. These assistants were also provided with
letters o request to be given to principals and school volunteers. Surveys were
administered during school hours and were collected at the end of the business day.
Assistants returned surveys via overnight mail.
Civic and Community Groups
The key contacts established to assist with accessing church members also served
to assist with access to members of local civic groups and community organizations.
These contacts, trained earlier in data collection by the student researcher, requested
permission to collect data once the scheduled business had concluded participants
received copies of the instrument from the two contacts/research assistants. Those in
attendance were also informed that if they had participated earlier during the church data
collection process, they would not participate this time. To distinguish collection sites,
completed instruments were numbered and collected by the assistants. They were
packaged and shipped to the student researcher. Between the two locations, the data were
collected over a five-month time period beginning February 2008 and concluding July
2008.
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Treatment of the Data
Analysis using SPSS was used to complete a series of statistical procedures, to
include cross tabulations for descriptive data and regression analysis to complete the
statistical equations identified in Chapter One. The data collected through the instrument
discussed above provide information on different measures: nominal, ordinal, and
interval. For example, gender is a nominal variable. The items in section 111 under the
Knowledge, Familiarity and Engagement scale are ordinal. Questions like age, number
of children, amount of child support, and income are all interval level variables. All
qualitative questions were treated per the norms of statistical principals with regard to
their measurement characteristics for conducting appropriate statistical techniques that
would yield meaningful interpretation.
Limitations of the Study
The scope of this study was limited to African-American female voters in Atlanta
and Keysville Georgia. As such, the participants do not represent the entire pop
ulation of
black women voters in Georgia. Therefore, the results must be interpreted to the
population that is in close proxy of the study sample.
The second limitation of this study is similar to that of any study based on self
reporting data. That is, the degree of validity and reliability of self reported data
depends
on the accuracy of respondents’ willingness and ability to provide responses.
This




The data analysis was conducted at two levels. First, at the descriptive level, the
black women socioeconomic characteristics (SEC), political knowledge, familiarity, and
engagement (PKFE), voting attitudes (VA), history of voting (HV), and their recent
voting participation (RVP) were examined. Second, in order to test the study hypotheses
outlined in Chapter III, a series of regression equations were developed and employed;
and, pertinent analyses were conducted.
Descriptive Analysis
Socioeconomic Characteristics
Table I discloses that nearly two-thirds of the black women under study are aged
40 years or older, with a slight variation between Keysville (64%) and Atlanta (67%). A
majority (3 9%) of these women was in the age group 40—54 years and it is true for both
the samples (42% for Keysville and 37% for Atlanta). This model age group was
followed by those in the ages of 26-39 years with 34% for the total sample. The
corresponding percentages for Keysville and Atlanta samples were 36% and 33%,
respectively. The combined totals for these two age groups indicate that 75% of the
sample falls between 26-54 years of age. leaving only 5% in eligible young voters’ age
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Table 1: Age Distribution of Respondents
Age Keysville Atlanta Total
11 13 24
18-25 5.1% 5.3% 5.2%
26 39
79 80 159
- 36.4% 32.5% 34.3%
4054
91 91 182
- 41.9% 37.0% 39.3%
5565
29 44 73





Total 218 100.0% 244 (100.0%) 462 (100.0%)
(18-25 years) and the remaining 20% in the elderly age of 55+. The chi-square values
between the age patterns of the two samples showed no significant difference in the ages
of the women in Keysville and Atlanta.
Nearly 4 out of 5 sampled women were either single or currently married, with
almost equal distribution (40% married and 39% single). However, the married-single
gap is relatively smaller in Keysville (41% vs. 43%) than that in Atlanta (39% vs. 36%).
The ever married category is dominated by divorced women (10%) followed by separated
(7%) and widowed (4%). A higher probability of women being separated is evidenced
among rural women, whereas the urban women tend to obtain legal divorce more often
when they break the marital union (percentages for separated were 11 for Keysville and 5
for Atlanta whereas the respective percentages were 2 and 16 for divorced). Perhaps
because of these striking differences, the chi-square value showed a significant difference
between these two samples(2=30.424; df 4; p = .000) (Table 2).
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‘Fable 2: Sample Respondents by Marital Status
Marital Status Keysville Atlanta Total
Single 93 87 180
42.7% 35.7% 39.0%
Married 90 96 186
41.3% 39.3% 40.3%
Separated 23 11 34
10.6% 4.5% 7.4%
Divorced 5 39 44
2.3% 16.0% 9.5%
Widowed 7 11 18
3.2% 4.5% 3.9%
Total 218 244 462
100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
Over one-quarter of the sample (28%) reported no children, while slightly under
one-quarter (24%) reported 3 or more children. About one-half reported having 1 or
more children. However, Keysville tends to report a higher number of children in each
age group, except for 26 — 39 years, than those in the Atlanta sample. For example, the
mean number of children for those in 40-54 years is 1.78 for Keysville and 1.59 for
Atlanta; for 55-65 years 3.58 and 1.48, and for 65 plus they were 3.71 and 2.64. The
overall mean number of children was 1.61 with a range between Keysville with 1.74 and
Atlanta with 1.5. Eighty-eight percent of those with no children in Keysville were single
whereas the corresponding percentage for Atlanta was only 72%. This might indicate a
higher probability of postponing children until marriage among rural women. The chi
square value indicates significant difference in the number of children between Keysville
and Atlanta(x2=7.837;df =3; p .050) (Tables 3).
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Table 3: Sample Distribution by Number of Children
Total Number of Children Keysville Atlanta Total
No Children 60 68 128
27.6% 28.2% 27.9%
I Child 66 52 118
30.4% 21.6% 25.8%
2Children 25 76 101
11.5% 31.5% 22.1%
3orMore 66 45 111
30.4% 18.7% 24.2%
217 241 458
Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
Of the 330 respondents reported to have children, 170 (52%) had children under
age 18. Among the mothers with one child under 1 8 (n=87), Keysville outnumber
Atlanta with a ratio of 3 to 2. However, among the mothers with 2 or more children this
pattern was reversed, shifting the peak toward Atlanta mothers (59% for Atlanta vs. 38%
for Keysville). These observed differences proved to be significant at x.. Thus, child
dependency appears to be heavier on Atlanta mothers when compared to Keysville
mothers. This economic burden may further increase when the urban cost of living is
factored into the equation (Table 4).
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‘laNe 4: Sample Distribution by Number of Children Under 18
lotal Number olChildren Under 18 Keysville Atlanta Total
1 Child 50 37 87
62.5% 41.1% 51.2%
2 Children 20 37 57
25% 41.1% 33.5%
3orMore 10 16 26
12.5% 17.8% 15.3%
Total 80 90 170
100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
x2
Wages and salary are the primary source of income for both locations. Of the 213
respondents in Keysville 198 (93%) identified salary and wages as their primary source
of income, leaving 5 (2%) for Disability/SSI, four each (2% each) for Temporary
Assistance to Needy Families (TANF) and child support or alimony as the primary
source.
Likewise, the majority of Atlanta respondents, (198 or 86%) stated salary and
wages as their primary source of income, followed by 13 (6%) pension, 10 (4%)
disability/SSI and 2 each reporting TANF or commission. Overall, respondents in both
locations were employed and earned wages, thus the differences between these two
populations were small and insignificant (Table 5).
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TableS: Source of Income
Primary Source of Income Keysville Atlanta Total
Salary/Wages 198(93%) 198 (86.1%) 396(89.4%)
Disability/SSI 5(2.3%) 10(4.3%) 15(3.4%)
Child Support Alimony 2(.9%) 5(37.0%) 7(39.3%)
TANF 4(1.9%) 2(.9%) 6(1.4%)
Pension 4(1.9%) 13(5.7%) 17(3.8%)
Commission 0( .0%) 2( .9%) 2(. 5%)
Total 213(100.0%) 230(100.0%) 443(100.0%)
x-..
There were significant differences in income distribution patterns between
respondents in Keysville and Atlanta. The majority of Keysville respondents (54%)
reported earnings between $15,000 and $19,999, while the majority of Atlanta
respondents (14%) reported earning between $40,000 - $44,999. The second largest
percentage (19%) for Keysville was between $20,000-$24,999, followed by $25,000-
$29,999. About 13% of Keysville respondents were in the lowest income bracket ($0-
$14,999). Thus, 96% of Keysville respondents earned less than $30,000 per year.
As for Atlanta respondents, slightly more than one-fourth (26%) were below
$30,000 earnings per year, while another 30% earned a moderate income between
$30.000-$49,000. and 44% fell in the earnings of $50,000 or more. Thus, nearly three
fourths of Atlanta respondents earned higher than their counterparts in Keysville. This,
however, is not surprising when considering the differences in their respective levels of
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educational attainment and occupational classifications. Also, the availability of
occupational opportunities in urban cities, particularly those which attract competitive
salaries and industries, increase the likelihood of a higher reported income among this
group. Conversely, rural industry and its non competitive salary offerings directly impact
income amounts and opportunities in the same manner. Additionally, occupations in
rural locations are less likely to require higher and or specialty education, and thus the
corresponding wage demand is lower (Table 6). The chi-square value for reported
income indicates significance x2= 240.000 df= ]4p=<.OO1.
Table 6: Income Distribution of Sample Population
Total Income Keysville Atlanta Total
$0.0 - $14,999 27(12.6%) 16(7.2%) 43(59.9%)
$15,000 - $19,999 116 (54.2%) 14 (6.3%) 130 (29.9%)
$20,000 - $24,999 40 (18.7%) 13 (5.9%) 53 (12.2%)
$25,000 - $29,999 22 (10.3%) 15 (6.8%) 37(8.5%)
$30,000 - $34,999 6 (2.8%) 20 (9.0%) 26 (6.0%)
1 (.5%) 14(6.3%) 15(3.4%)
$35,000 - $39,999
$40,000 - $49,999 1 (.5%) 32 (14.5%) 33 (7.6%)
$50,000- $54,999 0 (.0%) 17 (7.7%) 17(3.9%)
$55,000 - $59,999 1 (.5%) 19 (8.6%) 20 (4.6%)
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Table 6 (continued)
Total Income Keysville Atlanta Total
$60,000 - $64,999 0 (.0%) 9 (4.1%) 9 (2.1%)
$65,000 -$69,999 0 (.0%) 4(1.8%) 4 (.9%)
$70,000 -$74,999 0 (.0%) 7(3.2%) 7(1.6%)
$75,000 - $79,999 0 (.0%) 9 (4.1%) 9 (2.1%)
$80,000 - $84,999 0 (.0%) 11(5.0%) 11(2.5%)
$85,000 Plus 0 (.0%) 21(9.5%) 21(4.8%)
Total 214(l00.%) 221 (100%) 435(100%)
Most of the women (96%) had high school or above education. Although
Keysville people dominated among those with high school (36%) and college (60%) than
their counterparts in Atlanta (18% and 45%, respectively), nearly one-third of the Atlanta
women reported education beyond college. This pattern may partly be attributable to the
availability of educational facilities and opportunities in urban areas. The lower
percentages in high school and college categories in Atlanta than those in Keysville may
have resulted from the differences in learning atmosphere and alternative social forces as
well as early employment opportunities.
Specifically, the rural communities may have closer parental supervision, teacher
monitoring, parent-teacher relationships and interactions (within and outside classroom)
to instill and sustain motivation among youth to stay in educational institutions.
Additionally, lack of alternative attractions to and distractions from schools and colleges,
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and lack of employment opportunities lbr the youth, may have contributed to these higher
percentages ol women with high school and college education in Keysville. On the
contrary, the urban children may have families with parent(s) employed, requiring long
commuting between school and work, non-suitable timings with long-shifts——all to
minimize the parent-teacher relationships and interactions, leaving the offspring
unchecked. When considering the availability of various social activities and gatherings,
entertainment opportunities, early employment opportunities, and other social forces in
urban spaces, the probability of retention and success in high school and colleges tend to
diminish. However, for those who wish to continue in the path of education. the urban
areas prove to be rather an opportunity for higher education, even beyond college. This
pattern is further evidenced from the median number of years completed in school by
Atlanta sample being 16 years as opposed to those by Keysville being 14 years (Table 7).
The chi-square shows a significant difference between the two samples(284.49;df
4; p = .000).
Table 7: Educational Level by Sample Distribution
Educational Level Keysville Atlanta Total
Elementary 4 4 8
1.9% 1.7% 1.8%
Middle School 3 6 9
1.4 2.5% 2.0%



















Total 216 241 457
100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
Of the 441 sampled African-American women respondents 374 (85%) were
occupied in non-farm related occupations. This amounts to 193 Keysviiie women (89%)
and 1 81 (81%) Atlanta women whose occupational patterns varied significantly. For
example, over one-have of those employed (102) in Keysville occupied in service related
jobs, (i.e., nurses, servers, cashiers followed by clerical jobs—47) as opposed to only 33
in service jobs and 30 in clerical jobs among Atlanta women. On the other hand, a
majority of Atlanta women (73) were in professional jobs and another 31 women were in
managerial positions, as opposed to only 16 in professional jobs and 5 in managerial
positions among Keysville women.
These occupational differences may be attributable to the distinctions between
educational attainment and earned income between the two populations under study.
Almost all of Keysville respondents (96%) had high school or college education with
reported personal earnings of $30,000 or less per year. On the other hand 78°/b of Atlanta
respondents had education at or beyond college and 74% reported annual earnings of
more than $30,000. In fact, 44% earned more than $50,000 per year. Given these
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educational and income differences, it is reasonable to expect the observed differences in
their occupations (Table 8).
More than one—half of Keysville respondents (52%) rent their dwellings
compared to only 21% of Atlanta respondents. Thus, home-ownership is higher among
Atlantans. Specifically, 74% of Atlanta respondents indicated owning their homes
compared to 43% of Keysville respondents. Obviously homeownership requires stable
Table 8: Sample Distribution by Occupational Categories
ylie AtlantaOccu pat ion
Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent
Total
Professional 16 7.4% 73 32.6% 89 20.2%
Managerial 5 2.3% 3 I 13.8% 36 8.2%
Clerical 47 21.7% 30 13.4% 77 17.5%
Sales 3 1.4% 9 4.0% 12 2.7%
Operatives 9 4.1% 3 1.3% 12 2.7%
Pvt. Household Wks 6 2.8% 1 0.4% 7 1.6%
Service Workers 102 47.0% 33 14.7% 135 30.6%
Non-Farm Laborers 5 2.3% 1 0.4% 6 1.4%
Farm Laborers 1 0.5% 0 0.0% 1 0.2%
Part-time workers 1 0.5% 3 1 .3% 4 0.9%
Self-employed 3 1.4% 5 2.2% 8 1 .8%
Students 3 1.4% 6 2.7% 9 2.0%
Retired I I 5.1% 21 9.4% 32 7.3%
Unemployed 5 2.3% 7 3.1% 12 2.7%
Unknown 0 0.0% 1 0.4% 1 02%
TOTAL 217 100.0% 224 100.0% 441 100.0%
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occupation and adequate income. Given the occupational and income differentials
between the two samples, these differences in home ownerships may be expected. A
purview of other living arrangements revealed that Keysville respondents lived more
frequently with their families/friends (4%). and a few lived in public housing (1%).
Unlike Atlantans, none of these reported leasing their homes (Table 9). These differences
remained statistically significant.
Table 9: Sample Distribution by Living Arrangement
Current Living Arrangement Keysvi lie Atlanta Total
Own/Purchase 93 177 270
42.7% 74.1% 59.1%
Rent 113 49 162
51.8% 20.5% 35.4%
Lease 0 6 6
.0% 2.5% 1.3
Public Housing 3 0 3
1.4% .0% .7%
Living with family/friends 9 9 16
4.1% 2.9% 3.5%
Total 218 239 457
100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
Forty-six percent of Keysville respondents had affiliation with the African
Methodist Episcopal (AME) followed by those affiliated with Baptist (19%). On the
contrary, the latter was the dominant faith among Atlantans (70%). A few were
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identi lied for non-denominational (.05) and Roman Catholic .09%) in Keysville. In
Atlanta, the non-denominational and “other” were stated by 8% each.
Both Keysville and Atlanta respondents claimed regular attendance at religious
services (90% and 85%. respectively). Thus. while samples differed significantly in
terms of religious alliliations, no significant differences were apparent in their attendance
to religious services. In other words, each was more or less equally loyal to their
respective faith (Tables 1 0 and 11).
Table 10: Religious AffihiationlDenomination
Religious Affiliation/Denomination Keysville Atlanta Total
Lutheran 5 1 6
2.3% .4% 1.3%
Pentecostal 17 7 24
7.8% 2.9% 5.3%
Roman Catholic 3 3 6
1.4% 1.3% 1.3%
Baptist 41 166 207
18.8% 69.7% 45.4%
AME 101 15 116
46.3% 6.3% 25.4%
CME 13 0 13
60% .0% 2.9%
Presbyterian 14 2 16
6.4% .8% 3.5%




Religious Affiliation/Denomination Keysville Atlanta Total
Non Denomination 1 18 19
.5% 7.6% 4.2%
Muslim 0 1 1
.0% .4% .2%
Other 2 19 21
.9% 8.0% 4.6%
Total 218 238 456
100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
x-......
Table 1 1: Attend Religious Services Regularly
Attend Religious Services Regularly Keysville Atlanta Total
Yes 185 202 397
89.9% 84.5% 87.1%
No 22 37 59
10.1% 15.5% 12.9%




Based on the above descriptive analysis, a typical Keysville African-American
Woman voter is likely to be an African Methodist Episcopal, 40-54 years old, with a near
equal probability of single vs. married, with I or more children (perhaps more children
than Atlanta woman), and with a lesser probability of having children under 18 years
(when compared to Atlanta women). She is also likely to have completed high school or
college education, employed in service or clerical categories of occupation, making less
than $30,000 per year. On the other hand, a typical Atlanta African-American Woman
voter is likely to be a Baptist, 40-54 years older, with a near equal probability of single
vs. married, with I or more children but less children than Keysville women, and with
higher probability of children under 18 years (when compared to Keysville women). She
is likely to have completed college or above college education, employed in professional
or managerial occupational categories, earning more than $30,000 or even more than
$50,000 per year. As for the living arrangement, Keysville woman likely to rent her
dwelling where as Atlanta woman is likely to own her home. Thus, the two women seem
to have significant differences in terms of marital status, number of children, number of
dependent children, income levels, education, occupation, and living arrangements.
Political Knowledge, Familiarity and Engagement
Table 12 reveals that Keysville respondents being more knowledgeable of
Georgia politics than their Atlanta counterparts (Keysville 97% total indicating
“somewhat knowledgeable and very knowledgeable” versus 84% of Atlanta
respondents reporting the same).
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(n 217) (n 246) (n 463)
When it comes to Georgia politics, I
consider myself to he:
Very knoiiledthle 78 (36.4) 40(16.3) 118(25.7)
Somewhai knowledgeable 129 (60.3) 167(67.9) 296(64.3)
Not very knowledgeable 6 (2.8) 32(13.0) 38(8.3)
Ihave no knowledge 1(0.5) 7(2.8) 8(1.7)
*Wheil it comes to Local politics, I
consider myself to he:
Very knowledgeable 80(3 7.2) 53(21.5) 133(28.9)
Somewhat knowledgeable 131(60.9) 141(57.36) 272(59.0)
Not very knowledgeable 3(1.4) 49(19.9) 52(1 1.3)
Ihave no knowledge 1(0.5) 3(1.2) 4(0.9)
*When it comes to the voting process in
my preciict, I consider myself to be:
1ery knowledgeable 100 (46.5) 109 (44.3) 209 (25.7)
Somewhat knowledgeable 110 (51.2) 109 (44.3) 219 (64.3)
Not very knowledgeable 5(2.3) 23(9.3) 28 (6.1)
Ihave no knowledge 0(.0) 5(2.0) 5(1.1)
Political Familiarity
*Whei it comes to the process of
Presidential elections, I consider myself
to be: 94 (43.7) 113 (53.6) 227 (49.0)
Very Familiar 117(54.4) 107 (43.1) 224 (48.4)
Somewhat familiar 4 (1.9) 4 (1.6) 8 (1.7)
Not veryfainiliar 0(.0) 4(1.6) 4(0.9)
Unfamiliar
*Wlien it comes to the process of State
Elections, I consider myself to be:
Veryfamiliar 75 (34.0) 74 (30.0) 149 (32.3)
Somewhatfamniliar 136 (63.9) 128 (51.8) 264 (57.1)
Not veryfamiliar 3(1.4) 41(16.6) 44(9.5)
U,faniiliar 1(0.5) 4(1.6) 5(1.1)
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1 able 12 (continued)
Keysville AtlantaPolitical Familiarity
( = 217) (ii = 246)
*When it comes the process of local




99 (46.5) 91 (36.7) 190 (41 .0)
Soinewha/Jwiuliar
112 (52.1) 120 48.4) 232 (50.1)
Not verv/iiiiiliar
3 (1.4) 30 (12.1) 33 (7.1)
Unfthniliar
1 (0.5) 7 (2.8) 8 (1.7)
Political Engagement
I talk about politics among my family
and friends
All of the time 55 (25.6) 89 (35.0) 144 (31.1)
Some of the time 147 (68.4) 138 (55.6) 285 (61.6)
Hardly any of time 9 (4.2) 16 (15.5) 25 (5.4)
None of the time 4 (1 .9) 5 (2.0) 9 (1 .9)
I talk about the candidate’s values and
platform among my family or friends
All of the time 45 (20.9) 74 (29.8) 1 19 (25.7)
Some of/he lime 135 (62.8) 142 (57.3) 277 (59.8)
Hardly any of time 21 (9.8) 27(10.9) 48 (10.4)
None of the lime 14 (6.5) 5 (2.0) 19 (4.1)
I often Attend Community Forums or
Town hall meetings
All of the time 143 (66.5) 23 (9.3) 190 (41.0)
Some ofthe time 59 (27.4) 78 (31.5) 232 (50.1)
Hardly any oftime 5 (2.3) 81 (32.7) 33 (7.1)
None ofthe time 8 (3.7) 66 (26.6) 74 (16.0)
I read about politics in the newspaper or
magazine
All oft/ic time 62 (28.8) 73 (29.4) 135 (29.2)
Some ofthe time 144 (67.0) 145 (58.5) 289 (62.4)
Hardly any qf time 6 (2.8) 17 (6.9) 23 (5.0)






I watch discussions about politics on the
televtsion
/1/i of 1/ic lime 65 (30.2) 98 (39.5) 163 (35.2)
Sonu’ 0//lie lime 141(65.6) 136 (54.8) 277 (59.8)
Hardly any of time 7 (3.3) 6 (2.4) 13 (2.8)
None of the lime 2(0.9) 8(3.2) 10(2.2)
*1 listen to discussions about politics on
the radio
All of the lime 41(19.1) 74 (9.3) 115 (24.8)
Sonic of the tune 61(28,4) 129 (52.0) 190 (41 .0)
Hardly any ofli,ne 87 (40.5) 33(13.3) 120 (25.9)
None of the lime 26(12.1) 12(4.8) 38(8.2)
*How often do you use the computer to
see and read political news and blogs?
All ()flhe lime 28 (13.0) 51(20.6) 79 (17.1)
Some of 1/ic lime 66(30.7) 104 (41.9) 170 (36.7)
Hardly any ofli,ne 22 (10.2) 48 (19.4) 70 (15.1)
None of the time 99 (46.0) 45 (18.1) 144 (31.1)
• Chi-square value was significant between the two samples.
This differential knowledge extended to local politics as well, but with a wider
gap; i.e., 98% of Keysville respondents claimed to have knowledge of local politics
while only 79% of Atlanta respondents made such claims. Knowledge of the voting
process in their respective precincts is reported by 98% in Keysville and 88% in Atlanta.
The remaining 16% of Atlanta respondents and 3% of Keysville respondents stated that
they were “not very knowledgeable or “had no knowledge.”
The level of familiarity with electoral processes appears to be higher than the
level of knowledge of politics among the respondents. For example, 98% of Keysville
and 96% of the Atlanta respondents were confident about their familarity with processes
involved in Presidential elections. Similarly, 98% of Keysville and 82% of Atlanta
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respondents maintained their farnilarity with processes involved in both state and local
elections Thus, the level of unfamiliarity is higher among Atlantans than among
Keysville women.
Majorities in both locations (94% of Keysville and 91% of Atlanta) reportedly
had discussions with family members and friends about politics. When comes to talking
about candidate values and platforms, relatively fewer respondents involved their
families and friends in such discussions (84% and 87%, respectively). Differences were
more pronounced berween the two locations in terms of their personal active engagement
by way of attending Community Forums or Town-hall meetings —94% of Keysville and
41% of Atlanta respondents answered affirmatively. As for the passive engagement, most
(96% of Keysville and 95% of Atlanta) kept themselves upto date with politics by
reading newspapers and magazines about politics; watching political discussions and
debates on television; and/or listening to radio. Radio seems to be a more common source
of information in Atlanta (61%) than in Keysville (48%), perhaps due to the distances
that Atlantans commute between home and work. Similar differences existed with respect
to use of the computer as a source of information—44 percent of Keysville respondents
compared to 63 percent of Atlantans read political news and/or participate in blogs on the
computer.
Voting Attitudes
There is a general consensus among respondents about the importance of voting,
although a few were unsure about the impact of their voting on the final election
outcome. Majorities in both locations believed that voting is important. However, 13
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Atlanta women either disagreed” or strongly disagreed” about the importance of their
vole to election outcomes. while only two Kcysville women felt the same way. While
most (95%) believed that believe black women’s vote can change the landscape of
American politics, five percent of Atlanta respondents were skeptical about such impact.
Similarly, most women in Atlanta as well as in Keysville espoused a need to increase
voting by black women in elections as well as need for more black women elected
officials. Only three percent among Atlanta women did not see such need. Thus, on the
whole, the majority of respondents in this sample held affirmative beliefs about their
voting attitudes (Table 13).




In my opinion voting is very
important to election outcomes
Strongly agree 123 (57.2) 205 (82.7) 346 (74.9)
Agree 91 (42.3) 36(14.5) 109 (23.6)
Disagree 0(0.0) 4(1.6) 4(0.9)
Strongly disagree 1 (0.5) 3 (1.2) 3 (0.6)
Black women voters are very important
to election outcomes 138 (64.2) 184 (74.2) 322 (69.5)
Strong/v agree 75 (34.9) 60 (24.2) 135 (29.2)
Agree 2 (0.9) 1 (0.4) 3 (0.6)




Voting Attitudes Keysville Atlanta Total
(n2l7) (n246) (n463)
In my opinion, my vote is very important
to election outcomes:
141 (65.6) 192 (77.4) 323 (71.9)Strongly agree
4gree 73(33.5) 43 (17.3) 115(24.8)
2 (0.9) 9 (3.6) 11(2.4)Disagree
0(0.0) 4(1.6) 4(0.9)Strongly disagree
In my opinion, I believe black women’s
vote can change the landscape of
American politics
135 (62.8) 152 (61.5) 287 (62.1)Strongly agree
Agrcc 79(36.7) 83 (33.6) 162 (35.1)
Dicagree 1(0.5) 8(3.2) 9(1.9)
0(0.0) 4(1.6) 4(0.9)Strong/v disagree
There is a need to increase voting by
black women in elections
Strongly agree 146 (68.2) 184 (74.2) 330 (71.4)Agree 68 (31.8) 57 (23.0) 125(27.1)Disagree 0 (0.0) 4 (1 .6) 4 (0.9)Strongly disagree 0(0.0) 3 (1.2) 3(0.6)
There is need for more black women
elected officials
141 (65.9) 180 (72.6) 321 (69.5)Sfrongy agree
73(34.1) 60 (24.2) 133 (28.8)Agree
0(0.0) 5(2.0) 5(1.1)Disagree
0(0.0) 3(1.2) 3(0.6)Strongly disagree
Voting History
Every Keysville woman in sample and 95 percent of Atlanta women were the
registered voters in Georgia at the time of the survey. Historically, 38 percent of Atlanta
women and 3 percent of Keysville women reportedly had registered in a non-Georgia
state. Keysville women outweighed Atlanta voter by almost two-to-one among those
who never missed to vote in local elections. Interestingly, although many Atlanta women
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missed to vote in the local elections, they voted in greater number in state elections, and
even higher number in national elections. ‘I’his pattern indicates that somehow the
Atlanta women attribute a higher importance to national elections, followed by state
elections than their local elections. Perhaps the role ornedia in terms of commercials
and political discussions about national elections, involvement of local churches in
national electoral process, combined with perceived impact on self and their families in
terms of broader issues such as immigration, taxes, education, and employment may have
contributed to this perceived higher importance of national elections among Atlanta
women.
Of those who missed to vote, a majority did so only I or 2 times in their entire
voting history. Nonetheless, Atlanta women are in higher number among them than
Keysville women at all levels—local, state and national. Though it is unexpected to have
higher number of women missing voting in urban areas than rural, given the above socio
demographic differentials, there may be compelling factors such as occupation, number
of dependent children, commuting patterns and styles, etc. may partially explain this part
of their voting history.
Table 14: Voting History by Location
Keysville Atlanta Total
Voting History
(ii = 218) (n 247) (n = 465)
l am a registered voter in Georgia
Yes
218 (100) 236 (95.5) 454 (97.6)No




Keysville Atlanta TotalVoting History
(n 218) (n 247) (n 465)
* I have been a registered voter in a state other than
Georgia:
6(2.8) 95(38.3) 101 (21.7)Yes
212 (97.2) 153 (61.7) 365 (78.3)No
Since I have been registered to Vote in Georgia, I
have:
Never missed a LOCAL election 156 (71.6) 88 (37.4) 243 (53.6)Missed I to 2 times 50 (22.9) 96 (40.9) 146 (32.2)Missed 3 to 4 times 8 (3.7) 32 (13.6) 40(8.8)Missed more than 4 times 4(1.8) 20(8.5) 24(5.3)
*Since I have been registered to Vote in Georgia, I
have:
Never missed a STATE election 158 (71.5) 122 (52.1) 280 (61.9)Missed Ito 2 times 53 (24.3) 82(35.0) 135 (29.9)Missed3to4times 5(0.5) 18(7.7) 23(5.1)Missed more than 4 times 2(0.9) 11(4.7) 13(5.1)
*Since I have been registered to Vote in Georgia, I
have:
Never missed aNATIONAL election 171 (79.5) 160 (68.1) 331 (71.6)Missed Ito 2 times 39(18.1) 60(25.5) 99(22.8)Missed3to4times 4(1.9) 10(4.3) 14(3.1)Missed more than 4 times 1(0.5) 6(1.3) 6(1.3)
*Denotes significance between the two samples
Recent Voting Participation
At least 9 out of every 10 women in both locations (97% in Keysville and 93% in
Atlanta) identified themselves as Democrats: and, majority (93% in Keysville and 56% in
Atlanta) considered themselves to he moderate or liberal. Surprisingly, 21 percent of’
Atlantans considered themselves to he conservative. Given that many of these
conservatives are conservative democrats, they can be viewed as democrats with
--___
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conservative political views, or with views relatively conservative with respect to other
members of the Democratic Party. Although they can be found throughout the nation.
actual elected officials are disproportionately found within the Southern states, and to a
lesser extent within rural regions of the several states. Since 1994, conservative
Democrats have been organized in the House of Representatives as the Blue Dog
Democrats, while the moderate-conservatives form the Democratic Leadership Council—
which promotes center-right social/cultural positions on political issues and neo-liberal
fiscal issues (see for additional discussion on conservative democrat see http://en.
wi kipedia.org/wiki/Conservative Democrat). A small percentage rated themselves to be
“radical” or “progressive; (less than 1% each in Keysville; and, 1% and 7%, in Atlanta,
respectively).
Most (95% and 90%, respectively) of respondents in both sample locations had
voted in the 2008 “Super Tuesday” Primaries. In regard to the recent local elections, not
only a higher level of voting (98% of Keysville and 77% of Atlanta respondents) than
historical voting levels (71% in Keysville vs. 37% in Atlanta) but also a smaller gap
between the voters in the two locations was observed. Ninety-three percent of Keysville
compared to 86% of Atlanta report voting in their last State election. As in local
elections, a higher level of participation than historical levels (72% of Keysville vs. 52%
of Atlanta) is evident in here.
Voter-gap between the two locations is rather much smaller for voting
participation in the previous Presidential election, i.e., Bush v. Kerry, with 98% of
Keysville and 92% of Atlanta than for state and local elections. Moreover, these
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percentages are higher than the levels of never missed voters in the preceding section
(8()% Keysvillc vs. 68% Atlanta). ‘l’hc fact that 12 percent of Keysville and 20 percent of
Atlanta women had taken advantage of absentee ballot, may have contributed to these
higher levels of participation. Thus, overall voting participation among African-American
Women is not only increasing compared to historical voting level, but also the rural-
urban gap is narrowing over the time, although the local and state election continue to
attract lesser women than the national elections.
There were reported differences in outcomes of their vote in elections held after
January 2006. For example. 96% of those in Keysville reported that the candidate they
voted for won all of the time” or “most of the time” compared to 65% of those in the
Atlanta sample. Larger differences are seen when asked about the issues they voted for
since 2006—97% of Keysville indicate positive outcomes of their vote versus 81% of
those in Atlanta. This gap may exist because two or more candidates may have shared
their issues, in a general sense (Table 1 5).
Table 15: Recent Voting Participation by Location
• Keysville Atlanta TotalRecent Voting Participation
(n2l8) (n247) (n=465)
The Political Party I Most Identify Myself
\Vith is:
Democratic 208 (96.7) 230 (92.7) 438 (94.6)
Republican 5 (2.3) 6 (2.4) 1 1 (2.4)
Independent 2(0.9) 6(2.4) 8(1.7)
None 0(0.0) 6(2.4) 6(1.3)
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I consider my political orientation
(onseri’ulive
City/County i.e., Mayor, Commissioner
The candidate I voted for in the Elections
held after January 2006 Won:
214 (89.6)
33(l3.4)














115 (53.5) 80 (32.9) 195 (42.6)
84 (39.1) 55 (22.6) 139 (30.3)
1 (0.5) 3 (1.2) 4 (0.9)
2 (0.9) 19 (7.8) 21 (4.6)
I voted in the last primary elections (“Super
Tuesd:y” February 8, 2008):
205 (95.3) 419 (90.7)
No
10 (4.7) 43 (9.3)
I voted in the last LOCAL elections
Yes 211 (98.1) 186 (75.6) 397 (86.1)
No 4(1.9) 60(24.4) 64(13.9)
I voted in the last STATE elections, i.e.,
Gubernatorial
207 (96.3) 206 (83.1) 413 (89.2)
Yes 8(3.7) 42(16.9) 50(10.8)
No
I voted in the last PRESIDENTIAL




I have cast an absentee ballot.
26(12.1) 49(19.8) 75(16.2)
YeS
189(89.9) 199 (80.2) 388 (83.3)
All the time 12 (5.6) II (4.6) 23 (5.1)
Most of the time 192 (90.4) 165 (60.0) 357 (79.0)
Almost never 6(2.6) 41 (17.2) 47(10.4)
Never 2 (0.9) 22 (9.2) 24 (5.3)
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l’ahle 1 5 (continued)
Recent Vothfrticipation
The issues I voted for in the Elections held
after January 2006 Won:
All the time




The level of familiarity with electoral processes appears to be higher than the
level of knowledge of politics among the respondents. Differences were more
pronounced between the two locations in terms of their personal active engagement by
way of attending Community Forums or Town-hall meetings, with women in Keysville
having a higher level of this active engagement. There is a general consensus among
respondents about the importance of voting, although a few were unsure about the impact
of their voting on the final election outcome. Most women in Atlanta as well as in
Keysville espoused a need to increase voting by black women in elections as well as need
for more black women elected officials. Only three percent among Atlanta women did
not see such need.
More women in Atlanta missed local elections that their Keysville counterparts.
This pattern indicates that somehow the Atlanta women attribute a higher importance to
national elections, followed by state elections than their local elections. Overall voting
participation among African-American Women is not only increasing compared to
Keysville Atlanta Total
(n = 218) (n 247) (n 465)
I 1 (5.2) 19 (8.0) 30 (6.7)
195 (91.5) 174 (73.4) 369 (82.0)
3(1.4) 31 (13.1) 34(7.6)
4(1.9) 13(5.5) 17(3.8)
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historical voting level, but also the rural—urban gap is narrowing over the time, although
the local and state election continue to attract lesser women than the national elections.
When selecting their lop three political issues. Healthcare. Education and the
economy were identiled by Keysville respondents, (74%, 68%, and 54%, respectively)
while Atlanta respondents indicated healthcare, education and employment (82%, 71%
and 50%, respectively).
While there are observable differences in the selection of healthcare and
education between the two populations, the fact that these two ranked in the same order
of importance inform that their issues are not concentrated at a single level of
government. The same is observed from the third selection of each—the economy and
employment, respectively. Not surprisingly, these rankings hold similar to those public
opinion polls conducted as of this writing and thus do not reflect major gaps in issues
between black women in Keysville and Atlanta. Only a few Atlanta respondents selected
issues of immigration and abortion while none Keysville identified these.
The majority of respondents (97% in Keysville and Atlanta, respectively) held the
opinion that the candidates voting record and personal position should be considered for
voting purposes. Some reasons are as follows:
“The voting record of the candidates usually is an indication which issues are
important and will be supported by the candidate. How can a candidate be
supported without sharing their issues’?”
“If their values align with yours then you are likely to be more confident that the
candidate will vote your ideas”
“This is the only basis from which we can determine how to vote and how the
candidate may respond to our needs while in office.”
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However, 98% of Keysvillc and 100% of Atlanta respondents, respectively) held
the opinion that the candidates’ personal values, moral character and other personal
attributes should be considered for voting purposes. Some specific responses are as
lb I lows:
“If they are moral, then they are likely to value what is just and respect civic and
human rights.”
“These characteristics have a tendency to influence candidate’s roles while in
office and their actions as it relates to the specific role.”
“The candidate’s characteristics are important! This is by knowing if he or she can
be trusted and if expected to be honest.”
“If their values align with yours then you are likely to be more confident that the
candidate will vote your ideas”
“This is the only basis from which we can determine how to vote and how the
candidate may respond to our needs while in office.”
Opinions held on the candidate’s gender, race, religion, faith and sexual orientation
held greater differences of opinion. Fifty three percent (53%) of women in Atlanta felt
that these factors were “not important and should not be considered” for voting purposes
compared to 13% of those in Keysville. Some specific responses are as follows
“His/her voting record and personal position on issues might be detrimental to me. Also
their race, gender, faith may influence their decision making.”
“Religion yes reflects candidates. It should not, although this is a Christian
country. I think that is important. All of the other factors should not be important
if they can do the job.”
“Not as much of an issue as what type of person she/he is”
“God should be in everything”
Suggestions offered on ways to increase voting by black women include “more
education,” “targeted voter registration drives,” and “getting involved.” Unique to
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Atlanta respondents was the comment “making elections more relevant to black women.”
Also among this group some (10%) were not sure.
Inferential Analysis
‘Ihe regression analysis on pertinent variables rendered the following statistical
support to the study hypotheses:
Hi: There is a significant statistical association between socioeconomic
characteristics and their political knowledge, familiarity and engagement
(PKFE) among black women in Atlanta and Keysville.
As for the political knowledge and familiarity, Atlanta sample showed significant
negative effect of involvement in Civic Organizations on knowledge about state politics
(i.e., many of the women have primarily participated in local political organizations
which kept them less knowledgeable and less familiar with state politics). However,
because of their active participation in local political organizations, they seem to have
higher level of knowledge about local politics. Apart from the civic organization
involvement, total income showed significant impact on knowledge about local politics,
indicating that those who are in the higher income category tend to have more
knowledge. This is consistent with conventional findings associating income and
knowledge. Interestingly, religious affiliations showed significant effect on political
familiarity at all levels—local, state and presidential. This may be interpreted that local
black churches continue to play a vital role of commutation charmel in promoting
political familiarity among its members. Finally, those with dependent children showed
significant level of familiarity with presidential election.
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Noiie of the socioeconomic characteristics proved to have significant effect on
political knowledge among black women in Keysville at local or state levels, or on the
political process in their precinct. 1-lowever, education, income, attending church
services, and involvement in local political organizations showed significant effect on
familiarity with the process of local elections only.
Regarding the political engagement, living arrangements, religious affiliations and
involvement in civic organizations have significant effect on Atlanta women “talking
about the candidates’ values and platform among families and friends.” Source of
income and involvement in civic organizations have significant effect on respondents
watching discussions about politics on television. Among the Keysville sample, number
of children as well as income has significant effects on (1) respondents watching
discussions on television; (2) listening to discussions about politics on the radio; and,
(3) using the computer to see and read political news and blogs. In addition, involvement
in civic organizations have significant effect on watching politics on television, living
arrangements and civic organization have effect on listening politics on radio; and,
attending church services on using computer for reading political news and blogs.
When R2 values are compared between the samples, the socioeconomic
characteristics accounted for much larger variation in political knowledge, familiarity and
engagement among Keysville women than among Atlanta women. Thus, the hypothesis
is partly supported by the empirical data (see Tables 16 and 17).
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Table 16: Results of Regression on Political Knowledge, Familiarity, and Engagement by
Socioeconomic Characteristic (Keysville)
Political Knowledge
When it comes to
Independent Variables When it comes to When it Comes to the voting process in
GA Politics LOCAL politics my precinct
Intercept 1.068* .823*
1.232*
Age -.006 .041 -.031
Marital Status .067 .080 .015
Years Completed in School .097 .156 .156
Number of Children I have -073 -.084 -.022
Number of Children under 18 .019 .044 -.022
Source of Income .124 .090 .102
Total Income -.094 -.081 -.095
Living Arrangement .043 .021 .107
Religious Affiliation .009 -.007 .015
AttendServices .218 .112 .171
Civic Organization (primary) -.126 -.1 12 -.007
Civic Organization (secondary) -.097 -.068 -.045
R square .373 .316 .219
Political Familiarity
When it comes to When it come to When comes to the
. PRESIDENTAL the process of process of LOCAL
Independent Variables .
Election STATE Elections Elections
Intercept .970* 1.562* 1.020*
Age -.015 -.045 -.080
Marital Status .010 .013 .010
Years Completed in School .187 .059 .188*
Number of Children I have -.035 -014 .-016
Number ofChildren under 18 .015 -.013 .001
Source of Income .013 .067 .046
Total Income -.064 -.087 .072*
Living Arrangement .006 .099 .096
Religious Affiliation .026 .006 -.0 14
Attend Services .189 .069 .243*
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I listen to 1-low do you use the
I watch discussions discussions computer to see and
Independent Variables about politics on the about politics on read political news





Marital Status -.065 -.074 -.076

































Table 1 6 (continued)
Political Engagement
I listen to I-low do you use the
I watch discussions discussions computer to see and
Independent Variables about politics on the about politics on read political news
TV the radio and blogs
Number of Children under 18 .019 .017 .015
Source of Income .054 .066 .053
Total Income .074* .l37* .227*
Living Arrangement -.075 .I46* -.146
Religious Affiliation -.015 -.048 -.026
Attend Services .035 -.284 799*
Civic Organization (primary) .l55* -.146 -.181
Civic Organization (secondary) -.087 .267* -.134
R square .397 .460 .476




When it comes to
Independent Variables .
When it comes to When it Comes to the voting process
GA Politics LOCAL politics in my precinct
Intercept 597* 1.667* 1.806*
Age -.081 -.099 -.049
Marital Status .035 .044 -.031
Years Completed in School .108 .032 .042
Number of Children I have -.038 -022 .037
Number of Children under 18 .026 .023 .034
Sourceoflncome -.017 -.012 -.002
Total Income .014 .029* -.008
Living Arrangement .036 .046 -.076
Religious Affiliation .036 .047* .027
Attend Services .040 .097 .016
Civic Organization (primary) -.173 -.156 -.081
Civic Organization (secondary) .029* .034* -.101





When it comes to When it come to When comes to the
PRESI-DENTAL the process of process of LOCAL
Election STATE Elections -- Elecons
Intercept 1.392* 2.185* 1745*
Age .074 -.074 -.144
Marital Status -.006 .022 .044
Years Completed in School -.014 .063 .006
Number of Children I have -.040 .084 -.094
NumberofChildren under 18 .138* .097 .023
Source of Income .007 -.027 .020
Total Income -.006 -.005 .009
Living Arrangement -.077 -.023 -.001
Religious Affiliation .055* .045* .048*
Attend Services -.13 I .172 .202
Civic Organization (primary) -.059 -.0 10 .-134
Civic Organization (secondary) .002 .199* -.081




I talk about candidates I often attend
Politics values and community I read about
among my platform forums or politics in
Independent Variables family and among family town hail newspapers
friends or friends meetings or magazines
1.840* 2.160* 3.071* 1.779*
Intercept .032 -.018 -.138 -.060
Age .010 .023 -.011 -.074
Marital Status -.047 -.007 .034 .043
Years Completed in School -.0 19 .013 .010 .004
NumberofChildrenlhave -.013 -.017 .059 .046
Number of Children under 18 .038 .010 .014 -.021
Source of Income .004 -.007 .008 -.001
Total Income -.091 .I23* .032 .033
Living Arrangement .038 .045* .026 .045
Religious Affiliation -.003 -.094 -.102 .108
Attend Services -.087 .l72* -.122 -.056
‘Fable 17 (continued)
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H2: There is a significant statistical association between political knowledge,




























Civic Organization (secondary) .074 .134 .069 .102
R square
Political Engagement
I listen to How do you use
I watch discussions discussions about the computer to see
Independent Variables about politics on politics on the and read political
the TV radio news and blogs
Intercept 1.206* 1.498* 1.403*
Age -.013 .040 .257
Marital Status -.024 -.017 .070
Years Completed in School .067 .012 .018
Number of Children I have -.009 -.053 -.090
Number of Children under 18 .021 -.067 .091
Source of Income .016* .020 .053
Total Income .004 .014 -.012
Living Arrangement .001 .081 .106
Religious Affiliation .061 .035 .027
Attend Services .055 .075 -.022
Civic Organization (primary) -.024 -.024 -. 154
Civic Organization (secondary) .150* -.1 18 -.056
Rsquare .088 .053 .119
women in Atlanta and Keysville.
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In the Atlanta sample, the respondent’s knowledge of the voting process in her
precinct has a significant effect on the attitude that her vote is very important to election
outcomes, where as in Keysville, black women’s knowledge of Georgia politics affected
significantly their attitudes that: (1) black women voters are very important to election
outcomes; (2) black women can change the landscape of American Politics; and, (3) there
is a need for more black women in elected offices.
As for the political familiarity, Atlanta women’s familiarity with the process of
presidential election has significant effect on all the seven voting attitudes, while in
Keysville respondents’ familiarity with the process of state election has significant effect
on the altitude that black women voters are very important to election outcomes.
Regarding the political engagement, Atlanta respondents’ watching political
discussions on television affected significantly their attitude in terms of(l) voting is
important to elections outcome; and (2) registering to vote is very important to election
outcomes. Secondly, talking about the candidates’ values and platforms among families
and friends has a significant effect on the attitude that their vote is very important to
election outcomes.
Among the Keysville women, two engagement variables—reading about politics
in news papers and magazines and watching political discussions on television—have
significant effects on the attitude that voting is important to election outcome. In
addition, using the computer to read political news and blogs has a significant effect on
the attitudes that: (1) voting is important to election outcomes; (2) ‘my” vote is very
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important to election outcomes; (3) black women’s vote can change the landscape of
American Politics; and (4) there is a need for more black women in elected offices.
When R2 values are compared between the samples, the political knowledge,
lamiliarity and engagement variables accounted lbr much larger variation in voting
attitudes among Keysville women than among Atlanta women, with an exception of
registering to vote which showed higher accountability in Atlanta sample. Overall, the
hypothesis is supported by the empirical data (see Tables 1 8 and 19)..





to vote is voters are
very very































When it comes to GA Politics
When it Comes to LOCAL politics
When it comes to the voting process in
my precinct
When it comes to PRESIDENTAL
Election
When it come to the process of
STATE Elections
When comes to the process of LOCAL
Elections
I talk about Politics among my family
and friends
I talk about the candidates values and
platform among family or friends
I often attend community forums or
town hail meetings
6.859 6.609 .192* .175
9.801 .104 -1.20 -6.41
3.491 3.486 -9.33 -2.09
-7.46 -7.36 -2.41 -7.71
-6.35 -4.41 -3.92 2.081
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to vote is voters are My vote is
Voting is very very very
Independent Variables important to important to important to important to
elect ion election election election
outcomes outcomes outcomes outcomes
I read about politics in newspapers or .l54* -3.79 1.766 9.353
magazines
I watch discussions about politics on .213* 9.549 6.6 19 4.387
the TV
I listen to discussions about politics on -3.44 -7.80 -3.90 -2.07
the radio
I-low do you use the computer to see .105* 6.251 6.591
g•333*
and read political news and blogs
R square .391 .221 .329 .259
Voting Attitudes
I believe Black There is a need to
Women’s vote can increase voting There is a need for
Independent Variables change the among Black more Black
landscape of Women in women in elected
American Politics elections office
.389* .476 499*
Intercept .181* .160 .245*
When it comes to GA Politics .121 9.727 6.661
When it Comes to LOCAL politics 4.051 6.060 1.408
When it comes to the voting process in .141 .139 .120
my precinct
When it comes to PRESIDENTAL .169 .116
Election
When it come to the process of .172 -.143 -6.55
STATE Elections
When comes to the process of LOCAL -.145 -2.40 -4.63
Elections
I talk about Politics among my family -7.65 -5.81 -2.29
and friends
I talk about the candidates values and -2.85 -4.54 -8.77




I believe Black There is a need to
Women’s vote can increase voting There is a need for
Independent Variables change the among Black more Black
landscape of Women in women in elected
American Politics elections office
I often attend community forums or 1.607 1.737 2.721
town hall meetings
I read about politics in newspapers or 9.100 .101 9.066
magazines
I watch discussions about politics on -1.17 5.881 -2.70
the TV
I listen to discussions about politics on 8.758* 5.675 8.868*
the radio
How do you use the computer to see .345 .287 .319
and read political news and blogs
R square





to vote is voters are My vote is
Voting is very very very
. important to important to important to important to
Independent Variables . .election election election election
outcomes outcomes outcomes outcomes
.408* .250* 434* 433*
Intercept .020 .029 .003 -.021
When it comes to GA Politics .039 .009 .086 -.038
(K-I)
When it Comes to LOCAL politics .070 .046 .098 .184*
(K-2)








to vote is voters are My vote is
Voting is very very very
Independent Variables
important to important to important to important to
electi on elect ion election election
outcomes outcomes outcomes outcomes
When it comes to Presidential Election -.002 -.081 .004 -.018
(F-I)
When it come to the irocess of State .029 .076 -.022 .026
Elections (F-2)
When comes to the process of Local -.0 10 -.023 .023 -.161
Elections (F-3)
I talk about Politics among my family .090 -103 .106 .236*
and friends (E-l)
I talk about the candidates values and -.042 .008 -.018 .002
platform among family or friends
(E-2)
I ofien attend community forums or -.0 18 .046 .004 -.0 17
town hall meetings (E-3)
Tread about politics in newspapers or .139* .124* .086 .119
magazines (E-4)
I watch discussions about politics on -.018 .001 .025 .042
the TV (E-5)
I listen to discussions about politics on .001 -.017 -.031 -.001
the radio (E-6)
1-low do you use the computer to see .224 .272 .199 . 188
and read political news and blogs (E-7)
R square
Note: K-i, ..., K-3 are Knowledge variables; F-I, ..., F-3 are Familiarity Variables;




I believe Black There is a need to
Women’s vote can increase voting There is a need for
Independent Variables change the among Black more Black
landscape of Women in women in elected
American Politics elections office
343* 383* .388*
Intercept .067 .020 .010
When it comes to GA Politics (K-I) .l02 .002 -.023
When it Comes to LOCAL politics .046 .089 .022
(K-2)
When it comes to the voting process in .198* .203* .021 *
my precinct (K-3)
When it comes to Presidential Election -.007 -.020 -.106
(F-I)
When it come to the process of State -.067 .044 .090
Elections (F-2)
When comes to the process of Local .023 .093 .145
Elections (F-3)
I talk about Politics among my family .108 .041 .097
and friends (E-l)
I talk about the candidates values and .039 -.042 -.017
platform among family or friends
(E-2)
I often attend community forums or -.063 -.028 -.035
town hall meetings (E-3)
I read about politics in newspapers or .141 .069 .115
magazines (E-4)
I watch discussions about politics on .096 .067 .063
the TV (E-5)
I listen to discussions about politics on -.053 .023 .007
the radio (E-6)
How do you use the computer to see .205 .221 .234
and read political news and blogs (E-7)
R square
Note: K-i, ..., K-3 are Knowledge variables; F-i, ..., F-3 are Familiarity Variables;
E-1, ..., E-3 are Engagement variables.
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H3: There is a significant statistical association between history of voting and
political knowledge, familiarity and engagement (PKFE) among black
women in Atlanta and Keysville.
This study used reciprocal models to see what variable relations mean. Because
the effects of History of Voting (l-IV) on Political Knowledge, Familiarity and
Engagement (PKFE) appear to be negligible or largely insignificant, it was eliminated
from the analysis. Therefore, for this study, VH is viewed to be an independent variable
that has influence on respondent’s PKFE.
With the Atlanta sample, registering to vote had a significant impact on all PKFE
variables, except one engagement variable “I often attend community forums or town hall
meetings.” Thus Atlanta women’s registering to vote translates to a basis for
understanding and involvement in politics at all levels. Understandably, registering to
vote in a state other than Georgia showed an adverse effect on knowledge and familiarity
with state and local politics. Significant coefficients were observed between consistent
voting record (as measured by “since I have been registered to vote in Georgia, I have
never missed a local election) and self-knowledge about (I) Georgia politics, (2) local
politics, and (3) the process of local elections. Also, this independent variable (voting
consistency) was positively associated with one active engagement variable “I often
attend community forums or town hall meetings; and, three passive engagement
variables: (1) I read about politics in newspapers or magazines (2) I watch discussions
about politics on the TV, and (3) use of the computer to see and read political news and
blogs.
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In Keysville, registering to vote turned out to be a constant as everyone reported
to be a registered voter in Georgia with only six reporting being registered in a state other
than Georgia. This eliminated the possibility of any meaningful analysis pertinent to this
variance in the Georgia registration variable. Those remaining six respondents, however,
indicate significance for engagement activity.
As for the impact of voter consistency: i.e. (“since I have been a registered to vote
in Georgia. I have never missed a local election”), the findings were similar to those of
Atlanta. That is, voter consistency in local elections is significantly associated with the
following knowledge variables (I) When it comes to Georgia politics, and (2) when it
comes to the voting process in my precinct. Also, voter consistency in local elections
was also significant for familiarity (I) when it comes to the process of state elections and
(2) when it comes to the process of local elections. Additionally, the independent
variable “since I have registered to vote in Georgia I have never missed a state election”
significantly impacted (1) when it comes to the process of state elections and (2) when it
comes to the process of local elections. This variable, however, had a negative effect on
their passive engagement (“I use the computer to see and read political news”). The fact
that only a few women in Keysville reported to have relied on computers for their
political knowledge may explain this pattern of relationship.
For the six that reported being registered in a state other than Georgia, several
associations were found: (1) talking about politics among family and friends, (2)
watching discussions about politics on television, (3) listening to discussions about
politics on the radio, and (4) using the computer us see and read political news and blogs.
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A negative association, however, was found for actively engaging in town hail and
community (brums. ‘ihese results may be explained by the transfer of engagement
behavior of small group interactions, such as family and friends, to include watching
news and listening to sharing radio listening time. Further, they may have little prior
experience with town halls or forum formats, and thus also transferring this type of active
engagement activity.
When R values are compared between the samples, history of voting variables
accounted for a slightly larger variation for knowledge of Georgia and local politics
among Atlanta women than Keysville women. The same observation is made for
familiarity with process of local elections and engagement through reading about politics
in magazines and newspapers. This variation is reversed, however, with observed
variance in Keysville women utilizing the computer to see and read political news and
blogs than among their Atlanta counterparts. Thus. this hypothesis is partially supported
by the empirical data (see Tables 20 and 21).




When it comes to
When it comes to When it Comes to the voting process
GA Politics LOCAL politics in my precinct
1.228* 1.335* 945*Intercept
I am a registered voter
I have been registered in a state other .162 .15 1 .203
than Georgia
Since I have registered to vote in .269* .158 .328*





When it comes to
When it comes to When it Comes to the voting process
GA Politics LOCAL politics in my precinct
Independent Variables
Since I have registered to vote in -.235 -.208 -.219
Georgia I have never missed a state
election
Since I have registered to vote in .060 .063 .050
Georgia I have never missed a
federal election
R Square .030 .012 .056
Political Familiarity
When it comes to When it come to When comes to
Independent Variables
PRESIDENTAL the process of the process of
Election STATE Elections LOCAL Elections
Intercept 1.130* .897* 1.180*
I am a registered voter --. -— ——
I have been registered in a state other .250 .3 19 .2 16
than Georgia
Since I have registered to vote in .213 .415* .501*
Georgia I have never missed a local
election
Since I have registered to vote in -.249 .309*
..473*
Georgia I have never missed a state
election
Since I have registered to vote in -.004 -.005 -.082
Georgia I have never missed a
federal election
RSquare .019 .069 .063
Political Engagement
I talk about the
candidates
I talk about values and I often attend I read about
Politics among platform community politics in
Independent Variables my family and among family forums or town newspapers or
friends or friends hail meetings magazines
938* 1.849* 2.246* 1.423*
Intercept -- -- -- --
I am a registered voter .517* .218 .629* .294
I have been registered in a




I talk about (lie
candidates
I talk about values and I often attend I read about
Politics among platform community politics in
Independent Variables my family and among family forums or town newspapers or
______ ___________
friends or friends hall meetings magazines
Since I have registered to
vote in Georgia I have never
-.048 -.282 -.111 -.047
missed a local election
Since I have registered to
vote in Georgia I have never
-.023 .032 .129 -.099
missed a state election
Since I have registered to .029 .026 .084 .031
vote in Georgia I have never
missed a federal election
R Square
Political Engagement
How do you use the
I watch discussions I listen to discussions computer to see and
independent Variables about politics on the about politics on the read political news
TV radio and blogs
.767* 1.681* 1.435*
Intercept -- -- --
I am a registered voter
.623* .713* 1.186*
I have been registered in a
state other than Georgia
-.107 -.391 -.139
Since I have registered to
vote in Georgia Ihave never -.013 -.013 .586*
missed a local election
Since I have registered to
vote in Georgia I have never -.072 -.076 .050
missed a state election
Since I have registered to .063 .097 .138
vote in Georgia I have never
missed a federal election
R Square
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Table 21: Results of Regression on Political Knowledge, Familiarity and Engagement
by Voting History (Atlanta)
Political Knowledge
When it comes to the
Independent Variables When it comes to When it Comes to voting process in my
GA Politics LOCAL politics precinct
Intercept .324* .239*
I am a registered voter 1.81 1 * 1.629* 2.012*
I have been registered in a .268* -.124
state other than Georgia
Since I have registered to .138* .223* .028
vote in Georgia I have never
missed a local election
Since I have registered to .003 .014 .052
vote in Georgia I have never
missed a state election
Since I have registered to .007 -.0 14 .083
vote in Georgia I have never
missed a federal election
RSguare .136 .144 .081
Political Familiarity
When it comes to When it come to the When comes to the
Independent Variables PRESIDENTAL process of STATE process of LOCAL
Election Elections Elections
Intercept 1.037* .045* .10I*
I am a registered voter 2.493* 1.843* 2.05
1*
I have been registered in a .008 .198* 312
*
state other than Georgia
Since I have registered to -.032 .099 .123
*
vote in Georgia I have never
missed a local election
Since I have registered to -.052 .053 . 101
vote in Georgia I have never
missed a state election
Since I have registered to -.01 I .015 -.067
vote in Georgia I have never
missed a federal election




I talk about the
candidates I read about
I talk about values and I often attend politics in
Independent Variables
Politics among platform among community newspapers
my family and family or forums or town or
____________
friends friends hall meetings magazines
-.488 .260* 1.505* .078*
Intercept 2.038* 1.995* .738 1.693*
I am a registered voter .022 -.020 -.015 .118
I have been registered in a .034 .072 .253* .169*
state other than Georgia
Since I have registered to -.040 -.076 .018 .059
vote in Georgia I have never
missed a local election
Since I have registered to .098 .081 -.008 .004
vote in Georgia I have never
missed a state election
Since I have registered to .067 .061 .071 . 113
vote in Georgia I have never
missed a federal election
R Square
Political Engagement
How do you use the
I watch discussions I listen to computer to see and
Independent Variables about politics on the discussions about read political news
TV politics on the radio and blogs
.635* .I20* .843*
Intercept 2.196* 1.816* .987
I am a registered voter -.044 .019 .025
I have been registered in a state .103* .109 .168*
other than Georgia
Since I have registered to vote -.002 -.095 -.061
in Georgia I have never missed
a local election
Since I have registered to vote -.019 .099 .177
in Georgia I have never missed
a state election
Since I have registered to vote .078 .052 .052




H4: There is a significant statistical association between voting attitudes and
recent voting participation among black women in Atlanta and Keysville.
In the Atlanta sample, registering to vote had a significant effect on respondents’
(1) political party with which they identi lied themselves, (2) the political party which best
represented their views, and (3) whether or not they voted in the last state election. Also a
significant effect of the attitude that “my vote is very import to election outcomes” is
seen on “I voted in the last Presidential election.” Secondly, the attitude that “I believe
black women’s vote can change the landscape of American politics,” has a significant
impact on (1) the political party they identify with, and (2) what they consider their
political orientation to he. Lastly, “There is a need for black women in elected offices”
had a significant impact on “I consider my political orientation to be...” Thus, for the
Atlanta women the significance of these variables indicate that their State and
Presidential voting history is Linked to their party identification, political orientation and
the views represented by the party.
However, for black women in Keysville the variable “I believe Black women’s
vote can change the landscape of American politics” had significance for “I consider my
political orientation to be...” Thus, this suggests that their firm belief about how
effectively black women’s vote can change American politics play a vital role in their
orientation.
When R2 values are compared between the samples, there is little variation for the
attitude variables, with the exception of variance found for political party identification.
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Overall, the hypothesis is more broadly supported for Atlanta sample than for Keysville
sample (see Fables 22 and 23).
‘fable 22: Results of Regression on Recent Voting Participation by Voting Attitudes
(Keysville)
Recent Voting Paicipation
I voted in the
1 he Political I Consider my the political last Pri miirv I voted in the
Independent Party I most political party that best election (Super last local
Variables Identi t’ myself orientation to represents my l’uesdav election
with is be views (2/5/08) (city/county
Intercept 987* 2.296* 1.079* 1.01)6* .982
Voting is important .008 -.061 -.028 .054 -.021
to elections
Registering to vote .061 -.251 -.044 -.033 .011
is very important to
election outcomes




My vote is very -.046 -.084 .005 .059 .033
important to
election outcomes









‘[here is a need for .026 -.158 .069 -.062 -.010
more Black Women
in elected offices.





Candidate I The Issues I
voted for in voted for in
I voted in the the elections the elections
Independent I voted in the last I have cast an held After held after
Variables last State Presidential absentee January2006 January 2006
election election ballot won won
Intercept 1.055* .899* 1.805* 2.339 1.821
Voting is .082* .122* .073 .052 .108
important to
elections








My vote is very .035 -.0 14 -.027 .028 .094
important to
election outcomes













Rsuare .040 .114 .014 .004 .038
Table 23: Results of Regression on Recent Voting Participation by Voting Attitudes
(Atlanta)
— Recent VotinPartijpation
I voted in the
The Political last Primary
Independent Party I most I Consider my The political election I voted in the
Variables Identify political party that best (Super last local
myself with orientation to represents my Tuesday election
is be views (2/5/08) (city/county)
Intercept •4J5* 2.206* .714*
.923* 1.035*
Voting is .199 .166 -.098 .054 -.058
important to
elections



































Candidate I The Issues I
voted for in voted for in
the elections the elections
Independent I voted in the I voted in the I have cast an held After held after
Variables last State last Presidential absentee January2006 January 2006
election election ballot won won
Intercept .901* •37J* 1.729* 1.798* 1.607*
Voting is .029 .032 .001 .028 188
important to
elect ions








My vote is very .070 .112* .067 .230 .071
important to
election outcomes

















H5: There is a significant statistical association between history olvoting and
recent voting participation among black women in Atlanta and Keysville.
Among black women in Atlanta, registering to vote had a significant effect on
(1) “political party I most identify myself with.” and (2) “1 voted in the last Presidential
election.” Also, “I have been a registered voter in a state other than Georgia effected
(1) “1 voted in the last local election,” and (2) “the issues I voted for in the elections held
after January 2006 won.” Significant effect of the variable, “since I have been registered
to vote in Georgia I have never missed a local election” was also found on: (1) “I voted in
the last local election” and (2) “the issues I voted for in the elections held after January
2006 won.” Lastly, “since I have been registered to vote in Georgia I have never missed
federal elections” had a significant effect on (1) “I voted in the last primary election” and
(2) “the issues I voted for in the elections held after January 2006 won.” Finally, for the
voter registration variable, there is a link to (I) their vote during the last local and
Presidential elections, (2) the success of the issues they voted for after 2006, and (3) and
never having missed voting during local elections.
For the Keysville sample, having never missed voting in local, state and federal
elections is affected by their cast of an absentee ballot. Also, for these women, having
never missed voting in state elections is significant to their vote in (1) the last presidential
election, (2) ‘I have cast an absentee ballot,” and (3) “the issues I voted for in the
elections held after January 2006 won.” Flaying never missed state elections also
affected the variable “the political party that best represent ‘my’ views”. Thus for black
women in Keysville having never missed voting in State elections has multiple links (i.e.,
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representation of views by their party, the casting of absentee ballots, voting during
Presidential elections and success of issues they voted for).
When R2 values are compared between the samples, there is little variation
between black women in Atlanta and Keysville, with the exception of a higher variance
in Atlanta for political party identification. Overall, the hypothesis is partially supported
by the empirical data (see Tables 24 and 25).





I voted in the
i’he Political I Consider my The political last Primary I voted in the
Party I most political party that best election (Super last local
Identity orientation to represents my Tuesday election
myselt’with is be views 2/5/08) (city/county)
.826* 2.697* .552* 1.1 17* .929*
.030 -.255 .052 -.148 .014
Intercept
I am a registered voter
in Georgia
I have been a
registered voter in a
State OTI-IER than
Georgia
Since I have been
registered to vote in
Georgia, I have missed
LOCAL elections...
Xs.
Since I have been
registered to vote in
Georgia, I have missed
STATE elections.., Xs
Since I have been
registered to vote in




.016 .274 -.098 .087 -.016
.034 -.330 .291* .039 .048
.073 .249 .146 .044 .017





Candidate I The Issues 1
voted for in voted for in
I voted in the the elections the elections
Independent I voted in the last I have cast an held after held after
Variables last State Presidential absentee January 2006 January 2006
election election ballot won won
Intercept .849* .852* 1.705* 1.866* 1.675*
I am a registered
voter in Georgia
I have been a .022 .03 1 .224 .075 -.036
registered voter in a
State OTHER than
Georgia
Since I have been -.020 -.029 .203* .255 .025




Since I have been .141 .118* _.179* -.262 .193*




Sincelhavebeen -.011 .012 .248* .057 .091




Rsquare .114 - .072 .141 .003 .164
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Table 25: Results of Regression on Recent Voting Participation by History of Voting
(Atlanta)
Recent ion
I voted in the
The Political The political last Primary
Party I most I Consider party that election I voted in the
Independent Identify lily political best (Super last local
Variables myselfwith orientation to represents Tuesday election
is be my views 2/5/08) (city/county)
Intercept .l.927* 2.125* .l.77
3* .382* .570
I am a registered 2.967* --- 2.749 .486 .587
voter ill Georgia
I have been a .062 .186 .113 -.011
registered voter in a
State OTHER than
Georgia
Since I have been -.038 .184 .094 .021
.109*




Since I have been .055 -.105 -.072 .025
.037




Sincelhavebeen -.049 .182 -.010
.111* -.027








Candidate I The Issues I
voted for in voted for in
I voted in the the elections the elections
Independent I voted in the last I have cast an held after h
eld after
Variables last State Presidential absentee January 2006 Jan
uary
election election ballot won 2006 won
Intercept .297* .176*
1.556* 2.267* 2.236







Candidate I The Issues I
voted for in voted for in
I voted in the the elections the elections
Independent I voted in the last I have cast an held after held after
Variables last State Presidential absentee January 2006 January
election election ballot won 2006 won
I have been a .011 .017 .047 -.110 .193*
registered voter in a
Stale OTHER than
Georgia
Since I have been .079* -.028 -.001 .099 -.002




Since I have been .046 .009 .010 -.025 .006




Since I have been .009 .068* .004 .038
.147*




Rsguare .130 .104 .006 .022 .0
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H6: There is a significant statistical association between political knowledge,
familiarity and engagement and recent voting participation among black
women in Atlanta and Keysville.
Among the black women in Atlanta, knowledge of Georgia politics was
significant for ‘I’ voted in the last presidential election.” Knowledge of local politics was
significant for (1) the political party that best represents “my” views, and (2)1 voted in
the last Presidential election. Lastly among Atlanta women, a significant affect was
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Ibund between knowledge of the voting process in “my” precinct with (1) “1 voted in the
last local election,” (2) “1 voted in the last state election,” and (3) “I voted in the last
Presidential election.”
With respect to lamiliarity among the Atlanta sample, significance was found for
“when it comes to presidential elections” with (I) the political party I most identify
myself with and (2) “I” voted in the last election. Also, significance occurred between
“when it comes familiarity with the process of state elections” and (1) “the political party
I most identify myself with,” (2) “the party which best represents my views,” and (3)
‘“the issues I voted for in the elections held after January 2006 won.”
With respect to engagement among the Atlanta sample, “I” read about politics in
newspapers or magazines was associated with “I” voted in the last state election.
Watching political discussions on television had significance for the issues “I” voted for
in the elections held after January 2006 won was found. Also, “I” listened to discussions
about politics on the radio had a significant impact on (1) the political party that best
represents my views (2) “I” voted in the last primary elections, (3) I voted in the last local
election, and (4) “I” voted in the last presidential election. Lastly use of the computer to
see and read political news and blogs significantly impacted (I) “I” consider my political
orientation to be and (2) the political party that best represents my views is...
Knowledge for women in the Keysville sample was found significant for
knowledge of Georgia politics and the issues “I voted for in the elections held after
January 2006 won.” Knowledge at the local level affected (I) “I voted in the last primary
elections” and (2) “1 voted in the last local election.” Also, knowledge of the voting
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process in “my” precinct impacted (I) the political party that best represents “my” views
and (2) I voted in the last primary election.
For women in Keysville, respondents’ familiarity with presidential elections had a
significant effect on (I) “I” consider my political orientation to be, (2) “1” voted in the
last primary election, and (3) “I” voted in the last presidential election. When it comes to
familiarity with the process of local elections, significance was found for “I have cast an
absentee ballot.”
Active engagement for Keysville respondents show that attending town hail
meetings is associated with “I” voted in the last primary election and (b) “I” voted in the
last local (city/county) election. However, passive engagement variables of “listening to
discussions about politics on the radio” were negatively associated with voting in the last
primary (“Super Tuesday”) election. “Reading about politics in the newspaper or
magazine’ was negatively associated with “the candidate I voted for in the elections held
after January 2006 won.”
When R2 values are compared between the samples, political knowledge,
familiarity and engagement and voting in the last county and state elections had more
variance among the Atlanta women than those in Keysville. Thus, the hypothesis is
partially supported by the empirical data (see Tables 26 and 27).
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Table 26: Results of Regression on Recent Voting Participation by Political Knowledge,
Familiarity and Engagement (Keysvi 1 Ic)
Recent Von Participation
I voted in the
The Political last Primary
Party I most I Consider The political election I voted in the
Independent Identify my political palty that best (Super last local
Variables myself with orientation represents my Tuesday election
is to be views 2/5/08) (city/county)
Intercept 957* 1.548* 1.143* .807* .914*
When it comes to .039 -.264 .102 .070 .065
GA Politics
When it Comes to -.022 .157 -.087 .092* .067*
LOCAL politics
When it comes to .032 .131 .155* .069* .005
the voting process
in my precinct
When it comes to .064 357* .142 .087* -.037
PRESI DENTAL
Election
When itcome to .016 -.019 -.107 -.010 -.003
the process of
STATE Elections
When comes to -.045 -.187 -.098 -.037 .050
the process of
LOCAL Elections





















I voted in the
The Political last Primary
Party I most I Consider The political election
I voted in the
Independent Identify my political party that bes
t (Super last local
Variables myself with orientation represents my
Tuesday election
is lobe views 2/5/08) (city
/county)
I watch -.045 -.024 -.094
-.048 -.028
discussions about
politics on the TV















Candidates I The issues I
voted for in voted for in
I voted in I voted in the the elect
ion the elections
Independent the last last I have cas
t an held After held after
Variables State Presidential absen
tee January 2006 January 2006
election election ballot won
. won
Intercept .931*
.864* 1.787* 2.400* 1.606*




When it Comes to -.076 -.033
-.010 -.116 -.158
LOCAL politics
When it comes to .058
.084* -.075 .146 .065
the voting process
in my precinct












Candidates I The issues I
voted for in voted for in
I voted in I voted in the the election the elections
Independent the last last I have cast an held After held after
Variables State Presidential absentee January 2006 January 2006
election election ballot won. won
When comes to .068 .041 .193* -.057 -.026
the process of
LOCAL Elections



















Iwatch .028 -.028 .004 -.273
-.061
discussions about
politics on the TV











Rsquare .111 .120 .083 .083
.226
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‘fable 27: Results of Regression on Recent Voting Participation by Political Knowledge,
Familiarity & Engagement (Atlanta)
The I voted in the
The Political political last Primary
Party I moSt party that election I voted in the
Independent Identify I Consider my best (Super last local
Variables myself with political represents Tuesday election
is orientation to be my views 2/5/08) (city/county)
Intercept .472* 1.471* .810 .763* .560*
When it comes to -.0 18 .144 -.006 -.070 .063
GA Politics
When it Comes to .078 .420 .193* -.009 -.010
LOCAL politics
When it comes to .059 -.052 .010 .055 .173*
the voting process
in my precinct
When it comes to .150* .006 .165 -.052 .l35*
PRESIDENTAL
Election
When it come to .149* .144 .23l* .036 .065
the process of
STATE Elections
When comes to .093 -.147 -.046 .039 .053
the process of
LOCAL Elections





















The I voted in the
political last Primary
The Political party that election I voted in the
Independent Party I most I Consider my best (Super last local
Variables Identify political represents Tuesday election
myself with is orientation to be my views 2/5/08) (city/county) -













Rsguare .164 .081 .108 .154 .265
Recent Voting Participation
The
Candidates I The issues I
voted for in voted for in
the election the elections
Independent I voted in the I voted in the 1 have cast held After held after
Variables last State last Presidential an absentee January 2006 January 2006
election election ballot won. won
Intercept .645*
•795* 1.509* 1.279* 1.338**
Whenitcomes -.011 .078* -.006 -.097 -.092
to GA Politics


















Candidates I The issues I
voted for in voted for in
the election the elections
Independent I voted in the I voted in the I have cast held After held after
Variables last State last Presidential an absentee January 2006 January 2006
election election ballot won. won



















































The findings in this study are relevant to the position on voting offered by Dr.
Mack Jones. He states that “voting in itself is not power; having a black majority in itself
is not power; nor is having black elected and appointed officials power. These sources
become power oniy when appropriate means are available for harnessing and bringing
them to bear upon the behavior of other actors—principally white individuals and
groups.” The fact that women in both Atlanta and Keysville had greater knowledge and
familiarity with local politics than state politics points to a gap in their current effect on
politics at the state level. As stated earlier, many of the women have primarily
participated in local political organizations, with less involvement in those which fbcus a
broader platform of issues and have statewide or national memberships. As such, the
current power discussed by Jones remains greater in their ability to secure a black
majority or appointment of a black person in a local position. This suggests that for black
women, this ability does not facilitate smoothly to decision makers and decisions made
‘I’ablc 27 (continued)
Recent Voting Participation
Independent I voted in the I voted in the I have cast
Variables last State last Presidential an absentee
election election ballot





Rsquare .224 .207 .068 .168 .148
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the state level, where blacks are minority decision makers. Even when considering
socioeconomic characteristics traditionally used in examinations of voting, high income
levels and knowledge of politics remained at the local level; thus, the power of the vole
does not hold true tbr this population understudy.
Interestingly, the black church (i.e.. rd igious affiliations regular church
attendance) did serve as a conduit for political familiarity at all levels—local, state and
presidential. This may be interpreted that local black churches continue to play a vital
role of commutation channel in promoting political familiarity among its members.
Black feminist theory provides a context for the effect of political engagement on
attitude variables analyzed in this study. Black feminist theory posits that the
intersections of race, gender and class result in a marginalization of black women’s lives.
As a result, there is a duality in their existence (i.e., being both black and female) and has
a significant impact on their everyday lived experiences. These experiences form the
political with respect to those issues that impact their “everyday lived experiences.”
The differences between beliefs about the significance of the vote at the state and
presidential versus local levels highlight marginality at differing electoral levels for
Atlanta and Keysville women. The desire for an active presence of Black women as
voters and as elected officials at these levels point to an observable absence. Yet their
experiences of being both black and female perhaps stifle the development of local
caucuses that permit their influence political interest at the state and presidential levels.
These levels are important as major decision making on those matters of everyday well
being (e.g., labor, employment, and education occur). Thus the findings in this study
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create the new knowledge and new ways of thinking, as suggested by Collins, about
black women and voting.
The big picture of political well being articulated in black feminist theory also
support the findings of voting consistency found overall in Atlanta and Keysville
women’s voting history. Their everyday lived experiences facilitate voting during both
recent and previous elections at all electoral levels. Through the interpretative
framework of black feminism, voting for these women is both logical and rational (the
premise of votiiig also articulated in rational choice theory and normative theory) and
represents a political expression with a desired outcome. Political identification and
party representation also are an expression of the political endeavor of black women.
The knowledge gained from the examination of PKFE and attitudes between
Atlanta and Keysville women suggests some limitations in the application of Social
Connectedness theory. As mentioned earlier, voting attitudes indicate a desire for the
active presence of black women in state and local political decisions. Implicitly this
suggests a desired change in relationships with those outside the group, particularly as it
relates to the value of the vote at those levels. The latter becomes a logical expectation of
progress in social and political standing by the population understudy. Thus, social
connectedness is limited in anticipating whether any degree of change in identity will
occur should changes in impact of voting occur at the electoral levels stated above.
Feminist theory better supports change as articulated in Collins explanation that the
“centering approach of this theory is not designed to be static...” but instead broadens a
lens for theorizing and interpreting the political.
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Calculus of voting theory may be considered to explain differences in history of
voting between women in Atlanta and Keysville. Specifically, the observed adverse
effects of being registered in previously in another state and knowledge and Familiarity
with state (Georgia) and local politics. As such, when one is unfamiliar with issues and
candidates they may be less likely and confident to make useful voting decisions.
Theoretically, feminist theory provided sound reasoning for interpreting findings




The purpose of this dissertation is to compare those factors that influence voting
activity by black women in Atlanta and Keysville. Using the conceptual schemata
Socioeconomic Characteristics (SEC) + Political Knowledge, Familiarity and
Engagement (PKFE) + Voting Attitudes (VA) + History of Voting (HV) = Recent Voting
Participation (RVP). A cluster sampling procedure was used to select participants for this
study. Utilizing a 51-item self administered questionnaire, data was collected from 218
black women in Keysville (rural) and 246 women in Atlanta (urban) during a 6 month
period.
Six research questions were presented in this dissertation. Two levels of
analysis were performed reponding to these questions and are found in Chapter Four.
Additionally, the theoretical concept of marginalization as presented in black feminist
theory was introduced in Chapter Ills incorporated to the response to the research
questions below.
RQI: To what extent black women socioeconomic characteristics impact in
Atlanta and Keysville impact their knowledge about voting, familiarity
with the process and engagement in voting re?
With respect to SEC, the analysis performed found significant differences in
terms of marital status, number of children, number of dependent children, income levels,
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education, occupation, and living arrangements between the two populations. Both
populations had a medium age range of 40-54 and were more or less equally loyal to their
respective faiths.
Differences in total income impacted knowledge about local politics, supporting
conventional findings associating income and knowledge. Religious affiliation was
found to have significant effect at all electoral levels—local, state, and presidential. This
may be interpreted as a significant role of local black churches in promoting political
familiarity among it members. Specific to black women, this may indicate an effective
role of the black church in advancing political familiarity. Interesting, this effect of
religious affiliation decreased when considered with education, income, attending church
services, and involvement in local political organizations. There was no significant effect
of SEC in either population on their active and passive forms of political engagement.
RQ2: How are voting attitudes of black women in these locations influenced by
their political knowledge, familiarity and engagement?
For Keysville women, knowledge of Georgia politics influenced affirmative
attitudes about the role of black women (I) to election outcomes, (2) in American politics
in general, and (3) in elected office. The third variable provides suggestion for the first
two variables; the belief that there is a need for black women in elective office suggests a
desired role of black women in election outcomes and American politics. If so.
knowledge of State politics implies a “hoped for” scenario for black women in politics.
This is also applicable to the individual vote of Keysville women in State elections.
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For Atlanta women, knowledge of local precinct processes influenced their
allirmative attitude about the importance of individLial votes. This knowledge provides
the necessary information, which in turn provides confidence about the importance of
(heir vote.
RQ3: How does the history of voting by black women in these locations
influence their political knowledge, familiarity and engagement?
Findings in this study concluded that political knowledge, familiarity and
engagement were insignificant to voting history. As a result, the research question as
originally posed cannot be answered. 1-lowever, a response can be provided utilizing
findings from the reciprocal model (voting history on political knowledge, familiarity and
influence).
With both populations, voter consistency in local politics was important to their
knowledge of Georgia politics, local politics and local processes. Voter consistency at
the local level was also important to perceived familiarity with both state and local voting
processes for both populations.
For Keysville, previous voter registration in another state was important to both
active (talking to family and attending meetings) and passive engagement through media
sources. However, the numbers of those who have been registered in another state are
small and not reflective of the majority of the Keysville population. Voter registration,
however, is important for political knowledge and familiarity, as well as several
engagement variables among Atlanta women.
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Thus when considering the reciprocal association, and thus adjustment to the
original research question, positive voting attitudes as influenced by knowledge,
familiarity and engagement glean greater significance to understanding of this research.
RQ4: [low do the voting attitudes by black women in these locations influence
their recent voting participation?
For the Atlanta population, the centrality of their presence is an important
component of their voting attitude. Findings from this dissertation linked the election
outcomes with the mirroring of the Atlanta population’s values in their party’s position
and focus. Thus, it suggests Atlanta women recent voting participation occurs because
they believe that their party will reflect their best interests. This is supported by the
significance found between affirmative belief about the role of black women’s vote in
American politics and political party identification. Atlanta women continue to anticipate
that the political party with which they identify will collect their desired election
outcomes. Additional support here is found in the significance between their beliefs that
more black women are needed in elective office.
RQ5: How does the history of voting by black women in these locations
influence their recent voting participation?
According to the findings, black women have consistently participated in voting
at all levels, with Keysville women voting more frequently than their Atlanta
counterparts. Specifically, Keysville women voted 2 to I compared to Atlanta women in
local elections, but increasing in voting among the latter occurred in both state and
Presidential elections. Thus, while differential voting activity occurred between the
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populations, increases in voting yield a frequency in their voting participation. This was
supported by the few times, in general, that either population missed voting in an
election. Further results indicate a narrowing gap in voting at each level between the
urban-rural voters. Speciflcally. greater consistency was found among Keysville voters
at the local level than among Atlanta voters at the local level. However, the gap
consistently closed between them in their participation in state and presidential elections.
This increase was also shown with respect to their voting overtime (i.e., participation
during the most recent election cycle.)
RQ6: To what extent does the understanding of politics by black women in
Atlanta and Keysville (such as political knowledge, familiarity with the
voting process and political engagement) influence recent their voting
participation?
For both populations, knowledge of local voting processes (i.e., the coordination,
implementation. and organization of processes) is important for the representation of
views by their political party. The position of their party on expanding (or limiting)
reforming (or maintaining) election processes, influences their voting participation.
Thus, the understanding for both populations of their voting participation through local
registrars must be supported in the stance or position of their political party. Thus
verified understanding of political processes influences recent voting for both
populations, with a greater influence on voting in Super Tuesday elections for the
Keysville population and voting in all levels of elections for their Atlanta counterparts.
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[he perceived level of familiarity with Presidential electoral processes were
important to Super ‘luesday election participation for the Keysville women. Also, this
level of fttmiliarily influenced party orientation. Familiarity with local processes
influences the casting of absentee ballots. Thus recent participation is by this population
influenced by their perceived knowledge of electoral processes. For their Atlanta
counterparts, their perceived familarity with Presidential electoral processes influence
political party identification. This suggests that their familiarity at this electoral level
influences the party (to include their values, platform and values) with which they
identify, and thus participate in voting.
Differences were more pronounced between the two locations in terms of their
active and passive engagement. Keysville respondents attendance at community forums
and townhall meetings were significant to their vote in the last Super Tuesday election,
and the last county/local election. Conversely, talking with family and friends (active)
about candidate platforms influenced their vote in the last state election. Thus differing
active behaviors were important to recent voting at differing election levels.
For Keysville women, media messages, specifically listening to radio discussions
(passive), influenced the success of candidates voted for in elections held after January
2006. This may suggest that candidate they supported advertised and were present on
local stations For women in Atlanta, however, more passive engagement is significant to
recent voting: (1) newspapers and magazines influence voting in state elections, (2) radio
messages are significant for voting in Super Tuesday, county, and presidential elections;
television messages are important to the recent winning by candidates; and, computer
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usage is important to political orientation. Thus, the recent voting results are from the
combination of messages about politics and engaging these messages with family and
friends.
Their voting history is primarily linked to their voting consistency. Specifically
consistency in local voting was significant for this population, and consistency in Federal
voting was important to Super Tuesday or primary elections. The latter is important in
that some research indicates that blacks in general are less likely to vote in primary
elections, but rather vote in general elections. Findings from this dissertation identify a
new link which supports voting during the primary election cycle.
Black feminist theory centers black women’s lived experiences as the center of
analysis. This theory evaluates intersections of race, class and gender as a method to
evaluate African-American women’s well being at many levels, to include to their overall
status in the political realm—as decision makers and those for who decisions are made.
This theory contends that impact of the above intersections result in marginalization of
black women, particularly as those with priorities and concerns as a result of their unique
everyday lived experiences.
Findings of this dissertation are supported by feminist theory and suggest places
ofboth centrality and marginality as voters within electoral politics. Specifically, the
visibility of their vote is clearer in the examination of local politics. In Atlanta, churches,
with their majority female attendance, continue to serve as important conduit for political
knowledge and familiarity with the processes of local elections. Church visits by
prospective candidates, church facilities used as voting precincts, voter registration
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activities, and lea(lership on church various auxiliaries, and the cultivation of
psychological resources found in pastoral messages’ contribute to the connection with
political activity. This institution, combined with memberships in civic organizations and
chapters provide involvement and participation at the local level. It can be argued that
the intersections of race, gender, and class articulated in black feminist theory and their
resulting issues are better accommodated at local levels, to include community and
neighborhood levels.
Findings of differences between Keysville and Atlanta in their knowledge and
familiarity with state processes identify places of marginality. For Keysville women,
knowledge of Georgia politics influenced affirmative attitudes or suggested a “desired”
role in election outcomes and about the role of black women in American politics in
general. The first two are contextualized by a third attitudinal variable: There is a need
for more black women in elected office. Thus, Keysville women indicate State politics as
a place of marginality, seeking a “hoped for” scenario for black women in politics.
Voter consistency found overall in Atlanta and Keysville in their voting history
symbolizes the response to their marginality. Consistent voting is found at those levels
which addressed their political concerns and priorities. Atlanta greatest consistency was
with voting at the Presidential level, followed by State, followed by Local. No major
gaps occurred between voting levels in the Keysville population. It is important to note
that overtime, the gap between Atlanta and Keysville narrowed across voting levels. This
may suggest shifts in their response to their places of marginality. Overtime, Atlanta
‘Frederick C. Harris, Something Within: Religion in African-American Political Activism.
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1999): 82.
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voters may increase voting at the local and state to centralize political concerns and
priorities. Amount of income earned may be considered in elucidating this. Those in
higher income amounts give attention to matters of taxation (found in State politics), and
costs of’ education and healthcare also decided in State level politics. These priorities
may be shaped the uniqueness of their everyday lived experiences in their urban location.
The result may be that this group increasingly pursues its political interests at the
appropriate level.
Feminist theory is useful in the examination of black women voters in Keysville
and Atlanta, with varying applications of marginality. As such, additional explanation is
found in the analysis of voting participation. Feminist theory offers potential to expand
upon the traditional voting theories offered in rational choice, calculus voting, and social
identity theory.
Hypotheses
Based on the conceptual model developed [‘or this work, a total of six hypotheses
are formulated:
Hi: There is a significant statistical association between socioeconomic
characteristics and political knowledge, familiarity and engagement
among black women in Atlanta and Keysville.
H2: There is a significant statistical association between political knowledge,
familiarity and engagement and voting attitudes among black women in
Atlanta and Keysville.
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113: lhere is a significant statistical association between history of voting and
political knowledge, familiarity and engagement among black women in
Atlanta and Keysville.
1-14: There is a significant statistical association between voting attitudes and
recent voting participation among black women in Atlanta and Keysville.
1-15: There is a significant statistical association between history of voting and
recent voting participation among black women in Atlanta and Keysville.
1-16: There is a significant statistical association between political knowledge,
familiarity and engagement and recent voting participation among black
women in Atlanta and Keysville.
Descriptive Findings of Atlanta and Keysville Participants
A typical Keysville African-American Woman voter is likely to be an African
Methodist Episcopal, 40-54 years old, with an equal likelihood of being single vs. being
married, with one or more children (perhaps more children than Atlanta women), and
with a lesser probability of having children under 18 years (when compared to Atlanta
women). She is also likely to have completed high school or college, employed in
service or clerical categories of occupation, and making less than $30,000 per year. On
the other hand, a typical Atlanta African-American Woman voter is likely to be a Baptist,
40-54 years old, with an equal probability of being single vs. being married, with one or
more children but more children than Keysville women, and with higher probability of
children under 1 8 years (when compared to Keysville women). She is likely to have
completed college or obtained education beyond college, employed in professional or
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managerial occupational categories, earning more than $30,000 or even more than
$50,000 per year. As for the living arrangement, Keysville women are likely to rent their
dwelling where as Atlanta women are likely to own their own home. Thus, the two
women seem to have significant differences in terms of marital status (i.e., single versus
married versus ever married), their number of children including the number of
dependent children, income levels, education, occupation, and living arrangements.
Findings from Hypotheses Testing
With respect to the hypothesis testing, partial support was found for all but two
hypotheses. 1-lypothesis 2 analyzed the statistical association between the impact of
political knowledge, familiarity and engagement (PKFE) on voting attitudes among black
women in Atlanta and Keysville. Here observable differences between the populations
occurred between the impact of their reported knowledge of politics at the local and state
electoral levels and her voting attitudes. Specifically among Keysville women
knowledge of Georgia politics influenced whether their vote was believed to be
important. For Atlanta women knowledge of local processes influenced the significance
of the significance of their vote. Thus, knowledge of issues versus understanding of the
implementation of the voting process yielded a difference in attitudes between the two
populations. These differences may explained by the concern for appropriate methods
and processes employed by local officials, such as the county registrar. Thus, the
concern for the reliability of election outcomes may be of priority. With reference to
Keysville’s state level knowledge and attitude that black women voters are important,
findings may suggest a belief that voting in state elections provides a better chance of
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making an impact on (hose matters of specific concern to black women in the rural area.
It may be that decision making at this level provides the necessary impetus for local
resources and action. The possibility a broader influence by black women in American
politics through state electoral levels may symbolize the level at which this population
require greater presence and involvement of black women as leaders. These rural women
may find greater inclusion at the state level with black female elected officials.
Differing electoral levels observed between the populations’ affirmative attitudes
and recent voting participation suggests the levels at which they believe their concerns
become centralized rather than marginalized.
For women in Atlanta, affirmative attitudes were significant for Presidential
elections. Specifically, familiarity with Presidential electoral processes was significant to
all seven of their voting attitudes. This suggests that their understanding of organization,
implementation, and coordination of voting at this electoral level is affirms the value of
their vote, again centralizing their voting participation. Because all attitudinal variables
were significant, it can be argued that presidential electoral processes are believed to hold
the greatest impact on their political priorities and can yield substantive difference in the
political needs of this population. This may also explain the higher accountability of
registering to vote on their recent voting participation. Because of the significance of the
voting variable (registering), for women in Atlanta, this should be considered as an
activity which complements the voting consistency variable. Thus, registering to vote is
the required process to cast a ballot. Familiarity with this requirement enables their
preference for who will fill the office of the Presidency.
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hypothesis 4 showed dilirence between voting attitudes and recent voting
participation among black women in Atlanta and Keysvillc, with more support for the
impact of voting attitudes on recent voting participation in the Atlanta sample than in the
Keysville sample. In Atlanta, party identification and party representation were both
influenced by their belief about the importance of registering to vote on election
outcomes. This suggests that this population connected the election outcomes with the
mirroring of their values in their party’s position and focus. Thus, Atlanta women voted
because they believed their party would reflect their best interests. This was supported
by the signiflcance found between aflrrnative belief about the role of black women’s
vote in American politics and political party identification. The role of the party on black
voting behavior is consistent with Walton’s 19942 findings in his studies of citywide
black voting in Georgia during segregation. While Walton identified shifts by blacks
between the Democratic and Republican parties during this era, shift he notes, was in
response to critical issues and personalities. He concluded that “black democratic
partisanship is not carved in stone, and never was.” This finding, he states, contradicts
much of the conventional wisdom of political science about the black electorate. The
findings in the current dissertation suggest that the urban women’s values are in that they’
continue to anticipate that the political party with which they identify will collect their
desired election outcomes. Additional support here is found in the significance between
their belief that more black women are needed in elective office and their political
orientation. This latter variable emphasizes political values, linking it with the presence
2Hanes Walton, Jr., Black Voting Behavior in the Segregation Era: 1944-1964, Black Politics and
Black Political Behavior: A Linkage Analysis (1994): 144.
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and or role oblack lemale elected officials (BFFOs). Again, this suggests the belief that
black women are central to elections and election outcomes. ‘l’hese conclusions are also
applicable to Atlanta recent participation in the last state and presidential election. Partial
support was found for Hol, l—1o3, I 1o5 and I 1o6.
Descriptive Findings
There is a general consensus among respondents about the importance of voting,
although a few were unsure about the impact of their voting on the final election
outcome. Most women in Atlanta as well as in Keysville espoused a need to increase
voting by black women in elections as well as need for more black women elected
officials. Only three percent among Atlanta women did not see such need.
Among the Atlanta women, the active participation in local political organizations
contributes to their higher level of knowledge about local politics. Also, religious
affiliations showed significant effect on political familiarity at all levels—local, state and
presidential. For Keysville women, education, income, attending church services, and
involvement in local political organizations influenced this population’s familiarity with
the process of local elections. Thus, local elections were significant to the centrality of
Keysville women’s voting involvement.
More women in Atlanta missed local elections that their Keysville counterparts.
This pattern indicates that somehow the Atlanta women attribute a higher importance to
national elections, followed by state elections than their local elections. Overall voting
participation among black women is not only increasing compared to historical voting
level, but also the rural-urban gap is narrowing over the time, although the local and state
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election continue to attract lesser women than the national elections. This suggests that
during their recent voting participation, black women voters tend to respond to those
electoral levels they believe are better equipped to address their political concerns and
priorities. When selecting their top three political issues, Atlanta respondents selected
healthcare, education and employment (82%. 71% and 50%. respectively) whereas their
Keysville counterparts identi fled Healihcare, Education and the economy, (74%, 68%,
and 54%, respectively). These rankins are consistent with those listed from national data
collected from black women by David Bositis, Researcher for the Joint Center on
Economic and Political Studies in 2006.
These findings of participation in Presidential elections Atlanta respondents may
be explained by the larger numbers of participants previously registered in another state.
While this was not found to be statistically associated, 38% indicated this registration,
indicating greater variety in voting experiences. The largest region of previous
registration occurred in Southern States (e.g., North Carolina, Florida, Alabama,
Louisianna, and Texas), followed by Eastern states (New York, Maryland, Pensylvania
and New Jersey). This factor may impact lesser attraction by some to participating in
selecting candidates and issues involved at the local and state level.
Findings demonstrate increases in historic voting patterns. Specifically, Atlanta
41% women indicate missing between 1 to 2 local elections since registration in Georgia,
but 76% report voting in the the most recent local election. This notes their current
participation and is consistent with findings of increases in voting by black women, in
3David Bositis, Joint Center for Political and Economic Studies, 2006.
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general. Fewer (23%) of Keysville women indicate missing between I to 2 local
elections since registration in Georgia; 98% report voting in the most recent election.
With respect to their opinions about candidate values, platforms and other
characteristic matters, the majority of respondents held the opinion that:
I. The candidates voting record and personal position should be considered for
voting purposes.
2. The candidates’ personal values, moral character and other personal attributes
should be considered fir voting purposes.
A significant difference was found with respect to the opinion that the candidate’s
gender, race, religion, faith and sexual orientation should be considered for voting
purposes. Specifically, (53%) of women in Atlanta felt that these factors were “not
important and should not be considered” for voting purposes compared to 13% of those
in Keysville. These values correspond to active engagement among Keysville women, in
particular the association found between talking with family and friends about candidates
values, attending town hail meetings and forums and voting in State elections. With
respect to the Atlanta sample, a combination of active and passive engagement impacted
voting participation. Specifically, talking with family and friends, media messages (both
radio, reading and television) and voting in local elections.
Shared suggestions to increase black women’s involvement in voting involve
providing more voter education , utilizing voter registration drives targeting women , and
getting women more involved. Atlanta respondents suggested making elections more
relevant to black women; only a few stated that there is no need.
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The I 960s studies conducted by Matthew and Prothos were well—timed in the
lbcus on political behavior of southern blacks after mass mobilization and social protest.
The visibility of this population provided a lens by which political engagement of those
in this region could be shaped. This work, however, falls short in its general premise that
of lower than average education levels received in inferior schools, low incomes and social
status play a greater role than legal barriers and historic discrimination. The former, the
authors argue, result in decreased enthusiasm and ability to participate, i.e., voter apathy.
This premise of apathy guides their predictive analysis for black political engagement.
While their usage of socioeconomic characteristics contributed to a standardized tool to
link social and political behavior, the conclusions grounded in this premise limits its
generalizability and trend analysis found of black political engagement and related voting
behavior.
While Walton’s 1985 analysis of black voting behavior also utilized a period of
time significant to political involvement in the South-desegregation-it does not function
from an aggregate deficit perspective of blacks and voting. Focusing on candidates in
Georgia, his emphasis gives greater acknowledgment to the context and conditions in
which blacks voted at both the local and state levels. Specifically, it was concluded that
political involvement was influenced by the candidate’s segregationist position-black
voting patterns emerged based on knowledge of this factor. This analysis of early voting
involvement does more to update perspective of research of black voting behavior. It
was unable, however, to use its findings to anticipate (1) differences that would emerge
between voting by black women and voting by black men, and (2) a continued role of
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state politics in voting behavior. While research of this dissertation is driven by the
resulting gender differences of black voting, it is the latter category of electoral state
politics which has been expanded through consideration of intervening factors.
This dissertation improves upon research of engagement by linking knowledge
and familiarity factors with socioeconomic characteristics. The work by Matthew and
Protho presumed an intrinsic inherent absence of both factors, in spite of inclusion of
college students (both male and female) in its studies. Findings in the current research
suggest the relevance of universal factors significant for understanding types of political
participation, to include registration and voting. In addition, findings in this study update
research on black voting in Georgia. Its emphasis on black women as a significant
percent of current voters enables continued research on their levels of voting and
engagement as Georgia voters. The analysis of knowledge and familiarity of State
politics updates Walton’s emphasis on party politics, specifically as consideration in this
work provides insight into the link between political orientation, party identification and
actual voting. Findings in this work assist with efforts to predict black women’s voting
participation in General and term elections.
Walton’s 1984 voting research during the desegregation era in Georgia identified
shifts in voting behavior among blacks both at the local and state levels. While the legal
practices of that era have been neutralized 40 or more years later, in this current work
added substance is given to the force behind shifts in voting behavior. Trends at differing
electoral voting levels suggest a purposeful voting behavior rather than voting for the
least strident” candidate or issues as articulated in the Walton study. As such, black
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women’s voting behavior represents customary leadership expectations and political
concerns and interests. This is significant as similar political priorities were identified
between our urban and rural populations. In this current research, top political concerns
were healthcare and education for the combined locations, followed by employment
(Atlanta) and the economy (Keysville) respectively. Boone4 found that in Atlanta in
2006 the number one issue for African Americans was the economy, education ranked
second, and terrorism ranked third. Thus it can be predicted that both candidate support
and issue support at both the local and stale levels are rationale and driven by an interest
in the well being afforded by political participation and representation in decision
making. Thus office seekers, their platforms and issues presented for public voting may
yield a range of voting participation by black women, with the “shifts” identified by
Walton occurring along a continuum of representative interests rather than participation
which minimizes such factors. While consistent participation is seen, fluctuation may
occur given the nature of issues and relevance of their political priorities and well being.
Recommendations
1. Despite the never-ending debate among national political pundits about the
separation of church and state, the black churches serve the dire need of
engaging black women in political process. Therefore it is imperative that
they continue to play their role of making their membership aware of political
campaigns, activities and the importance their participation in political process
at all levels.
4William I-I. Boone, Conservatism and Black America. Unpublished paper presented in Boston in
2007 at the Annual Conference in American Government
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2. Although there is evidence that these sampled women respondent’s have been
actively involved in local political organizations and are familiar with local
politics, it somehow did not transcend into voting attitudes. In other words,
their ftmiliarity with state and/or presidential elections had significant effect
on their attitude about the importance of their voting as well as the importance
of black women voting in general on elections outcomes. Therefore, it is
important to help them understand how their familiarity with local elections
can also affect the outcome of elections at local levels—thereby a possibility
of creating local black women caucuses to affect elect at state and national
levels.
3. Because of the observed effect of voter registration, organized effort should be
made to target currently eligible non-registered black women as well as young
black women entering voting age in order to increase their representation and
involvement in elections at local, state and federal levels.
4. The evidence suggests that political parties must recognize the power of black
women vote and consider the ways to include black women voters in larger
numbers in the political process based on their political orientation and
identification with the party’s philosophy or position. Parties can do more to
solicit participation of these women voters in party activities—including but
not limited to placement of field offices within neighborhood communities,
and involving them in leadership roles within the party to empower them for
working with local members at grass-root levels.
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Implications for Future Research Direction
Future studies should consider larger samples and replicate these analyses to
validate the study findings among black women voters in Georgia. Also, it is desirable to
collect data ftom other race—gender groups (e.g.. white male, white female, black male)
utilizing the same instrument, so that direct comparisons across these populations become
possible.
Additionally, longitudinal studies should be performed to capture both
presidential and non-presidential election cycles.
APPENI)JX A
Voting Participation Survey
A Study of Differential Electoral Participation Among
Black Women in Atlanta and Keysville, Georgia
Dear Madam:
I am a Ph.D. Student in the Political Science Department at Clark Atlanta University. I
invite you to participate in a voting behavior study which focuses on African-American
Women. This questionnaire will take only seven minutes to complete. The purpose of this
study is to learn more about factors that influence voting participation, ideologies, and
trends among African-American women. The findings will be used for an analysis in my
dissertation. I appreciate your cooperation. Because we want all responses to remain
confidential, please do not put your name on the questionnaire. Choosing only one
answer for each question; please respond to all questions.
Again, thank you for your time and cooperation.
Celeste M. White March 2008
Section 1 Voting History (VH)
1. I am a registered voter in Georgia (1) it Yes (2) it No
(a) I have been a registered voter for Years or it All my life
2. 1 am registered to vote in County in Georgia




it Does Not apply





5. Previously. I was registered to vote in the State of
____________________________
it Does Not apply
6. Since I have been registered to vote in Georgia, I have
(I) itNever missed a Local election (2) it missed 1 to 2 times
(3) itMissed 3 to 4 times (4) itMissed more than 4 times
7. Since I have been registered to vote in Georgia, I have
(1) itNever missed a State election (2) it missed I to 2 times
(3) itMissed 3 to 4 times (4) itMissed more than 4 times
8. Since I have been registered to vote in Georgia, I have
(1) itNever missed a Federal election (2) it missed I to 2 times
(3) itMissed 3 to 4 times (4) itMissed more than 4 times
Section II Recent Voting Participation (R VP) Please check your selection in the blank space
provided. Only one response per question is required.
9. The political party I most identify myself with is:
(1)itDemocratic (2)it Republican (3)it Independent (4)it None
10. 1 consider my political orientation to be
(1)itConservative (2)it Moderate (3)it Liberal
(4)it Radical (5) mProgressive (6) it I don’t know
11. The political party that best represents my views is
(1 )mDemocratic (2)it Republican
(3)ir Independent (4)ir None




I 3. I voted in the last local elections City/COunty (I. e., Maim, Commissioner, .Siil’ri//; re/i’reiichuns)?
(1)7tYes (2)itNo
14. I voted in the last State elections (i.e., Gubernatorial, Secretaiy ofState, State
representative)?
(l)7tYes (2)itNo
15. I voted in the last Presidential Elections (Bush V Kerry,)?
(1)itYes (2)7tNo
16. 1 have cast an absentee ballot?
(l)itYes (2)TuNo
All of Most of the Almost
the time time never Never
17. The candidates I voted for in the
elections held after January 2006 won
1 8. The issues I voted for in the elections it it
held after January 2006, won
Section III: Knowledge, Familiarity and Engagement Please check one responsefor each
question.
Very Somewhat Not Very I have No






20. When it comes to




21. When it comes to the
voting process in my
precinct, I would it it it it




FAMILIARITY Very Familiar Familiar





23. When it comes to the
process of state
elections such as
senator of I-louse or
Representatives, I
consider myself to be
24. When it comes to the
process of local
elections such as








It It It It
It it it
Some of the Hardly any None of
ENGAGEMENT All of the Time Time of the time the Time
25. I talk about politics
among my family and
friends? ‘It It
it ‘It
26. I talk about the




27. 1 often attend
community forums or 7t It It
It
town hail meetings
28. I read about politics it
in the newspaper or
magazine
29. 1 watch discussions
about politics on the it it
it It
television
30. I listen to discussions





Some of the Hardly any None of
INGAG1;M[:NJ’ All of the Time Time of the time the Time
3 I I low often do you
use the Computer to









VOTING ATTITUDES: (Please check one response for each question)
Strongly Strongly
32. In my opinion Agree Agree Disagree Disagree
(a) Voting is very important to
election outcomes
it it It
(b) Registering to vote is very
important to election outcomes
It It it
(c) Black women voters are very
important to election outcomes
It it It it
(d) My vote is very important to
election outcomes
it it It it
(e) I believe Black Women’s vote can t It
change the landscape of American
Politics
(I) There is a need to increase voting
by Black women in elections,
it it it it
(g) There is a need for more Black
women in elected office,
it It it
33. My most important political issues are (c’heck 3)
7tHealth care ‘Jtlmmigration 7tEmployment
7tEducation 7tEconomy 7tYouth
7tTerrorism TtCrime 7tDrugs
7tAffordable housing 7tAbortion Rights 7tOther
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Appendix A (continued)
34. In my opinion the candidate’s voting record and personal position on issues
should be considered fbr voting purposes because:
35. In my opinion, candidate’s characteristics (such as personal values, moral character and other
personal attributes) should be considered for voting purposes because:
36. In my opinion the candidate’s gender, race, religion, faith, and sexual orientation should be
considered for voting purposes because:
37. Black women’s participation and voting in elections can be increased in the following ways:
Section VI Demographic Information
38. My age is 7t 18-25 7t26-39 it4O-54 it55-65 7t65+
39. My ethnicity is itBlack itWhite itHispanic itOther
40. I am 7tSingle itMarried 7tSeparated 7tDivorced irWidowe
d
41. Ihave completed years in school
42. I have
_____
(specifv number) Children, of whom
______
(specifv number)
are under the age of 1 8 years.
43. 1 currently reside in the city of
44. 1 was raised in the city of located in the state of
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Appendix A (continued)
Section VI Socio and Economic Status
45. My occupation is:
_______________________________________________________________________________
46. My primary source of income is: (I )7tSalary’/wages (2)itDisability/SSI
(3)m Child Support/Alimony (4)itTANF
47. My total income per year is
(I )it$0. -SI 4,999. (2)ir 15,000 - 19.999 (3)it 20,000- 24,999
(4)it 25,000-29,999 (5)it 30,000-34,999 (6)it 35,000-39,999
(7)7! 40,000 - 49,999 (8)7c50,000-54,999 (9)71 55,000-59,999
(10)71 60,000-64,999 (11 )it 65,000-69,999 (12)7170,000 -74,999
(13)m 75,000-79,999 (14)71 80,000-84,999 (15)71 85,000 +
48. My current living arrangement is
(I )mOwn/ Purchasing (2)itRent (3)71Lease
(4)7tPublic housing (5) itLive with family/friends
49. My religious affiliation/denomination is
(1)itLutheran (2)itPentecostal (3)itRoman Catholic
(4)71Baptist (5)irAME (6)7!CME
(7)7tPresbyterian (8)itMethodist (9)itNon Denominational
(l0)itMuslirn (1 I)itOther
50. I attend religious service regularly.
(l)7tyes (2)71No
51. The two (2) civic, sorority or community organizations I am primarily involved with are:
______________________ _
and
_ _ _ _ _____
Thank you very much for your participation!!!
APPENDIX B
Request to Principal Letter
Dear Principal Mahomes:
My name is Celeste White and I am a Ph.D. Student in the Political Science Department
at Clark Atlanta University. I am currently working on my dissertation on Voting
L3chaviors of Black Women in Atlanta and Keysville, Georgia. I am writing this letter to
request participation in completing a brief questionnaire by eligible Black women voters
in your Parent Teacher Association (PTA). The participants would be asked to complete
the pilot, or draft questionnaire to assist in determining whether any modifications are
required. The questionnaire will take only seven minutes to complete and is anonymous.
The purpose of this study is to learn more about factors that influence their voting
participation, and includes questions specific to their history of voting, their attitudes
towards voting, and the educational and informational activities they use as resources to
make voting decisions. The findings of the information collected will be used in the final
analysis of my dissertation.
If possible, I would like attend a regularly scheduled PTA meeting designated by yourself
or the PTA officers and make an appeal to eligible members in attendance to complete
the questionnaire. So that the regular business of the organization is not interrupted, the
use of an unoccupied classroom or available space, for completion of this questionnaire
would be greatly appreciated. I value the contribution that your members will add in the
effort to gain a better understanding of black women’s voting behavior in Georgia.
Thank you so much for your assistance and time towards this endeavor. I am also
including a copy of the questionnaire so that you may be informed of its content. If you
have any questions, do not hesitate to contact me at (404) 668-8285 cell. I look forward







Letters to Schools, PTAs, and Community Groups
March 24, 2008
Mrs. Dodson, President
Hapeville Middle Chapter School PTCO
Hapeville, GA
My name is Celeste White and I am a Ph.D. Student in the Political Science Department at Clark
Atlanta University. I am currently working on my dissertation on Voting Behaviors of Black
Women in Atlanta and Keysville, Georgia. I am writing this letter to request participation in
completing a brief questionnaire by eligible Black women voters in your Parent Teacher
Community Organization (PTCO). The questionnaire will take only seven minutes to complete
and is anonymous. The purpose of this study is to learn more about factors that influence their
voting participation, and includes questions specific to their history of voting, their attitudes
towards voting, and the educational and informational activities they use as resources to make
voting decisions. The findings of the information collected will be used in the final analysis of
my dissertation.
If possible, I would like to meet with yourself or the PTCO officers to discuss a strategy to access
women eligible for survey completion. I will ensure that collection of the data is convenient and
does not conflict with the business of the organization nor planned activities. I value the
contribution that your members will add in the effort to gain a better understanding of black
women’s voting behavior in Georgia.
Thank you so much for your assistance and time towards this endeavor. 1 am also including a
copy of the questionnaire so that you may be informed of its content. If you have any questions,
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My name is Celeste White and I am a Ph.D. Student in the Political Science Departmen
t at Clark
Atlanta University. I am currently working on my dissertation on Voting Behaviors of Blac
k
Women in Atlanta and Keysville, Georgia. I am writing this letter to request participatio
n in
completing a brief questionnaire by eligible Black women voters in your Parent
Teacher
Association (PTA). The participants would be asked to complete the pilot, or draft
questionnaire
to assist in determining whether any modifications are required. The questionnaire w
ill take only
seven minutes to complete and is anonymous. The purpose of this study is to learn m
ore about
Factors that influence their voting participation, and includes questions specific to their
history of
voting, their attitudes towards voting, and the educational and informational activit
ies they use as
resources to make voting decisions. The findings of the information collected will be
used in the
final analysis of my dissertation.
If possible, I would like attend a regularly scheduled PTA meeting designated by y
ourself or the
PTA officers and make an appeal to eligible members in attendance
to complete the
questionnaire. So that the regular business of the organization is not interrupte
d, the use of an
unoccupied classroom or available space, for completion of this questionn
aire would be greatly
appreciated. I value the contribution that your members will add in the effor
t to gain a better
understanding of black women’s voting behavior in Georgia.
Thank you so much for your assistance and time towards this endeavor. I am a
lso including a
copy of the questionnaire so that you may be informed of its content. If you ha
ve any questions,
do not hesitate to contact me at (404) 668-8285 cell. I look forward to sp













My name is Celeste White and I am a Ph.D. Student in the Political Science Department at Clark
Atlanta University. I am currently working on my dissertation on Voting Behaviors of Black
Women in Atlanta and Keysville, Georgia. I am writing this letter to request participation in
completing a brief questionnaire by eligible Black women voters in your organization. The
questionnaire will take only seven minutes to complete and is anonymous. The purpose of this
study is to learn more about factors that influence their voting participation, and includes
questions specific to their history of voting, their attitudes towards voting, and the educational
and informational activities they use as resources to make voting decisions. The findings of the
information collected will be used in the final analysis of my dissertation.
Ii possible, I would like to meet with yourself or a representative to discuss a strategy to access
women eligible for survey completion. I will ensure that collection ol the data is convenient and
does not conflict with the business of the organization nor planned activities. I value the
contribution that your members will add in the effort to gain a better understanding of black
women’s voting behavior in Georgia.
Thank you so much for your assistance and time towards this endeavor. I am also including a
copy of the questionnaire so that you may be informed of its content. If you have any questions,









Mr. Qu mien Gresham, Director
Clinical Services
Families First
11 05 W. Peachtree Street, N.W.
Atlanta, GA 30314
Dear Mr. Gresham:
My name is Celeste White and I am a Ph.D. Student in the Political Science Department at Clark
Atlanta University. I am currently working on my dissertation on Voting Behaviors of Black
Women in Atlanta and Keysville, Georgia. I am writing this letter to request participation in
completing a brieF questionnaire by eligible Black women voters among your service providers.
Although my husband, Dr. Gerry White, is the Director of Planning and Development for the
organization, he deemed it more appropriate to solicit your assistance in questionnaire
completion. The questionnaire will take only seven minutes to complete and is anonymous. The
purpose oF this study is to learn more about factors that influence their voting participation, and
includes questions specific to their history of voting, their attitudes towards voting, and the
educational and informational activities they use as resources to make voting decisions. The
findings of the information collected will be used in the final analysis of my dissertation.
If possible, I would like to meet with yourself or a representative staff member to discuss a
strategy to access women eligible for survey completion. I will ensure that collection of the data
is convenient and does not conflict with the business of the agency nor planned activities. I value
the contribution that your members will add in the effort to gain a better understanding of black
women’s voting behavior in Georgia.
Thank you so much for your assistance and time towards this endeavor. I am also including a
copy of the questionnaire so that you may be informed of its content. If you have any questions,
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Rev. W. L. Cottrell, Pastor
Beulah Baptist Church
170 Griffin Street N.W.
Atlanta, GA 30314
Dear Rev. Cottrell
My name is Celesie White, and I am a Ph.D. student in the Political Science Department at Clark
Atlanta University. I am currently working on my dissertation on Voting Behaviors of Black
Women in Atlanta and Keysvifie, Georgia. I am writing this letter to request participation in
completing a brief questionnaire by eligible Black women voters that both attend your worship
services and/or are recipients of outreach services provided through your ministry. This
questionnaire will take only ten minutes to complete and is completely anonymous. The purpose
of this study is to learn more about factors that influence black women’s voting participation, and
includes questions specific about women’s history of voting, their attitudes towards voting, a
nd
the educational and informational activities they use as resources when making voting dec
isions.
The findings of the information collected will be used in the final analysis of my dissertation,
which will be available in the Robert W. Woodruff Library.
If possible, I would like assistance by Beulah member Naomi T. Ward with completion
of my
questionnaire by women voters in your congregation. Professor Ward has been a long tim
e
mentor of mine and would provide excellent data collection guidance to the participants. The
contribution by the women of Buelah Baptist is invaluable in gleaning lived experiences wit
h
voting activity in Atlanta; my dissertation efforts will be greatly enhanced by their inclusion.
Thank you so much for your consideration and assistance in this endeavor. I am also includ
ing a
copy of the questionnaire so that you may be informed of its content. If you have any q
uestions,











Woods Memorial Baptist Church
5665 Old National l-lighway
College Park, GA 30349
Pastor Toney Mosley:
My name is Celeste White, and I both a member of Woods Memorial and the wife of Dr. Gerry
White. I am a Ph.D. student in the Political Science Department at Clark Atlanta University and
am currently working on my dissertation on Voting Behaviors of Black Women in Atlanta and
Keysville, Georgia. I am writing this letter to request participation in completing a brief
questionnaire by eligible Black women voters that attend our worship services. This questionnaire
will take only seven minutes to complete and is anonymous. The purpose of this study is to learn
more about factors that influence black women’s voting participation, and includes questions
specific to their history of voting, their attitudes towards voting, and the educational and
informational activities they use as resources when making voting decisions. The findings of the
information collected will be used in the final analysis of my dissertation.
If possible, on a Sunday designated by you, I would like to make an appeal to eligible members to
participate in the completion of the questionnaire immediately after worship service. The use of
the fellowship hail or other convenient space is all that would be needed to facilitate the
participation of those willing persons. I value the contribution that the women of Woods
Memorial Baptist will add in the effort to gain a better understanding of black women’s voting
behavior.
Thank you so much for your consideration and assistance in this endeavor. I am also including a
copy of the questionnaire so that you may be informed of its content. If you have any questions,













My name is Celeste White, and I am a Ph.D. student in the Political Science Department at Clark
Atlanta University. I am currently working on my dissertation on Voting Behaviors of Black
Women in Atlanta and Keysville, Georgia. I am writing this letter to request participation in
completing a brief questionnaire by eligible Black women voters that both attend your worshi
p
services and/or are recipients of outreach services provided through your ministry
. This
questionnaire will take only ten minutes to complete and is completely anonymous. The purpos
e
of this study is to learn more about factors that influence black women’s voting participatio
n, and
includes questions specific about women’s history of voting, their attitudes towards voting
, and
the educational and informational activities they use as resources when making voting deci
sions.
The findings of the information collected will be used in the final analysis of my disse
rtation,
which will be available in the Robert W. Woodruff Library.
If possible, I would like assistance by Mt. Tabor AME member and former mayor,
Emma
Gresham with completion of my questionnaire by women voters in your congregation
. Mayor
Gresham has been a long time mentor of mine and would provide excellent data co
llection
guidance to the participants. The contribution by the women of Mt. Tabor is invalu
able in
gleaning lived experiences with voting activity in Keysville; my dissertation eff
orts will be
greatly enhanced by their inclusion.
Thank you so much for your consideration and assistance in this endeavor. I am also i
ncluding a
copy of the questionnaire so that you may be informed of its content. If you have
any questions,












Providence Missionary Baptist Church
2295 Benjamin B. Mays Drive, S.W.
Atlanta, GA 303 II
Dear Rev. Durley:
My name is Celeste White, and I am a Ph.D. student in the Political Science Department at Clark
Atlanta University. I am currently working on my dissertation on Voting Behaviors of Black
Women in Atlanta and Keysville, Georgia. I am writing this letter to request participation in
completing a brief questionnaire by eligible Black women voters that both attend your worship
services and/or are recipients of outreach services provided through your ministry. This
questionnaire will take only ten minutes to complete and is completely anonymous. The purpose
of this study is to learn more about factors that influence black women’s voting participation, and
includes questions specific about women’s history of voting, their attitudes towards voting, and
the educational and informational activities they use as resources when making voting decisions.
The findings of the information collected will be used in the final analysis of my dissertation,
which will be available in the Robert W. Woodruff Library.
IC possible. I would like assistance by Providence Assistant Pastor, Rev. Kathi Chavous with
completion of my questionnaire by women voters in your congregation. Reverend Chavous has
spiritual mentor of mine and would provide excellent data collection guidance to the participants.
The contribution by the women of Providence Baptist is invaluable in gleaning lived experiences
with voting activity in Atlanta; my dissertation efforts will be greatly enhanced by their inclusion.
Thank you so much for your consideration and assistance in this endeavor. I am also including a
copy of the questionnaire so that you may be informed of its content. If you have any questions,










Rev. Quinten Gresham, Jr.
Mt. Caramel AM [Z Church
1140 Henry Thomas Drive.
Atlanta, GA 303 15
Dear Rev. Gresharn:
My name is Celeste White, and I am a Ph.D. student in the Political Science Department at Clark
Atlanta University. I am currently working on my dissertation on Voting Behaviors of Black
Women in Atlanta and Keysville, Georgia. I am writing this letter to request participation in
completing a brief questionnaire by eligible Black women voters that both attend your worship
services and/or are recipients of outreach services provided through your ministry. This
questionnaire will take only ten minutes to complete and is completely anonymous. The purpose
of this study is to learn more about factors that influence black women’s voting participation, and
includes questions specific about women’s history of voting, their attitudes towards voting, and
the educational and informational activities they use as resources when making voting decisions.
The findings of the information collected will be used in the final analysis of my dissertation,
which will be available in the Robert W. WoodruiT Library.
If’ possible, I would like assistance by yourself or an appointed member with completion of my
questionnaire by women voters in your congregation. The contribution by the women of Mt.
Caramel is invaluable in gleaning lived experiences with voting activity in Atlanta; my
dissertation efforts will be greatly enhanced by their inclusion.
Thank you so much for your consideration and assistance in this endeavor. I am also including a
copy of the questionnaire so that you may be informed of its content. If you have any questions,
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state politics in voting behavior. While research of this dissertation is driven by the
resulting gender differences of black voting, it is the latter category of electoral state
politics which has been expanded through consideration of intervening factors.
This dissertation improves upon research of engagement by linking knowledge
and familiarity factors with socioeconomic characteristics. The work by Matthew and
Protho presumed an intrinsic inherent absence of both factors, in spite of inclusion of
college students (both male and female) in its studies. Findings in the current research
suggest the relevance of universal factors significant for understanding types of political
participation, to include registration and voting. In addition, findings in this study update
research on black voting in Georgia. Its emphasis on black women as a significant
percent of current voters enables continued research on their levels of voting and
engagement as Georgia voters. The analysis of knowledge and familiarity of State
politics updates Walton’s emphasis on party politics, specifically as consideration in this
work provides insight into the link between political orientation, party identification and
actual voting. Findings in this work assist with efforts to predict black women’s voting
participation in General and term elections.
Walton’s 1984 voting research during the desegregation era in Georgia identified
shifts in voting behavior among blacks both at the local and state levels. While the legal
practices of that era have been neutralized 40 or more years later, in this current work
added substance is given to the force behind shifts in voting behavior. Trends at differing
electoral voting levels suggest a purposeful voting behavior rather than voting for the
least strident” candidate or issues as articulated in the Walton study. As such, black
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women’s voting behavior represents customary leadership expectations and political
concerns and interests. This is significant as similar political priorities were identified
between our urban and rural populations. In this current research, top political concerns
were healthcare and education for the combined locations, followed by employment
(Atlanta) and the economy (Keysville) respectively. Boone4 found that in Atlanta in
2006 the number one issue for African Americans was the economy, education ranked
second, and terrorism ranked third. Thus it can be predicted that both candidate support
and issue support at both the local and stale levels are rationale and driven by an interest
in the well being afforded by political participation and representation in decision
making. Thus office seekers, their platforms and issues presented for public voting may
yield a range of voting participation by black women, with the “shifts” identified by
Walton occurring along a continuum of representative interests rather than participation
which minimizes such factors. While consistent participation is seen, fluctuation may
occur given the nature of issues and relevance of their political priorities and well being.
Recommendations
1. Despite the never-ending debate among national political pundits about the
separation of church and state, the black churches serve the dire need of
engaging black women in political process. Therefore it is imperative that
they continue to play their role of making their membership aware of political
campaigns, activities and the importance their participation in political process
at all levels.
4William I-I. Boone, Conservatism and Black America. Unpublished paper presented in Boston in
2007 at the Annual Conference in American Government
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2. Although there is evidence that these sampled women respondent’s have been
actively involved in local political organizations and are familiar with local
politics, it somehow did not transcend into voting attitudes. In other words,
their ftmiliarity with state and/or presidential elections had significant effect
on their attitude about the importance of their voting as well as the importance
of black women voting in general on elections outcomes. Therefore, it is
important to help them understand how their familiarity with local elections
can also affect the outcome of elections at local levels—thereby a possibility
of creating local black women caucuses to affect elect at state and national
levels.
3. Because of the observed effect of voter registration, organized effort should be
made to target currently eligible non-registered black women as well as young
black women entering voting age in order to increase their representation and
involvement in elections at local, state and federal levels.
4. The evidence suggests that political parties must recognize the power of black
women vote and consider the ways to include black women voters in larger
numbers in the political process based on their political orientation and
identification with the party’s philosophy or position. Parties can do more to
solicit participation of these women voters in party activities—including but
not limited to placement of field offices within neighborhood communities,
and involving them in leadership roles within the party to empower them for
working with local members at grass-root levels.
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Implications for Future Research Direction
Future studies should consider larger samples and replicate these analyses to
validate the study findings among black women voters in Georgia. Also, it is desirable to
collect data ftom other race—gender groups (e.g.. white male, white female, black male)
utilizing the same instrument, so that direct comparisons across these populations become
possible.
Additionally, longitudinal studies should be performed to capture both
presidential and non-presidential election cycles.
APPENI)JX A
Voting Participation Survey
A Study of Differential Electoral Participation Among
Black Women in Atlanta and Keysville, Georgia
Dear Madam:
I am a Ph.D. Student in the Political Science Department at Clark Atlanta University. I
invite you to participate in a voting behavior study which focuses on African-American
Women. This questionnaire will take only seven minutes to complete. The purpose of this
study is to learn more about factors that influence voting participation, ideologies, and
trends among African-American women. The findings will be used for an analysis in my
dissertation. I appreciate your cooperation. Because we want all responses to remain
confidential, please do not put your name on the questionnaire. Choosing only one
answer for each question; please respond to all questions.
Again, thank you for your time and cooperation.
Celeste M. White March 2008
Section 1 Voting History (VH)
1. I am a registered voter in Georgia (1) it Yes (2) it No
(a) I have been a registered voter for Years or it All my life
2. 1 am registered to vote in County in Georgia




it Does Not apply





5. Previously. I was registered to vote in the State of
____________________________
it Does Not apply
6. Since I have been registered to vote in Georgia, I have
(I) itNever missed a Local election (2) it missed 1 to 2 times
(3) itMissed 3 to 4 times (4) itMissed more than 4 times
7. Since I have been registered to vote in Georgia, I have
(1) itNever missed a State election (2) it missed I to 2 times
(3) itMissed 3 to 4 times (4) itMissed more than 4 times
8. Since I have been registered to vote in Georgia, I have
(1) itNever missed a Federal election (2) it missed I to 2 times
(3) itMissed 3 to 4 times (4) itMissed more than 4 times
Section II Recent Voting Participation (R VP) Please check your selection in the blank space
provided. Only one response per question is required.
9. The political party I most identify myself with is:
(1)itDemocratic (2)it Republican (3)it Independent (4)it None
10. 1 consider my political orientation to be
(1)itConservative (2)it Moderate (3)it Liberal
(4)it Radical (5) mProgressive (6) it I don’t know
11. The political party that best represents my views is
(1 )mDemocratic (2)it Republican
(3)ir Independent (4)ir None




I 3. I voted in the last local elections City/COunty (I. e., Maim, Commissioner, .Siil’ri//; re/i’reiichuns)?
(1)7tYes (2)itNo
14. I voted in the last State elections (i.e., Gubernatorial, Secretaiy ofState, State
representative)?
(l)7tYes (2)itNo
15. I voted in the last Presidential Elections (Bush V Kerry,)?
(1)itYes (2)7tNo
16. 1 have cast an absentee ballot?
(l)itYes (2)TuNo
All of Most of the Almost
the time time never Never
17. The candidates I voted for in the
elections held after January 2006 won
1 8. The issues I voted for in the elections it it
held after January 2006, won
Section III: Knowledge, Familiarity and Engagement Please check one responsefor each
question.
Very Somewhat Not Very I have No






20. When it comes to




21. When it comes to the
voting process in my
precinct, I would it it it it




FAMILIARITY Very Familiar Familiar





23. When it comes to the
process of state
elections such as
senator of I-louse or
Representatives, I
consider myself to be
24. When it comes to the
process of local
elections such as








It It It It
It it it
Some of the Hardly any None of
ENGAGEMENT All of the Time Time of the time the Time
25. I talk about politics
among my family and
friends? ‘It It
it ‘It
26. I talk about the




27. 1 often attend
community forums or 7t It It
It
town hail meetings
28. I read about politics it
in the newspaper or
magazine
29. 1 watch discussions
about politics on the it it
it It
television
30. I listen to discussions





Some of the Hardly any None of
INGAG1;M[:NJ’ All of the Time Time of the time the Time
3 I I low often do you
use the Computer to









VOTING ATTITUDES: (Please check one response for each question)
Strongly Strongly
32. In my opinion Agree Agree Disagree Disagree
(a) Voting is very important to
election outcomes
it it It
(b) Registering to vote is very
important to election outcomes
It It it
(c) Black women voters are very
important to election outcomes
It it It it
(d) My vote is very important to
election outcomes
it it It it
(e) I believe Black Women’s vote can t It
change the landscape of American
Politics
(I) There is a need to increase voting
by Black women in elections,
it it it it
(g) There is a need for more Black
women in elected office,
it It it
33. My most important political issues are (c’heck 3)
7tHealth care ‘Jtlmmigration 7tEmployment
7tEducation 7tEconomy 7tYouth
7tTerrorism TtCrime 7tDrugs
7tAffordable housing 7tAbortion Rights 7tOther
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Appendix A (continued)
34. In my opinion the candidate’s voting record and personal position on issues
should be considered fbr voting purposes because:
35. In my opinion, candidate’s characteristics (such as personal values, moral character and other
personal attributes) should be considered for voting purposes because:
36. In my opinion the candidate’s gender, race, religion, faith, and sexual orientation should be
considered for voting purposes because:
37. Black women’s participation and voting in elections can be increased in the following ways:
Section VI Demographic Information
38. My age is 7t 18-25 7t26-39 it4O-54 it55-65 7t65+
39. My ethnicity is itBlack itWhite itHispanic itOther
40. I am 7tSingle itMarried 7tSeparated 7tDivorced irWidowe
d
41. Ihave completed years in school
42. I have
_____
(specifv number) Children, of whom
______
(specifv number)
are under the age of 1 8 years.
43. 1 currently reside in the city of
44. 1 was raised in the city of located in the state of
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Appendix A (continued)
Section VI Socio and Economic Status
45. My occupation is:
_______________________________________________________________________________
46. My primary source of income is: (I )7tSalary’/wages (2)itDisability/SSI
(3)m Child Support/Alimony (4)itTANF
47. My total income per year is
(I )it$0. -SI 4,999. (2)ir 15,000 - 19.999 (3)it 20,000- 24,999
(4)it 25,000-29,999 (5)it 30,000-34,999 (6)it 35,000-39,999
(7)7! 40,000 - 49,999 (8)7c50,000-54,999 (9)71 55,000-59,999
(10)71 60,000-64,999 (11 )it 65,000-69,999 (12)7170,000 -74,999
(13)m 75,000-79,999 (14)71 80,000-84,999 (15)71 85,000 +
48. My current living arrangement is
(I )mOwn/ Purchasing (2)itRent (3)71Lease
(4)7tPublic housing (5) itLive with family/friends
49. My religious affiliation/denomination is
(1)itLutheran (2)itPentecostal (3)itRoman Catholic
(4)71Baptist (5)irAME (6)7!CME
(7)7tPresbyterian (8)itMethodist (9)itNon Denominational
(l0)itMuslirn (1 I)itOther
50. I attend religious service regularly.
(l)7tyes (2)71No
51. The two (2) civic, sorority or community organizations I am primarily involved with are:
______________________ _
and
_ _ _ _ _____
Thank you very much for your participation!!!
APPENDIX B
Request to Principal Letter
Dear Principal Mahomes:
My name is Celeste White and I am a Ph.D. Student in the Political Science Department
at Clark Atlanta University. I am currently working on my dissertation on Voting
L3chaviors of Black Women in Atlanta and Keysville, Georgia. I am writing this letter to
request participation in completing a brief questionnaire by eligible Black women voters
in your Parent Teacher Association (PTA). The participants would be asked to complete
the pilot, or draft questionnaire to assist in determining whether any modifications are
required. The questionnaire will take only seven minutes to complete and is anonymous.
The purpose of this study is to learn more about factors that influence their voting
participation, and includes questions specific to their history of voting, their attitudes
towards voting, and the educational and informational activities they use as resources to
make voting decisions. The findings of the information collected will be used in the final
analysis of my dissertation.
If possible, I would like attend a regularly scheduled PTA meeting designated by yourself
or the PTA officers and make an appeal to eligible members in attendance to complete
the questionnaire. So that the regular business of the organization is not interrupted, the
use of an unoccupied classroom or available space, for completion of this questionnaire
would be greatly appreciated. I value the contribution that your members will add in the
effort to gain a better understanding of black women’s voting behavior in Georgia.
Thank you so much for your assistance and time towards this endeavor. I am also
including a copy of the questionnaire so that you may be informed of its content. If you
have any questions, do not hesitate to contact me at (404) 668-8285 cell. I look forward







Letters to Schools, PTAs, and Community Groups
March 24, 2008
Mrs. Dodson, President
Hapeville Middle Chapter School PTCO
Hapeville, GA
My name is Celeste White and I am a Ph.D. Student in the Political Science Department at Clark
Atlanta University. I am currently working on my dissertation on Voting Behaviors of Black
Women in Atlanta and Keysville, Georgia. I am writing this letter to request participation in
completing a brief questionnaire by eligible Black women voters in your Parent Teacher
Community Organization (PTCO). The questionnaire will take only seven minutes to complete
and is anonymous. The purpose of this study is to learn more about factors that influence their
voting participation, and includes questions specific to their history of voting, their attitudes
towards voting, and the educational and informational activities they use as resources to make
voting decisions. The findings of the information collected will be used in the final analysis of
my dissertation.
If possible, I would like to meet with yourself or the PTCO officers to discuss a strategy to access
women eligible for survey completion. I will ensure that collection of the data is convenient and
does not conflict with the business of the organization nor planned activities. I value the
contribution that your members will add in the effort to gain a better understanding of black
women’s voting behavior in Georgia.
Thank you so much for your assistance and time towards this endeavor. 1 am also including a
copy of the questionnaire so that you may be informed of its content. If you have any questions,
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My name is Celeste White and I am a Ph.D. Student in the Political Science Departmen
t at Clark
Atlanta University. I am currently working on my dissertation on Voting Behaviors of Blac
k
Women in Atlanta and Keysville, Georgia. I am writing this letter to request participatio
n in
completing a brief questionnaire by eligible Black women voters in your Parent
Teacher
Association (PTA). The participants would be asked to complete the pilot, or draft
questionnaire
to assist in determining whether any modifications are required. The questionnaire w
ill take only
seven minutes to complete and is anonymous. The purpose of this study is to learn m
ore about
Factors that influence their voting participation, and includes questions specific to their
history of
voting, their attitudes towards voting, and the educational and informational activit
ies they use as
resources to make voting decisions. The findings of the information collected will be
used in the
final analysis of my dissertation.
If possible, I would like attend a regularly scheduled PTA meeting designated by y
ourself or the
PTA officers and make an appeal to eligible members in attendance
to complete the
questionnaire. So that the regular business of the organization is not interrupte
d, the use of an
unoccupied classroom or available space, for completion of this questionn
aire would be greatly
appreciated. I value the contribution that your members will add in the effor
t to gain a better
understanding of black women’s voting behavior in Georgia.
Thank you so much for your assistance and time towards this endeavor. I am a
lso including a
copy of the questionnaire so that you may be informed of its content. If you ha
ve any questions,
do not hesitate to contact me at (404) 668-8285 cell. I look forward to sp













My name is Celeste White and I am a Ph.D. Student in the Political Science Department at Clark
Atlanta University. I am currently working on my dissertation on Voting Behaviors of Black
Women in Atlanta and Keysville, Georgia. I am writing this letter to request participation in
completing a brief questionnaire by eligible Black women voters in your organization. The
questionnaire will take only seven minutes to complete and is anonymous. The purpose of this
study is to learn more about factors that influence their voting participation, and includes
questions specific to their history of voting, their attitudes towards voting, and the educational
and informational activities they use as resources to make voting decisions. The findings of the
information collected will be used in the final analysis of my dissertation.
Ii possible, I would like to meet with yourself or a representative to discuss a strategy to access
women eligible for survey completion. I will ensure that collection ol the data is convenient and
does not conflict with the business of the organization nor planned activities. I value the
contribution that your members will add in the effort to gain a better understanding of black
women’s voting behavior in Georgia.
Thank you so much for your assistance and time towards this endeavor. I am also including a
copy of the questionnaire so that you may be informed of its content. If you have any questions,









Mr. Qu mien Gresham, Director
Clinical Services
Families First
11 05 W. Peachtree Street, N.W.
Atlanta, GA 30314
Dear Mr. Gresham:
My name is Celeste White and I am a Ph.D. Student in the Political Science Department at Clark
Atlanta University. I am currently working on my dissertation on Voting Behaviors of Black
Women in Atlanta and Keysville, Georgia. I am writing this letter to request participation in
completing a brieF questionnaire by eligible Black women voters among your service providers.
Although my husband, Dr. Gerry White, is the Director of Planning and Development for the
organization, he deemed it more appropriate to solicit your assistance in questionnaire
completion. The questionnaire will take only seven minutes to complete and is anonymous. The
purpose oF this study is to learn more about factors that influence their voting participation, and
includes questions specific to their history of voting, their attitudes towards voting, and the
educational and informational activities they use as resources to make voting decisions. The
findings of the information collected will be used in the final analysis of my dissertation.
If possible, I would like to meet with yourself or a representative staff member to discuss a
strategy to access women eligible for survey completion. I will ensure that collection of the data
is convenient and does not conflict with the business of the agency nor planned activities. I value
the contribution that your members will add in the effort to gain a better understanding of black
women’s voting behavior in Georgia.
Thank you so much for your assistance and time towards this endeavor. I am also including a
copy of the questionnaire so that you may be informed of its content. If you have any questions,
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Rev. W. L. Cottrell, Pastor
Beulah Baptist Church
170 Griffin Street N.W.
Atlanta, GA 30314
Dear Rev. Cottrell
My name is Celesie White, and I am a Ph.D. student in the Political Science Department at Clark
Atlanta University. I am currently working on my dissertation on Voting Behaviors of Black
Women in Atlanta and Keysvifie, Georgia. I am writing this letter to request participation in
completing a brief questionnaire by eligible Black women voters that both attend your worship
services and/or are recipients of outreach services provided through your ministry. This
questionnaire will take only ten minutes to complete and is completely anonymous. The purpose
of this study is to learn more about factors that influence black women’s voting participation, and
includes questions specific about women’s history of voting, their attitudes towards voting, a
nd
the educational and informational activities they use as resources when making voting dec
isions.
The findings of the information collected will be used in the final analysis of my dissertation,
which will be available in the Robert W. Woodruff Library.
If possible, I would like assistance by Beulah member Naomi T. Ward with completion
of my
questionnaire by women voters in your congregation. Professor Ward has been a long tim
e
mentor of mine and would provide excellent data collection guidance to the participants. The
contribution by the women of Buelah Baptist is invaluable in gleaning lived experiences wit
h
voting activity in Atlanta; my dissertation efforts will be greatly enhanced by their inclusion.
Thank you so much for your consideration and assistance in this endeavor. I am also includ
ing a
copy of the questionnaire so that you may be informed of its content. If you have any q
uestions,











Woods Memorial Baptist Church
5665 Old National l-lighway
College Park, GA 30349
Pastor Toney Mosley:
My name is Celeste White, and I both a member of Woods Memorial and the wife of Dr. Gerry
White. I am a Ph.D. student in the Political Science Department at Clark Atlanta University and
am currently working on my dissertation on Voting Behaviors of Black Women in Atlanta and
Keysville, Georgia. I am writing this letter to request participation in completing a brief
questionnaire by eligible Black women voters that attend our worship services. This questionnaire
will take only seven minutes to complete and is anonymous. The purpose of this study is to learn
more about factors that influence black women’s voting participation, and includes questions
specific to their history of voting, their attitudes towards voting, and the educational and
informational activities they use as resources when making voting decisions. The findings of the
information collected will be used in the final analysis of my dissertation.
If possible, on a Sunday designated by you, I would like to make an appeal to eligible members to
participate in the completion of the questionnaire immediately after worship service. The use of
the fellowship hail or other convenient space is all that would be needed to facilitate the
participation of those willing persons. I value the contribution that the women of Woods
Memorial Baptist will add in the effort to gain a better understanding of black women’s voting
behavior.
Thank you so much for your consideration and assistance in this endeavor. I am also including a
copy of the questionnaire so that you may be informed of its content. If you have any questions,













My name is Celeste White, and I am a Ph.D. student in the Political Science Department at Clark
Atlanta University. I am currently working on my dissertation on Voting Behaviors of Black
Women in Atlanta and Keysville, Georgia. I am writing this letter to request participation in
completing a brief questionnaire by eligible Black women voters that both attend your worshi
p
services and/or are recipients of outreach services provided through your ministry
. This
questionnaire will take only ten minutes to complete and is completely anonymous. The purpos
e
of this study is to learn more about factors that influence black women’s voting participatio
n, and
includes questions specific about women’s history of voting, their attitudes towards voting
, and
the educational and informational activities they use as resources when making voting deci
sions.
The findings of the information collected will be used in the final analysis of my disse
rtation,
which will be available in the Robert W. Woodruff Library.
If possible, I would like assistance by Mt. Tabor AME member and former mayor,
Emma
Gresham with completion of my questionnaire by women voters in your congregation
. Mayor
Gresham has been a long time mentor of mine and would provide excellent data co
llection
guidance to the participants. The contribution by the women of Mt. Tabor is invalu
able in
gleaning lived experiences with voting activity in Keysville; my dissertation eff
orts will be
greatly enhanced by their inclusion.
Thank you so much for your consideration and assistance in this endeavor. I am also i
ncluding a
copy of the questionnaire so that you may be informed of its content. If you have
any questions,












Providence Missionary Baptist Church
2295 Benjamin B. Mays Drive, S.W.
Atlanta, GA 303 II
Dear Rev. Durley:
My name is Celeste White, and I am a Ph.D. student in the Political Science Department at Clark
Atlanta University. I am currently working on my dissertation on Voting Behaviors of Black
Women in Atlanta and Keysville, Georgia. I am writing this letter to request participation in
completing a brief questionnaire by eligible Black women voters that both attend your worship
services and/or are recipients of outreach services provided through your ministry. This
questionnaire will take only ten minutes to complete and is completely anonymous. The purpose
of this study is to learn more about factors that influence black women’s voting participation, and
includes questions specific about women’s history of voting, their attitudes towards voting, and
the educational and informational activities they use as resources when making voting decisions.
The findings of the information collected will be used in the final analysis of my dissertation,
which will be available in the Robert W. Woodruff Library.
IC possible. I would like assistance by Providence Assistant Pastor, Rev. Kathi Chavous with
completion of my questionnaire by women voters in your congregation. Reverend Chavous has
spiritual mentor of mine and would provide excellent data collection guidance to the participants.
The contribution by the women of Providence Baptist is invaluable in gleaning lived experiences
with voting activity in Atlanta; my dissertation efforts will be greatly enhanced by their inclusion.
Thank you so much for your consideration and assistance in this endeavor. I am also including a
copy of the questionnaire so that you may be informed of its content. If you have any questions,










Rev. Quinten Gresham, Jr.
Mt. Caramel AM [Z Church
1140 Henry Thomas Drive.
Atlanta, GA 303 15
Dear Rev. Gresharn:
My name is Celeste White, and I am a Ph.D. student in the Political Science Department at Clark
Atlanta University. I am currently working on my dissertation on Voting Behaviors of Black
Women in Atlanta and Keysville, Georgia. I am writing this letter to request participation in
completing a brief questionnaire by eligible Black women voters that both attend your worship
services and/or are recipients of outreach services provided through your ministry. This
questionnaire will take only ten minutes to complete and is completely anonymous. The purpose
of this study is to learn more about factors that influence black women’s voting participation, and
includes questions specific about women’s history of voting, their attitudes towards voting, and
the educational and informational activities they use as resources when making voting decisions.
The findings of the information collected will be used in the final analysis of my dissertation,
which will be available in the Robert W. WoodruiT Library.
If’ possible, I would like assistance by yourself or an appointed member with completion of my
questionnaire by women voters in your congregation. The contribution by the women of Mt.
Caramel is invaluable in gleaning lived experiences with voting activity in Atlanta; my
dissertation efforts will be greatly enhanced by their inclusion.
Thank you so much for your consideration and assistance in this endeavor. I am also including a
copy of the questionnaire so that you may be informed of its content. If you have any questions,
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